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Introduction 

LIFE ASSESSMENT of structural components is used to avoid catastrophic failures and to maintain safe and 
reliable functioning of equipment. The articles in the “Structural Life Assessment Methods” Section in this 
Volume are written to provide an overview of the prevalent life assessment methodologies for structural 
components. Because the failure analyst is often asked questions concerning remaining life, fitness-for-service, 
inspection intervals, and reliability of structural components and equipment, it is necessary that the failure 
analyst be aware of life assessment methodologies to address the questions and concerns of the industry he or 
she serves. Life assessment method advances and changes in technologies for structural components and 
equipment will require the investigator to adapt to the need of the industry. Furthermore, the failure investigator 
role has expanded from providing accurate identification of life-limiting failure mechanisms and degradation 
phenomena to also providing the time for degradation or damage, and crack growth rate to be used in life 
assessment estimates. Thus, the failure investigator's input is essential for meaningful life assessment of 
structural components. This article provides an overview of the structural design process, the failure analysis 
process, the failure investigator's role, and how failure analysis of structural components integrates into 
determination of remaining life, fitness-for-service, and other life assessment concerns. The topics discussed in 
this article include:  

• Industry perspectives on failure and life assessment of components 
• Structural design philosophies 
• Life-limiting factors 
• The role of the failure analyst in life assessment 
• The role of nondestructive inspection 
• Fatigue life assessment 
• Elevated-temperature life assessment 
• Fitness-for-service life assessment 
• Probabilistic and deterministic approaches 

Industry Perspectives on Failure and Life Assessment of Components 

As noted previously, life assessment of structural components is a means to avoid catastrophic failures and to 
maintain safe and reliable functioning of equipment. Catastrophic failures of structural components occur rather 
infrequently, but when they do, they take a heavy toll on human lives in addition to the cost of repairs, 
replacement power, and litigation costs. In 1982, the National Bureau of Standards commissioned a study to 
determine the direct and indirect cost of fracture in the United States. It was estimated that $120 billion are 
spent annually to cover direct costs and costs associated with fracture-related accidents (Ref 1). The estimates 
took into account the necessity of overdesigning to prevent failure, added inspections, repairs, and replacement 
of degraded materials. Needless to say, the costs and stakes for failure are high. In addition, the cost savings are 
great if failure can be mitigated or prevented. 
For the failure investigator, a failure is often defined as the rupture, fracture, or cracking of a structural member. 
The industrial definition of failure is often quite different from the textbook definition. A component, in 
practice, is deemed to have failed when it can no longer perform its intended function safely, reliably, and 
economically. Any one of these criteria can constitute failure. For example, a steam turbine blade whose tip has 
eroded affects turbine efficiency and hence affects the economics of operation adversely. The blade should 
therefore be replaced even though it can continue to operate. Component failures are thus defined in terms of 
“functional” rather than “structural” failures. Replacement of parts can be based on economic considerations, 
reliability, and material properties. In the discipline of life assessment, equipment and structures are evaluated 



to determine if they are suitable, reliable, and economical for continual service. If deemed unreliable, the 
equipment or structure may be repaired, refurbished, or replaced. 
In any component the failure criteria need to be defined and established. Failure does not always involve 
fracture or rupture. Progressive damage of structure and components under operating conditions leads to 
exhaustion of life, thus leading to failure. Damage may be defined as a “progressive and cumulative change 
acting to degrade the structural performance of the load-bearing component or components which make up the 
plant” (Ref 2). Life may be defined as the “period during which a component can perform its intended function 
safely, reliably, and economically” (Ref 3). With some modifications, the definitions used by Viswanathan and 
Dooley for fossil-fuel power steam plant components (Ref 3) can be used to define failure and life of 
components; that is, component life is expended when:  

• Design life has elapsed. 
• Calculations predict life exhaustion. 
• Service time has reached some arbitrarily chosen fraction of calculated or experimental failure life. 
• Previous failure statistics indicate high probability of failure. 
• Frequency of repair renders continued operation uneconomical. 
• Nondestructive inspection reveals cracking. 
• Surface degradation from corrosion, including coating degradation, is excessive. 
• Grain-boundary attack and/or pitting by oxidation/hot corrosion, is excessive. 
• Foreign object damage is severe. 
• Destructive sampling and testing indicate life exhaustion. 
• Excessive deformation has occurred due to creep, causing distortion and unfavorable changes in 

clearances. 
• Sudden and complete fracture occurs. 
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Structural Design Philosophies 

Historic Failures. It is often stated that history repeats itself. Yet, when it comes to structural components and equipment, 
structural designers, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), and users do not want a repeat of history. The 
consequences and costs of fractured, cracked, corroded, and malfunctioned equipment are unwanted. Through the years, 
history has demonstrated that failures occur; history has also shown that the engineering communities have responded to 
prevent failure from occurring again. Table 1 (Ref 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) identifies some of the historic 
structural failures that have occurred in the 20th century. These historic failures as well as other failures have 
revolutionized design philosophies, inspection techniques and practices, material development, and material processing 
and controls and have redefined the criteria for failure. Furthermore, the pursuit of understanding how and why these 
failures occurred have resulted in the development of structural-integrity programs, enhanced analytical modeling and 
prediction techniques, accurate life assessment methods, and a fortified commitment to avoid the recurrence of these 
failures through improved designs. The examples cited in Table 1 were serious and often tragic failures that had a great 
impact on structural designs and life assessment developments. However, not all failures or malfunctions of equipment is 
as pivotal in history as those mentioned in Table 1. Yet, it is emphasized that any failure, no matter how seemingly 
insignificant, should be investigated and the findings used to improve the design and increase the life and reliability of 
that component or equipment. 
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Table 1   Historic failures and their impact on life assessment concerns 
Failure Year Reason for failure Life assessment developments 
Titanic (Ref 4) 1912 Ship hits iceberg and watertight 

compartments rupture. 
Improvement in steel grades 
 
Safety procedures established for 
lifeboats 
 
Warning systems established for 
icebergs 

Molasses Tank Failures 
(Ref 5) 

1919, 
1973 

Brittle fracture of the tank as a result of poor 
ductility and higher loads 

Design codes for storage tanks 
developed 
 
Consideration given to causes for 
brittle fracture 

Tacoma Bridge Failure 
(Ref 6, 7  

1940 Aerodynamic instability and failure caused 
by wind vortices and bridge design 

Sophisticated analytical models 
developed for resonance 
 
Bridge design changed to account for 
aerodynamic conditions 

World War II Liberty 
ships (Ref 8) 

1942–
1952 

1289 of the 4694 warships suffered brittle 
fracture or structure failure at the welded 
steel joints. 

Selection of increased toughness 
material 
 
Improved fabrication practices 
 
Development of fracture mechanics 

Liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) storage tank 
(Ref 9) 

1944 Failure and explosion of an LNG pressure 
vessel due to a possible welding defect and 
improperly heat treated material resulting in 
subsequent fatigue crack growth 

Selection and development of 
materials with improved toughness at 
the service temperature of -160 °C (-
250 °F) 

Comet aircraft failures 
(Ref 10) 

1950s Fatigue crack initiation in pressurized skins 
due to high gross stresses and stress 
concentration effects from geometric 
features 

Development of the fatigue “safe-life” 
approach 
 
Evaluation of the effects of geometry 
and notches on fatigue behavior 
 
Evaluation of the effects of stiffeners 
on stress distribution 
 
Establishment of aircraft structural 
integrity program (ASIP) in 1958 

F-111 Aircraft No. 94 
wing pivot fitting (Ref 
11) 

1969 Fatigue failure due to material defect in 
high-strength steel 

Improved inspection techniques 
 
Change from fatigue “safe-life” to 
damage-tolerant design philosophy 
 
Development of materials with 
improved toughness 

Seam-welded high-
energy piping failures 
(Ref 12) 

1986–
2000 

Cavitation and creep voids in welds 
resulting in catastrophic high-energy rupture 

Development of elevated-temperature 
life assessment techniques for 
cavitation and creep failure 

Aloha Incident, Boeing 
737 (Ref 13) 

1988 Accelerated corrosion and multiple fatigue 
crack-initiation sites in riveted fuselage skin 

Improved aircraft maintenance and 
inspection procedures 
 
Life assessment methods developed 
for multiple-site damage (MSD) 

Sioux City Incident 
(Ref 14) 

1989 Hard alpha case present in titanium fan disk 
resulted in fatigue crack initiation and 
catastrophic failure. 

Increased process controls on 
processing of titanium ingots 
 



Failure Year Reason for failure Life assessment developments 
Development of probabilistic design 
approach and analytical life 
assessment using dedicated computer 
programs for titanium disks 

Earthquakes in Kobe 
City, Japan, and 
Northridge, California 
(Ref 15) 

1994, 
1995 

Failure occurred in I-beams and columns 
due to joint configuration and welding 
practices that resulted in low ductility of the 
steel. 

Development of earthquake resistant 
structures 
 
Improved joint designs and welding 
practices for structural steels 
 
Improved controls on steel 
manufacture 

Overview of the Design Process. Because of failures similar to those in Table 1, predicting performance and assessing the 
remaining life with greater confidence becomes increasingly important as costs for manufacturers and operators need to 
be reduced. Furthermore, the cost of failure is progressively greater as systems become more complex, downtime costs 
increase, and liability for failure increases. A brief discussion follows on the design process because it is important for 
failure investigators and life assessment engineers to understand some of the design issues. Each structure has unique 
design requirements, but all structures are designed using some basic design principles. Figure 1 illustrates the 
relationship among the design phase, testing, systematic failure analysis, and life assessment of components. 
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Fig. 1  Flow diagram showing the relationship between the design phase and the 
investigative tasks for in-service failure, structural aging, and fitness-for-service of 
structural components 
 
One alternative for avoiding failures used in the past was to overdesign and to operate overconservatively. The economic 
penalties for both are increasingly significant; however, the economic penalties for failures are significant as well. It is 



necessary, then, to pay more attention to predicting and ensuring performance. Predicting and ensuring performance is 
fundamentally a part of the design process for buildings, power plants, aircraft, refineries, and ships (Ref 16). 
For any given design, the mission and the intended use are established. Predicting the performance and design life of a 
component depends on defining what life or performance is required for a given duration while the component operates 
generally in combinations of mechanical and chemical environments. Defining performance may involve defining end 
points such as: acceptable length of propagating cracks, maximum depth of propagating pits, acceptable remaining 
thickness of corroding pipes, maximum number of fatigue cycles or extent of cumulative damage, maximum number of 
plugged tubes, maximum number of failed circuits, maximum leakage, or appearance of a maximum area or number of 
rust spots. Defining such end points is a critical part of predicting life since prediction defines when these end points will 
be reached and therefore when “failure” occurs. 
Defining failure is also related to what is meant by the “design life.” For example, for the aerospace industry, an airplane 
may be designed for 8000 flight hours and analyzed for two lifetimes or 16,000 flight hours. For the power industry, the 
design life of components is sometimes taken as 40 years. This means that the equipment is expected to perform 
satisfactorily at its rated output for 40 years. This is not to say that some maintenance is not necessary. However, to assert 
to a customer that a component has a 40 year design life, it is necessary to develop bases for such a claim. Such bases are 
usually provided by analyses and by accelerated testing in the laboratory and with prototype and model testing. 
As part of the life assessment process, it is important to understand how a structural component—whether a pressure 
vessel, shaft, or structural member—is designed in order to understand how it may fail and to perform meaningful life 
assessment. For example, the first step in the design of any pressure vessel is to select the proper design code based on its 
intended use. For example, a pressure vessel may be a power or heating boiler, a nuclear reactor chamber, a chemical 
process chamber, a hydrostatic test chamber used to test underwater equipment, or a pressure vessel for human 
occupancy. Once the intended use is identified, the appropriate design code can be selected. For example, pressure vessels 
use codes provided by many organizations and certifying agencies, such as the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME), the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), and European agencies have pressure vessel design codes. 
Strict adherence to these codes for the design, fabrication, testing, and quality control and assurance allows the finished 
pressure vessel to be certified by the appropriate authorizing agency (Ref 17). 
One of the first incentives to develop a pressure vessel code occurred after the Boston Molasses tank incident in 1919 
when the tank failed by overstress, consequently releasing more than 2 million gallons of molasses and resulting in the 
loss of life and property (Ref 5). Even after that catastrophic failure and understanding the nature of the failure, another 
molasses tank failure occurred in New Jersey in 1973. Figure 2 shows the destruction caused by the molasses tank 
incident. These molasses tank incidences demonstrate how important it is to prevent failures, and it underscores that good 
designs consider the operating conditions and limitations of materials of construction. 
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Fig. 2  Failed molasses tank, which fractured suddenly in New Jersey in March 1973. This 
catastrophic and sudden brittle fracture resulted in the release of the molasses in the tank 
similar to the Boston Molasses tank disaster in 1919. 
 
The next step in the design process is to identify the design parameters, such as configuration, design pressure, and so 
forth. Table 2 presents an example of a design parameter list applicable for a chemical process chamber (Ref 17). These 
design parameters are the same parameters considered when conducting a pressure vessel failure investigation and life 
assessment. 

Table 2   Pressure vessel design parameters 
Required design code(a)  Penetration and location requirements 
Basic chamber configuration. (Cylindrical or 
spherical; flat, spherical, or elliptical end details; 
etc.) 

Contents and/or process within the pressure vessel 

Internal volume capacity Estimated operational pressure and temperature cycle history 
(number of cycles at what pressures and temperatures over the 
vessel's lifetime) 

Minimum inside diameter Piping, external and internal attachment requirements 
Minimum inside length Test chamber surroundings (enclosed in building or exposed to 

elements) 
Chamber orientation (for cylindrical chambers, 
longitudinal axis vertical or horizontal) 

Test chamber physical geographical location 

Support configuration (saddle supports, bottom 
cylindrical skirt, legs, etc.) 

Vessel special material requirements (vessel material other than 
carbon steel, internal cladding, etc.) 

Maximum internal operating pressure Vessel protection requirements (painted surfaces, stainless steel 
overlays at seals, cathodic protection, etc.) 

Maximum external operating pressure (vacuum, 
etc.) 

Fabrication requirements 

Design operating temperature range Material selection 
(a) ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VII, Div. 1, 2, or 3; ABS; other 
Given the design parameters, the proper material(s) is selected for the structural component. Safety and economy are 
often the governing factors when selecting a material for pressure vessels. The material is selected based on its 
mechanical, corrosion, creep, toughness, and thermal properties as applicable. If necessary, the appropriate weld material 
is selected based on the chosen base material. Material is assigned an allowable stress value based on its ultimate and 
yield strengths and operating temperature range. This allowable stress value is then used in design equations or compared 
to results obtained from detailed analyses. 
The design process then proceeds with the determination of the sizes and/or thickness of the various components. The 
design process is completed with the creation of the engineering and fabrication drawings. These drawings should include 
the dimensional information, but also specify materials, weld identification, weld procedures, and required weld 
inspections. Other helpful information to include on the drawings is basic parameters such as design pressure, design 
temperature range, design code, and other information deemed necessary for the particular structural component. 
Structural Design Approaches. The criteria of failure are determined by the strength of materials, fracture toughness, 
creep resistance, fatigue behavior, and the corrosion resistance of materials. These are briefly discussed in this section. 
Strength of Materials. In the strength-of-materials design approach one typically has a specific structural geometry 
(assumed to be defect free) for which the load-carrying capacity must be determined. To accomplish this, a calculation is 
first made to determine the relation between the load and the maximum stress that exists in the structure. The maximum 
stress so determined is then compared with the strength of the material. An acceptable design is achieved when the 
maximum stress is less than the strength of the material, suitably reduced by a factor of safety. 
It can be assumed that failure will not occur unless σmax exceeds the yield strength of the material, σY. To ensure this, a 
factor of safety (S) can be introduced to account for material variability and/or unanticipated greater service loading. The 
strength-of-materials approach is a good approach for materials with no defects and simple structures. Figure 3 shows the 
strength-of-materials approach and the engineering design regime based on a factor of safety. 



 

Fig. 3  A general plot of the ratios of the toughness and stress showing the relationship 
between linear elastic fracture mechanics and strength of materials as it relates to 
fracture and structural integrity (Ref 18) 
 
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics. Brittle fractures, similar to those mentioned in Table 1, are avoided using a linear 
elastic fracture mechanics design approach. This approach considers that the structure, instead of being defect-free, 
contains a crack (Ref 18). The governing structural mechanics parameter when a crack is present, at least in the linear 
approach, is an entity called the stress-intensity factor. This parameter, which is conventionally given the symbol K, can 
be determined from a mathematical analysis similar to that used to obtain the stresses in an uncracked component. For a 
relatively small crack in a simple structure, an analysis of the flawed structure beam would give to a reasonable 
approximation:  

max1.12K aσ π=   (Eq 1) 
where α is the depth of the bracket and σmax is the stress that would occur at the crack location in the absence of the crack. 
The basic relation in fracture mechanics is one that equates K to a critical value. This critical value is often taken as a 
property of the material called the plane-strain fracture toughness, conventionally denoted as KIc. When equality is 
achieved between K and KIc, the crack is presumed to grow in an uncontrollable manner. Hence, the structure can be 
designed to be safe from fracture by ensuring that K is less than KIc. The Liberty warship fractures are a classic example 
of a structural failure caused by KIc exceeding K and uncontrolled crack growth. 
The essential difference from the strength of materials approach is that the fracture mechanics approach explicitly 
introduces a new physical parameter: the size of a (real or postulated) cracklike flaw. In fracture mechanics the size of a 
crack is the dominant structural parameter. It is the specification of this parameter that distinguishes fracture mechanics 
from conventional failure analyses. 
The generalization of the basis for engineering structural-integrity assessments that fracture mechanics provides is 
portrayed in terms of the failure boundary shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, fracture mechanics considerations do not eliminate 
the traditional approach. Structures using reasonably tough materials (high KIc) and having only small cracks (low K) will 
lie in the strength of materials regime. Conversely, if the material is brittle (low KIc) and strong (high σY), the presence of 
even a small crack is likely to trigger fracture. The fracture mechanics assessment is then the crucial one. 
The special circumstances that would be called into play in the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 3 are worth noting. In this 
regime, a cracked structure would experience large-scale plastic deformation prior to crack extension. Additional 
information is provided in the article “Failure Assessment Diagrams” in this Volume and in Ref 19. 
Damage Tolerance Approach. Life assessment of aircraft and power-plant equipment stems largely from the development 
of the damage-tolerance philosophy based on fracture mechanics. Damage tolerance is the philosophy used for 
maintaining the structural safety of commercial transport, military aircraft, structures, and pressure vessels. The use of 
fracture mechanics and damage tolerance has evolved into the design program for structures that are damage tolerant, that 
is, designed to operate with manufacturing and in-service-induced defects (Ref 20). 
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Damage-tolerance evaluation has been interpreted in the past as a means to allow continued safe operation in the presence 
of known cracking. This interpretation is incorrect. No regulations allow the strength of the structure to be knowingly 
degraded below ultimate strength (1.5 × limit). The damage-tolerance evaluation is merely a means of providing an 
inspection program for a structure that is not expected to crack under normal circumstances, but may crack in service due 
to inadvertent circumstances. If cracks are found in primary structure, they must be repaired. The only allowable 
exception is through an engineering evaluation, which must show that the strength of the structure will never be degraded 
below ultimate strength operations or in-service conditions. 
After many major fatigue failures in the 1950s on both military and commercial aircraft, the most notable of which were 
the DeHavilland Comet failures in early 1954, the U.S. Air Force (USAF) initiated the Aircraft Structural Integrity 
Program (ASIP) in 1958 (Ref 10). The fatigue methodology adopted in the ASIP was the reliability approach, which 
became known as the “safe-life” method. This safe-life approach, used in the development of USAF aircraft in the 1960s, 
involved analysis and testing to four times the anticipated service life. On the commercial scene, another philosophy, “fail 
safety,” was introduced in the early 1960s, and a choice between safe-life and fail-safe methods was allowed by 
commercial airworthiness requirements. However, it was found that the safe-life method did not prevent fatigue cracking 
within the service life, even though the aircraft were tested to four lifetimes to support one service life (i.e., scatter factor 
of 4). One notable example is the F-111 aircraft 94, which crashed in 1969 (Ref 11). The F-111 aircraft had a safe-life of 
4000 flight hours. However, a material defect caused the F-111 aircraft, which used high-strength steel (ultimate tensile 
strength of 1655 to 1793 MPa, or 240 to 260 ksi, toughness of about 66 MPa m , or 60 ksi in ) for the wing box (Fig. 
4). The defect was not observed during inspection, and a fatigue crack initiated and grew for only about 0.38 mm (0.015 
in.). The aircraft was flown for 107 flights safely, at which time catastrophic failure occurred, causing the destruction of 
the aircraft. 
 

 



Fig. 4  Fatigue cracking in an aircraft wing fitting for the F-111 Aircraft 94 that crashed 
in 1969. (a) and (b) Location of the left wing-pivot box fitting. The 22 mm (0.91 in.) 
material defect was not observed during inspection, and a fatigue crack initiated and grew 
for only about 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) before unstable brittle fracture occurred. 
 
The leak-before-break design approach is prevalent in pressure-containing equipment such as pressure vessels and piping 
used in the nuclear and fossil-fuel power-generation plants, refineries, and chemical plants. Failure analysis and life 
assessment of pressure-containing systems is essential. Although leak-before-break failures are not catastrophic, they are 
costly and can affect plant operations. Therefore, analyses are often performed to predict when the next internal or 
external inspection should be performed. Typical life-limiting mechanisms include stress-corrosion cracking, fatigue, and 
thermal fatigue. Welded structures that could initiate a crack are often susceptible to these mechanisms. 
The leak-before-break concept generally refers to a pressure-contaminant system failure in which a part-through wall 
crack extends to become a through-wall crack, thus allowing fluid to escape. If no further crack extension occurs, then the 
loss of the fluid is detected and no further crack growth occurs. Alternatively, when a through-wall crack propagates 
along the wall, a catastrophic event can occur (Ref 18). 
Power-plant piping materials that are ductile, such as stainless steel and nickel-base alloys, often leak before break. Figure 
5 shows small-bore, socket-welded piping that will initiate fatigue cracks at either the toe of the weld or the root of the 
weld. These ductile socket-welded pipes leak before catastrophic failure occurs (Ref 21). 
 

 

Fig. 5  Stainless steel piping such as small-bore piping is designed to leak before break. A 
fatigue crack either initiates at the toe or the root of the weld. (a) Typical socket fitting 
with a fillet weld. (b) Micrograph of a cross section through a socket-welded joint showing 
fatigue crack that initiated from the weld root and extended through the weld. (c) 
Micrograph of axial weld toe crack showing a fatigue-induced crack that extended 
through the pipe wall 
 
Elevated-Temperature Concerns. For elevated-temperature equipment and structures subjected to steady-state or cyclic 
stresses, the principal design considerations are creep control, oxidation prevention through the use of oxidation-resistant 
materials or coatings, and selection of materials that have good stress-rupture and creep properties. The criteria for failure 
is (1) to not go below a minimum stress-rupture strength for a given operating stress and temperature and (2) to not 
operate above a certain temperature that alters the microstructure or oxidizes the material. 
Corrosion Allowances. Designs are configured such that the operating or loading stresses can be minimized for safe 
operations. It is necessary to consider the effects that an environment will have on the material; it is just as important as 
considering structural loads on a component. It is important that environments are known and controlled in such a way 
that corrosion is minimized on all surfaces. This means that designs consider effects of crevices, galvanic couples, flows, 
stresses, and temperatures to ensure that all the surfaces of materials will be minimally degraded within the design life 
(Ref 16). 
A common design approach for pressure vessels and tanks to deal with corrosion is to provide a “corrosion allowance,” 
which takes the form of additional thickness based on available information on rates of general corrosion over the design 
life. For example, a carbon steel vessel designed for 25 years of service in sulfuric acid at a corrosion rate of 5 mils/yr 
(0.005 in./yr) would have a corrosion allowance of 125 mils. However, such allowances cannot deal with stress-corrosion 
cracking, pitting, intergranular cracking, or effects of long-range cells. Use of a corrosion allowance can be disastrously 
misleading since its use suggests that all corrosion problems have been solved. It should be pointed out that exceeding the 
corrosion allowance does not necessarily mean the vessel would fail or is unsuitable for service. It is an indication that the 
vessel should be evaluated for continued service. 
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Life-Limiting Factors 

To assess the life of a structure, one first must understand the factors that limit life (Ref 20). It is the purpose of the 
following discussion to briefly discuss some of the aspects that control the durability and remaining life of structures. 
Each structure or structural system has unique parameters of life expectancy. For example, the life of an aircraft is 
dependent on a number of variables, such as flight profiles, usage rate, external environment, material selection, and 



geometry. For fossil-fuel plant equipment that is exposed to elevated temperatures, life-limiting factors involve pressure, 
temperature, environment, fatigue cycles, and time at temperature. The following life-limiting factors are common to 
most structures and should be considered in a failure analysis and a life assessment:  

• Material defects 
• Fabrication practices 
• Stress, stress concentration, and stress intensity 
• Temperature 
• Thermal and mechanical fatigue cycles 
• Corrosion concerns 
• Improper maintenance 

Material Defects. With the advent of strict quality-assurance controls and nondestructive inspection, systems, 
manufacturing and material defects are not as common as in early years. Yet, they have and will be a potential concern in 
structural components. To determine if a defect is a cause for failure, it is important that the component or structure 
undergoes a comprehensive failure investigation to determine if such is the case. Defects greatly affect remaining life 
because the time for crack initiation has been reduced. 
Defects are either material defects or mechanical defects. The material defect may manifest itself because of a 
metallurgical anomaly. This anomaly or metallurgical defect may occur as a result of faulty furnace control during heat 
treating, improper plating that may result in unwanted hydrogen in high-strength steel, processing problems (forging laps, 
shuts, undesirable grain structure, etc.), welding defects, and so forth. For example, a material defect, shown in Fig. 4, 
caused the historic failure of an F-111 aircraft in 1969. Another example of a preexisting material defect is failures of a 
titanium disk on United Flight 232, which failed near Sioux City, Iowa, in July 1989 (Ref 14). The Sioux City mishap was 
due to a manufacturing problem in a titanium fan disk, which had the presence of hard alpha case. As a result of the Sioux 
City incident, a probabilistic life assessment approach was taken to evaluating titanium disks (Ref 22). It can be seen that 
these defects occur as a result of both manufacturing assembly and material processing. 
A mechanical defect is often induced after the manufacturing process when the structure is in service. A mechanical 
defect such as a dent, gouge, impact, or deformation of the material can reduce component life. The result often is 
yielding or cracking of the structural component. If the mechanical defect is located at a high-stress location, the 
reduction in life can be significant and possibly catastrophic. For example, Fig. 6 shows damage at a fastener hole in a 
wing skin spar mechanically induced during the drilling of the hole. The failure analyst was able to identify the location 
of the damage and extent of fatigue crack growth, which was used to establish inspection intervals (Ref 23) 
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Fig. 6  Fractographic evaluation for life assessment purposes. (a) Wing spar that had 
mechanically induced damage at a fastener hole (indicted by an arrow). (b) Plot showing 
how fracture information is used to establish initial and recurring inspection 
requirements 
 
Fabrication practices such as welding can affect the lifetime of a part. For example, in the fabrication of pressure vessels 
or pressure piping unfavorable results from welding, such as brittle cracking in the heat-affected zone (HAZ), often result 
from the use of steels containing excessive amounts of residual elements that increase hardenability and consequently 
their susceptibility to cracking. Therefore, complete control of composition is of the utmost importance when welding is 
involved. In producing welds without embrittlement, it is necessary to follow the proper welding procedure. Selection of 
the proper filler metal is also important. 
Sometimes imperfections are undetected and become evident during operations. For example, small cracks were not 
detected in a carbon steel ASTM A 105 steam drum nozzle that was arc gouged. Consequently, during a cold start-up, a 
46 cm (18 in.) crack occurred. Figure 7 shows the cracked nozzle. Prior to the cold start-up, the steam drum had been in 
service for five years with no cracking problems. Investigation of the cracking problem determined that crack initiation 
occurred from the root of an arc-gouged notch. A metallurgical cross section through the arc-gouged notch revealed 
microcracks and a very hard layer (54 HRC) that were not removed after arc gouging the nozzle. The carbon steel base 
metal was 72 to 88 HRB. The crack extended during the cold start-up because of preexisting microcracks and an as-
forged nozzle that had poor fracture toughness (Ref 17). 
 



 

Fig. 7  Effect of welding on the life of a carbon steel structure. (a) and (b) 46 cm (18 in.) 
long crack found in a carbon steel as-forged nozzle that was arc gouged. Failure occurred 
after five years in service during cold start-up procedure. (c) Micrograph showing a 
hardened layer (A) and the as-forged (acicular) microstructure (B). The black square 
shapes (C) are diamond pyramid hardness indentations. 
 
Operating and Nonoperating Environmental Effects. Probably the single most significant element affecting structural 
service life and structural integrity is the actual usage or operating condition. Very early in the design and development 
phase, a design usage is identified. The design usage for an aircraft system considers design capability, operating 
environments, intended mission goals, types of weapons, and power-plant capabilities. Based on all considerations, the 
design usage is an attempt to truly identify the total environment as to how a structural component or system will be 
utilized in its expected service life. At that time, it is probably adequate in that it represents the intentions for how the 
structure is going to be tested and eventually operated. However, the actual usage may be different. An example of this is 
unanticipated cracking that occurred in an aircraft structure at one structural control point location because the operational 
spectrum was 11 times more severe than the actual design fatigue spectrum (Ref 24). 
The influence and degradation of material properties and therefore the reduction of life cycle is often caused by the strong 
influence of the operating and nonoperating environments. Life-limiting factors occur both while the structure or 
equipment is in service and when not in use. For example, while the aircraft is operational, the dynamic factors (fatigue, 
flutter, and vibration) are the responsible parameters for determining the life aspects of selected components, but while 
the aircraft is sitting on the ground, corrosion behavior is normally the dominant driver. In a similar manner, process 
equipment subjected to elevated temperatures can suffer reduced the creep life, but also detrimental is equipment that is 
left stagnant with a corrosive medium in a pressure vessel. For pressure vessels and piping equipment, actual usage or 
operating conditions can even change from company to company or plant to plant. For example, the operation of a land-
based turbine can vary from plant-to-plant within the same company. 
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Stress, Stress Concentration, and Stress Intensity. In the earlier design days the principal design consideration was stress, 
that is, the load to cause failure at a specific wall thickness or cross-sectional area. The criterion for failure could be 
yielding resulting in plastic deformation or failure or fracture due to exceeding the ultimate tensile strength of the 
material. The stress on structural members is still critical, yet, with the increased understanding of crack growth and 
failure mechanisms, stress-concentration effects and the stress intensity at a crack tip must be considered. 
High-stress regions in a structural component are typically located around geometric details, such as a hole, fillet radius, 
or notch. These local high-stress regions are described in terms of the remote or far-field stress of a component by 
multiplying the remote stress by a stress-concentration factor. Stress-concentration factors for various geometric details 
are derived from the theory of elasticity and/or obtained experimentally. Stress-concentration curves are available for 
different design geometries (Ref 25). These curves are useful when investigating a design and doing a life assessment. 
Stress intensity is the controlling factor in subcritical crack growth propagation rates and the identification of the critical 
crack size for the onset of rapid overload (critical fracture). Stress and crack geometry are parameters that determine the 
stress intensity. The stress-intensity factor describes the stress distribution at a crack tip. For a small edge crack in a thin 
flat plate subject to a uniform tensile stress, the stress-intensity factor can be determined from:  

1K aβσ π=   (Eq 2) 
where KI is the stress-intensity factor, σ is the applied stress, and a is the crack length. The subscript on the stress-
intensity factor refers to the mode of crack loading. Equation 2 is simplified; often each geometry and crack will have a 
correction factor, β, to account for the crack shape, loading direction, and geometry. The failure investigator often 
provides the size and ratio of the crack length (c) to the crack depth (a), which is used to identify the correction factor, β. 
For example, an edge crack normal to the free edge that is loaded in tension would have a β factor of 1.12 (Eq 3). For 
each crack and structure geometry, the approximate stress-intensity factor should be determined by (Ref 18):  

1 1.12K aσ π=   (Eq 3) 
Temperature Effects. Temperature affects structures because it can reduce the stress to failure, cause the material to be 
more brittle, or oxidize the surface. One of the first questions the failure investigator asks is: what was the temperature 
when the failure occurred, or what is the operating temperature? If the answer to this question is unknown, then the 
investigator deduces the temperature based on physical evidence and material properties. 
Life of a metal component at elevated temperature, when subjected to either steady or fluctuating stress, is limited. In 
contrast, at ambient temperatures and in the absence of a corrosive environment, the life of a component in steady-state 
load conditions may be unlimited, provided operating loads do not exceed the yield strength of the specific metal and 
wear is not serious. Stress produced at elevated temperature produces a condition of continuous strain called creep. By 
definition, creep is deformation as a function of time at constant load or stress. Creep, after a period of time, may 
terminate in stress-rupture fracture, also known as creep rupture. 
Most brittle fractures of steels occur because structural components are operating at temperatures below the ductile-brittle 
transition temperature or the nil-ductility transition temperature. Consequently, the structure is unable to maintain 
subcritical crack growth and failure occurs in a catastrophic manner. The ductile-to-brittle transition temperature can be 
above room temperature, putting at risk structures that operate below room temperature. This occurs in tanks such as 
molasses tanks, pressure vessels, ships such as the Liberty warships, and high-strength alloy steel structures. 
Metallic structures oxidize when subjected to elevated temperatures. For example, carbon steel boiler tube used above 
540 °C (1000 °F) is prone to oxidation. Increase of oxidation resistance can occur with the addition of alloying elements 
such as chromium and molybdenum. A boiler tube for a 9Cr-1Mo material can have good oxidation resistance to 650 °C 
(1200 °F). Oxidation and high-temperature corrosion is controlled through the use of protective coatings. Elevated-
temperature life assessment concerns are discussed in detail in the article “Elevated-Temperature Life Assessment for 
Turbine Components, Piping, and Tubing” in this Volume and in Ref 26. 
Thermal and Mechanical Fatigue Cycles. Fatigue fractures result from cyclic stressing, which progressively propagates a 
crack or cracks until the remaining section is no longer able to support the applied load. For example, pressure vessels and 
pressure piping are subject to high static stresses arising from the pressure of contained liquids or gases, to stresses 
resulting from misalignment of components, and to residual stresses induced during welding. The cyclical component 
may be added mechanically—by vibration of associated equipment, pulsation from a compressor. It may also be added 
thermally, resulting in thermal fatigue if the component is cycled through a temperature range in service. Fatigue cracks 
nucleate from a stress riser such as a discontinuity or a notch, which produces triaxial stressing in the material. The stress 
riser may be macroscopic in size, such as a notch or discontinuity, or microscopic and not visible. 
Mechanical conditions are not the only sources of cyclic loading, which can contribute to fatigue failure. Transient 
thermal gradients within a vessel can induce plastic strains; if these thermal gradients are applied repeatedly, the resulting 
cyclic strain can induce failure. This process is known as thermal fatigue. Thermal fatigue is often considered a low-cycle 
failure mechanism that occurs due to operating conditions. Thermal fatigue can be defined as the gradual deterioration 
and eventual cracking of a material by alternating heating and cooling during which free thermal expansion is partially or 



fully constrained. The constraint of a part or material does not allow free expansion to occur. For example, piping 
attachments that are mechanically constrained will develop thermal fatigue cracks when thermally cycled. 
The cyclic thermally induced stresses associated with frequent start-ups and shutdowns are frequently more severe than 
stresses of steady-state operations, and designers cannot always predict the use cycles of equipment that owner-operators 
impose. Equipment sometimes is operated only during peak-demand periods; this imposes many start-ups and shutdowns, 
with attendant thermal stresses on pressure vessels and piping systems. When cracking occurs, it is in areas least able to 
accommodate severe cyclic loading; such areas are likely to be rigid or massive sections under conditions of high 
constraint or thermal stress. 
Corrosion Concerns. In most cases, corrosion itself does not lead to structural failure, but it is the most expensive aspect 
of maintaining structural integrity. The effect of corrosion needs to be addressed by denoting the types of corrosion and 
where they can occur, inspection techniques to find the corrosion in situ, and repair or replacement methods to remove the 
offending material. There are many corrosion mechanisms such as stress-corrosion cracking, hydrogen embrittlement, and 
general corrosion that reduce the life expectancy of components. These life-limiting corrosion mechanisms need to be 
identified and considered in performing life assessments. These mechanisms are discussed in greater detail in this Volume 
and are addressed in the literature. 
Improper Maintenance. The manufacturer of structures, equipments, and components often requires special maintenance 
as identified in handbooks, structural repair manuals, and technical orders (Ref 20). It is imperative that these manuals be 
rigidly adhered to. It is easy to devise methods that may be shorter and easier than those discussed in the manual, but the 
manufacturer selected that particular procedure for sound reasons. It is dangerous to deviate from these methods, for the 
deviation itself may place undue stress or cause latent damage to components apart from those being examined. This high 
stress or latent damage can lead to premature failure of components, and that may result in undesirable consequences. 
Proper maintenance and inspection of tanks, aircraft, and pressure vessels are mandatory. Extreme care during 
maintenance and the inspection following maintenance must be taken to ensure that proper procedures and techniques are 
rigorously followed. 
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Role of the Failure Investigator 

The typical role of the failure investigator is that of a materials failure analyst looking at fracture surfaces or examining 
the microstructure for degradation, microstructural changes, or unusual crack morphologies. With the advent of life 
assessment methodologies the investigator's responsibilities have expanded to be an integral part of life assessment for 
structures. The flow diagram in Fig. 1 shows the tasks the investigator undertakes for evaluation of in-service failures and 
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assessing the remaining life of aged structures. The failure analyst must be a part of the life assessment process to 
determine:  

• The location of origin 
• The life-limiting failure mechanism 
• The rate of propagation or time for degradation 
• The actual service or operating conditions (stress, temperature, environment) 
• The validation of life assessment models 

These responsibilities are discussed in the following sections. 
Determining the Origin of the Failure. The first and foremost question the investigator must answer is where the crack 
initiated or where did the degradation start? In other words, where is the origin of the failure or location of degradation? A 
trained, patient, investigating engineer can identify the origin site through examination of the topographical and 
microscopic footprints. If the footprints point back to the origin, the investigator may subsequently find a dent, a pit, 
intergranular attack, a material defect, or a crack initiating from a corner, radius, or notch. If the origin is not identified, it 
may be difficult to identify the initiation event and hence the root cause. Furthermore, predicting the life of a structure 
must take into account the initiation event because some life assessment methodologies consider the time and mechanism 
for initiation. If the initiating event is not accurately determined, then the life assessment results will not accurately assess 
the part or structure. For example, Fig. 8 shows a defect that was found in the radius of a gate valve stem (Ref 27). In the 
gate valve stem, the failure analyst determined that a preexisting forging defect was present at the radius. Because other 
gate valves were in service with similar gate valve stems, a question was raised by the power plant whether this and other 
gate valve systems could be used or if a costly replacement effort was needed. The investigator showed that no crack 
extension had occurred from the forging defect. Thus, with a periodic inspection of the gate valve stem, it was concluded 
that the risk of using the gate valves was low and immediate replacement of the stems was not necessary. 



 

Fig. 8  Failure evaluation of a cracked gate valve stem determined that no subcritical 
crack growth had occurred from the forging defect. Therefore, similar gate valve stems 
could remain in service with a periodic inspection. (a) Cracked gate valve stem. 1×. (b) 
Forging defect in the radius. 50×. (c) Scanning electron fractograph of the defect (1) and 
lab fracture (2). 15×. No subcritical crack growth had occurred from the forging defect. 
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Often failure occurs not at one location, but at multiple locations. This complicates and compounds the life assessment 
approach. This applies to components such as rotating shafts, turbine blades, and pressure vessels to name a few. It also 
applies to complex structures such as bridges, aircraft, and buildings. For example, the effect of fatigue crack growth on 
the life of aircraft has been much studied in recent years. Since the accident involving Aloha Airlines Flight 243 in April 
1988 (Ref 13), the interest regarding multiple-site damage (MSD) has increased significantly. Additionally, much 
analytical and test work has been accomplished to study the effect of many small cracks and their linking together. Figure 
9 is an example of multiple fatigue crack initiation that occurred in a lower wing skin because of abusive machining 
marks. Fractographic evaluation identified multiple crack fronts that linked together and formed one crack front. 
 

 

Fig. 9  Fractographic evaluation of multiple-site fatigue damage in a lower wing skin. The 
evaluation determined that the damage was caused by abusive machining marks that 
accelerated the fatigue crack growth rate. (a) Location of cracks in the a lower wing skin 
pocket. (b) Machine marks on the pocket surface. (c) and (d) Fracture surface. (e) 
Schematic of multiple origins, pop-ins, and 62 cm (2.45 in.) long total crack length 
 
Determining the Life-Limiting Mechanism. When conducting a failure investigation, it is important to identify the failure 
mechanism—how the component or structure failed, degraded, or malfunctioned. To perform a meaningful life 
assessment it is likewise important to know the failure mechanism or degradation process. The principal failure 
mechanisms are discussed in this Volume. Some more common failure mechanisms are brittle fracture, creep, low- or 
high-cycle fatigue, thermal fatigue, and corrosion. Embrittlement phenomena can occur, and metallurgical instabilities 
can also detrimentally affect the life of components; for example, carbide coarsening, σ-phase formation, temper 
embrittlement, and so forth can facilitate rapid brittle fracture at low temperatures during transient conditions. 
Combinations of these conditions can, however, cause failures if the environment modifies them. 
As a rule, the failure mechanism is established by examination of the physical features observed in the microstructure, 
fracture surface, or changes in geometry. Each life-limiting failure mechanism has characteristic fingerprints that a trained 
failure investigator can identify and correlate to a particular failure mechanism. These physical features are then 
correlated to the operating conditions to determine the driver for the failure and the time frame that failure initiated and 
propagated. 
The failure analyst must be given the opportunity to investigate how something malfunctioned or failed and to determine 
how the usage or operating conditions affected the microstructure. The oversight of investigating the failure of a 
component can result in improper understanding of how something failed. What may appear as the obvious cause or 
potential cause for failure may not be the root cause, but rather a result. This in the long run is not only dangerous, but 



also very costly. For this reason, closer examination of broken, malfunctioned, or aged components is often needed. A 
very simple axiom should be followed: “Things are not always as they appear to be.” Therefore, inaccurate determination 
of how something is assumed to have failed or malfunctioned will result in inaccurate life assessments. 
Determining the Rate of Crack Growth or Time for Degradation. Once the origin of failure has been located or the life-
limiting mechanism has been established, another question related to life assessment is raised: what was the time for the 
degradation phenomenon, crack initiation, or crack propagation? The failure analyst role is critical because often the 
investigator can establish the time for the life-limiting mechanism to occur based on fracture surface features and 
microstructures. Although this is not always the case, many time-dependent failure mechanisms, such as fatigue, creep, 
and stress-corrosion cracking, demonstrate time, load, and environment fingerprints that aid the investigator in estimating 
how fast a particular crack or degradation mechanism was acting. These features, such as fatigue striations, creep voids, 
and corrosion species, can be used to date times of degradation. 
Once the origin, life-limiting failure mechanism, and rate of crack growth or time for degradation have been determined, 
the failure analyst may have enough information to perform a life assessment. The following case history illustrates how 
the fractographic fatigue features are used to determine when a crack initiated and how fast it may propagate and to 
predict when to inspect, replace, or continue to use a valve (Ref 27). 
Cracking occurred in two 25 mm (1 in.) solenoid valve bodies reported to be 1100 kg (2500 lb), schedule 160 valves 
manufactured from type 316 stainless steel. The valves were in service for about ten years and were opened periodically 
about once a week. Pressurized hot water at about 316 °C (600 °F) flowed through the open valve. The closed valve was 
at near-ambient temperature. 
Circumferential cracks initiated at the bottom of the bore in which the seat was located Fig. 10a. The cracking extended 
about 100° to 110° around the base of the bore. Fractographic examination using a stereomicroscope (10 to 50×) and a 
scanning electron microscope determined the crack depth to be shallow—about a maximum depth of 1 mm (0.04 in.) 
measured along the inlet port. The fractographic evaluation determined the failure mechanism was fatigue. The 
transgranular cracks and striations in Fig. 10(c) are characteristic of fatigue. The fatigue striations were coarse and on the 
order of 5 × 10-3 mm/cycle (2 × 10-5 in./cycle). The reason for cracking was the thermal stresses that were generated when 
the valve was cycled from ambient to 316 °C (600 °F) and back to ambient. 
 

 

Fig. 10  Remaining life estimated on a failed solenoid valve by determining the total crack 
depth and rate of crack propagation. This information was correlated to the operating 
condition of the valve and the valve geometry, after which it was determined how much 
remaining life was left in the similar valve bodies. (a) Crack indicated by dye-penetrant 
inspection in bore of valve. 1×. (b) Crack relative to the inlet and outlet ports. 1.25×. (c) 
Fatigue striation found on the fracture surface. 7000× 
 
During operation, one of the valves (valve A) was opened approximately three times per week, while the other valve 
(valve B) was opened approximately once per week. Thus, over the approximately 450 weeks of operation, the two valves 
may have experienced on the order of 1350 and 450 cycles, respectively. Based on the fracture surface striations and an 
average crack growth rate of 5 × 10-3 mm/cycle (2 × 10-5 in./cycle), the two cracks in valve body B, which were 0.4 and 
0.3 mm (0.016 and 0.012 in.) deep, would require 800 and 600 cycles, respectively, to grow to their depths. It is evident 
from this simple calculation that the computed growth cycles are of the same order as the estimated number of large 
thermal excursions experienced by the valve body. Furthermore, we can conclude that the cracks initiated very early in 
the service history of the valves. 
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It is also possible to use the fracture data approach to estimate the remaining life of the valve bodies. First, however, the 
end of the useful life of the valve body must be defined. A breach between the bore and the outer-pressure boundary 
would cause the valve to leak to the external environment and certainly end useful life. Approximately 22.2 mm (0.875 
in.) of additional crack growth would be required for the cracks to reach the outer surface of the body and create such a 
leak. A breach across the seat producing a leak path between the inlet and outlet ports, although less catastrophic than a 
leak to the outer surface, could also be considered to end the useful life of the valves. The shortest distance between the 
bore and the outlet port in these valve bodies was 8.0 mm (0.313 in.). Although, no cracking was present directly over the 
outlet port, if the conservative assumption is made that a crack initiates in this location on the very next cycle, 15,560 
cycles would be required at a growth rate of 5 × 10-3 mm/cycle (2 × 10-5 in./cycle) before the crack reached the outlet 
port. Thus, a conservative estimate of the minimum remaining life for these valve bodies would be 15,000 cycles to 
produce a leak across the seat from the inlet port to the outlet port. Growth of the existing cracks through to the outer 
surface would require almost three times as many cycles, that is, 45,000 cycles. Thus, it was concluded that significant 
life remains in these valve bodies although cracks were detected during the inspection process. 
Determining the Operation History. The case history on the valve bodies demonstrates how the failure investigator can 
correlate physical features to the operational history. This is important because the component may often be operating in a 
different manner than the intended mode of operation. Thus, the investigator, using his investigative tools and examining 
the component, can sometimes determine, for example, that a component such as a turbine was operating much hotter 
than it was intended, or the stress condition on an aircraft structural member was higher than the design stress. If a life 
assessment were conducted using the expected operating temperature or intended design stress and not the actual 
operating temperature or stress, then the life assessment would inaccurately determine the remaining life. Therefore, the 
investigator needs to make a determination of how the physical features correlate to the intended design usage and the 
design usage to the actual operating conditions. 
Validation of Life Assessment Models. Another role the investigator serves is for validation of life assessment and 
methodologies models. Life assessment model validation often occurs using material coupon tests or full-scale testing of 
components. These tests control essential parameters of stress, environment, and cyclic conditions. These same 
parameters are input into a life assessment model, which estimates a component life. The validity of the model can be 
demonstrated by making macroscopic and microscopic measurements of the crack lengths at predetermined time intervals 
and at the end of the test. Figure 11 shows the comparison between predicted crack growth and measured crack growth. 
 



 

Fig. 11  The measured crack growth rate (crack length versus time) determined by optical 
measurements or fractographic evaluation used to validate life prediction estimates. In 
this example, for an aircraft wing, the predicted crack growth and the actual crack 
growth based on measured crack growth rates for a surface flaw are compared to validate 
the model. 
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Role of Nondestructive Inspection 

Nondestructive inspection methodologies were and are still used for quality control of structures and components that are 
fabricated or manufactured. Even more so, however, the nondestructive inspection is being performed on structures and 
equipment in-service. The in-service nondestructive inspection techniques are used to quantify the size of a defect or flaw. 
This information is used in the life assessment model. The failure analyst often makes recommendations on what method 
should be used to determine the condition of the component. Therefore, the failure analyst as well as the life assessment 
engineer should understand the nondestructive methods and their limitations. 
Nondestructive testing (NDT) and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) involve the use of noninvasive measurement 
techniques to gain information about defects in and various properties of materials, components, and structures, 
information that is needed to determine their ability to perform their intended function and prevent failure. With the 
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increasing performance demands imposed by today's highly competitive economic climate, it is often necessary to extend 
the service life or expectancy. Thus, it is critical to understand how safe and reliable that equipment or structure might be 
over this additional time of service. Nondestructive evaluation is used throughout the life cycle and includes the 
inspection of new, aging, and in-service structures and equipment. 
Many measurement techniques are employed in NDE. Those most widely used are visual, liquid penetrant, magnetic 
particle, eddy-current, ultrasonic, and radiographic testing. These techniques are discussed in detail in the article 
“Nondestructive Evaluation and Life Assessment” in this Volume and in Nondestructive Evaluation and Quality Control, 
Vol 17 of the ASM Handbook.  
Nondestructive evaluation plays a large role in damage-tolerant approach employed by the aerospace and structures 
communities. It is assumed that the service-induced damage in a part will increase in time. For the case of fatigue, the 
measure of damage is crack size. However, the same concepts would apply to high-temperature creep, corrosion, wear, or 
some other degradation mechanism. In the damage-tolerant approach, the use of inspection allows a reduction of this 
conservatism of the safe-life approach. Figure 12 is an illustration of the damage-tolerant approach to life assessment. It is 
recognized that flaws will be present, and NDE techniques are expected to remove those components from service that 
contain a flaw whose size is greater than the inspectable flaw. The expected life of the remaining components will now be 
greater. As indicated, the process could be repeated additional times, extending the life of remaining components. 
 

 

Fig. 12  Damage-tolerance approach to life assessment. Curves indicate progression of 
damage from different nucleating conditions, with broken segments representing regimes 
in which a perfect NDE technique would remove the component from service. 
 
In addition to damage-tolerance requirements, nondestructive inspection of plant equipment, such as pressure vessels, 
tanks, and piping, is performed to assess fitness for service when exposed to corrosive media found in refineries, paper 
mills, and chemical plants. 

Specific Life Assessment Methodologies 

Fatigue/Damage-Tolerance Life Assessment. The lessons learned from the historic aircraft failures, such as the Comet, F-
111 and the Aloha incident, have created the need to understand how to evaluate the life of structures subjected to fatigue 
loading. Life assessment of aircraft and also power-plant equipment subjected to fatigue loading largely stems from the 
development of the damage-tolerance philosophy based on fracture mechanics. Damage tolerance is the philosophy used 
for maintaining the structural safety of commercial transport, military aircraft, structures, and pressure vessels. 
The individuals tasked with the determination of the component life depend on the knowledge and results of the many 
who can supply the necessary information. Life assessment of fatigue-loaded structures requires considering some of the 
following issues:  

• Identification of fatigue critical structures 
• Mission or profile of fatigue loading history 
• Part geometries 
• Damage-tolerant materials behavior 
• Determination of inspection intervals 
• Linear elastic and plastic fracture mechanics considerations 
• Constant and variable loading on a structure 



• The retardation effects of fatigue crack growth rate 
• Corrosion effects for crack initiation and propagation 
• Effects of stress concentration and notches 
• The size, shape, and number of fatigue crack fronts 
• Validation of prediction models using test data and field failures 

For more detailed discussions on these fatigue-related topics, see the article “Fatigue Life Assessment” in this Volume 
and Ref 28. 
The failure investigator's role in the fatigue life assessment is so critical because he or she often is the one who can 
provide information on whether multiple cracks occurred, how fast the crack was growing, and was any environment 
present to cause cracking or even reduce the crack rate due to corrosion buildup in the crack. Using investigative tools, 
the investigator can often identify the crack length and depth, which is used in estimating β factors. 
The following case history demonstrates how the investigator contributes to the fatigue life assessment process by 
correlating the load profile to the rate of crack propagation (Ref 29). During testing, a thrust reverser aluminum fitting 
with a swaged bearing cracked, Fig. 13. The thrust reverser typically experiences a maximum load condition when 
deployed and a ground idle condition. Fractographic evaluation determined that fatigue crack initiation started in the bore 
of the hole. Further evaluation, using the scanning electron microscope, identified a fatigue pattern of narrow and wide 
striation spacing Fig. 13d that correlated to the load profile (Fig. 13e). Fatigue-striation measurements were made to 
estimate the total number of fatigue cycles for crack extension. When the cycles for crack extension were correlated to the 
total number of test cycles and predicted life cycle, it was concluded that an atypical stress condition was present that 
caused premature crack initiation and propagation. 
 

 

Fig. 13  Correlation of fatigue-striation patterns with the load history to estimate when a 
crack started in relation to the actual or predicted life of a part. (a) Cracked fitting. (b) 
and (c) Crack origin location. (d) Two distinct fatigue-striation patterns that were 
correlated to the load profile shown in (e) 
 
Elevated-Temperature Life Assessment. Besides fatigue loading, elevated-temperature exposure is one of the leading 
causes of reduced life of structure components. Gas turbine blades, steam lines, heater, boiler, and superheater tubes are 
subjected to elevated temperatures that can cause degradation, deformation, bulging, cracking, or bursting. Thus, it is 
possible for the life expectancy to be reduced. For example, combustion turbine hot section rotating blades are fabricated 
from nickel-base superalloys and operate at high temperatures and aggressive environments. Both metallurgical and 
mechanical property degradation of the blade material occurs during service, which can limit the useful service life of 
blades. It is important to assess the condition of blades periodically and remaining life estimated to provide guidelines for 
replacement or reconditioning of the blades. Similarly, steel piping and tubing subjected to elevated temperature and 
stress suffer a reduction in life because of unplanned temperature excursions or higher operating stresses. 
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Therefore, it is often necessary to conduct blade, piping and tube life assessments. The advancements in elevated-
temperature life assessment have made it possible to estimate remaining life in critical components used for power 
generation. Traditionally, microstructure-based and hardness-based techniques have been used to assess the condition of 
blades and tubes. In the past, they have been used mainly to estimate the “equivalent temperatures” of the tubes, which 
are then utilized in conjunction with standard rupture data to calculate the fractional creep life consumed. In recent years, 
analytical models correlating physical features such as cavities and scale are used to predict life. Relationships have also 
been established between the degree of creep cavitation, as measured in replicas, and the creep life fraction consumed. 
Furthermore, verification of the equivalent temperature in piping and tubing are based on scale thickness. Typical life 
assessment techniques for elevated-temperature exposure include:  

• Life-fraction rule 
• Parameter-based assessments 
• Thermal mechanical fatigue 
• Coating evaluations 
• Hardness testing 
• Microstructural evaluations 
• Creep cavitation damage assessment 
• Oxide-scale-based life prediction 
• High-temperature crack growth methods 

Greater detail of the elevated-temperature life assessment methods is discussed in the article “Elevated-Temperature Life 
Assessment for Turbine Components, Piping, and Tubing” in this Volume and in Ref 26. 
The role of the investigator is vital in determining the life-limiting elevated-temperature failure mechanisms such as 
creep, thermal fatigue, or embrittling phenomenon such as carbide coarsening. For example, in refineries and power 
plants, superheaters and heater tubes require remaining life assessments. Examination of the microstructure and 
correlating that to operating temperature and stress-rupture data, the life assessment engineer can estimate the remaining 
life on a component. 
Elevated-temperature life assessment involves performing in situ replication of the microstructure, scale analysis, and 
sectioning of tube to perform stress-rupture testing. This remaining life analysis allows possible life extension of 
superheater or heater tubes past the previously considered retirement age. Accelerated stress-rupture tests allows for 
calculation of the actual operating stress and temperature. In addition, the maximum heater operating temperature can be 
calculated to obtain a safe run life until the desired tube replacement at a planned turnaround. Figure 14 shows a stress-
rupture curve used for evaluation of turbine blades and heater tubes. Often the life-fraction rule is used to determine the 
remaining life (see the article “Elevated-Temperature Life Assessment for Turbine Components, Piping, and Tubing” in 
this Volume). 
 

 



Fig. 14  Replication and microstructural evaluation combined with stress-rupture testing 
as performed on turbine blades and heater tubes to estimate the remaining life. (a) Land-
based turbine. (b) Heater tubes. (c) Typical stress-rupture curve for 9Cr-1Mo material 
showing that the stress-rupture test results were still above the minimum rupture 
strength. Thus, the tubes were considered usable until the next inspection and testing. 
 
Another type of elevated-temperature life assessment is evaluating structures and components that have been heat 
damaged by fire, lack of lubricant, or excessive temperature exposure. This often requires hardness testing, 
microstructural evaluations, or heat-damage discoloration assessment. API 579 (American Petroleum Institute) provides 
some guidance on evaluating structures exposed to fire damage (Ref 30). 
During operation of rotating equipment that requires lubrication to reduce heating and the coefficient of friction, 
overheating can occur if the lubricant is lost or degraded. Therefore, a life assessment and reliability question is raised 
whether the equipment is fit for service. As an example, a rotating journal in a power-generator plant had lost lubricating 
oil, resulting in the overheating of the journal (Fig. 15). The loss of lubricant caused the temperatures to be hot enough to 
heat the journal above the critical transformation temperature. Consequently, a very brittle hard layer of martensite 
formed. Hardness testing showed that the surface could be ground to remove the martensite layer and still be above the 
minimum diameter of the journal, but hardness testing also showed a slight drop in hardness below the minimum 
diameter, indicating tempered material. A torsional fatigue analysis that considered load events and reduction in strength 
was performed and showed that the as-ground journal was acceptable and fit for service. 
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Fig. 15  Life assessment of rotating equipment damaged by exposure to excessive 
temperatures or loss of lubricant. (a) Journal that overheated because of the loss of 
lubricating oil. (b) Hardness test results of the heat-damaged region indicated the 
formation of a hard martensite layer and a tempered structure. After removal of the 
martensite, fatigue analysis verified that the journal could be put back in service. 
 
Fitness for Service. When conducting investigations and determining how a component or structure failed or may fail, the 
users often want to determine if other equipment is fit for service (FFS). Many analytical methodologies are employed 



and being developed to determine how fit a structure or equipment is for continued service. Historically, the ASME and 
API design codes for new pressure vessels do not address the fact that equipment degrades while in service and that 
structural deficiencies due to degradation from the original fabrication may be found during subsequent investigations. 
Due to this concern in the refinery and chemical industries, API 579, “Fitness-for-Service,” was developed by a joint 
technical community to ensure structural integrity of pressurized equipment (Ref 30). Results of an FFS assessment can 
be used to make run-repair-replace decisions to help ensure that pressurized equipment containing detected flaws can 
continue to operate safely. One such analytical tool developed and mentioned in API 579 is the failure assessment 
diagram (FAD), which is discussed in the following paragraphs. The failure analyst may or may not be directly involved 
in structural life assessments using these analytical tools. 
During life assessment, often there is a need for optimized modeling of fracture critical structural components and 
connections using elastic-plastic fracture mechanics. Such applications can require sophisticated analytical techniques that 
require time and/or resources beyond those available to the designer or analyst. One of the first engineering tools to 
address this dilemma was the Welding Institute Dimensionless CTOD Design Curve and was included in the first edition 
of the British Standards Institution (BSI) fitness-for-purpose guidance PD 6493 (Ref 31). The engineering tool receiving 
attention currently is the FAD. This approach has been used, primarily, in the electric power industry both in Great 
Britain as the R6 criteria (Ref 32) and the United States as both the failure assessment diagram (Ref 33) and the 
deformation plasticity failure assessment diagram (DPFAD) (Ref 34). Both the R6 and DPFAD approaches utilize the J-
integral criteria for fracture driving force and resistance (i.e., toughness). 
The United Kingdom Control Electricity Geometry Board (CEGB) first proposed the failure analysis diagram shown in 
Fig. 16(a). The approach addressed postyield fracture using an interpolation formula between the two cases of linear 
elastic fracture and plastic collapse. If a point describing the state of a component or structure falls below the R6 curve 
then the structure is considered safe. A point falling on or above the R6 curve is considered failure. Figure 16(b) shows a 
typical FAD curve for steels (Ref 35). Kr is the fracture ratio, which is the ratio of the crack driving force (including 
residual stress) to the material toughness. Lr or Sr is the collapse ratio, which is the ratio of the applied stress at design 
load to the applied stress at plastic collapse. For more details, see the article “Failure Assessment Diagrams” in this 
Volume. 
 

 

Fig. 16  Failure assessment diagrams used to evaluate the elastic-plastic behavior of 
structures to estimate safe operation. (a) The CEGB R6 curve. If a point describing the 
state of a component or structure falls below the R6 curve then the structure is considered 
safe. A point falling on or above the R6 curve is considered failure. (b) The failure 
assessment diagram from API 579 for steel (Ref 35). Kf is the fracture ratio, which is the 
ratio of the crack driving force (including residual stress) to the material toughness. Lr is 
the collapse ratio, which is the ratio of the applied stress at design load to the applied 
stress at plastic collapse. Similar to the CEGB R6 curve, points beneath the curve are 
considered safe and points on or above the curve are considered unacceptable. 
 
Probabilistic Analyses. Life assessment often involves statistical calculations to quantify the probability of failure. This 
probability of failure is used to make decisions on the risk of continuing to operate a piece of equipment. 
Application of probabilistic analysis methods for life assessment of structural components is becoming more prevalent as:  
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• Failure models continue to be enhanced for structural life prediction. 
• Engineers increasingly realize that significant uncertainties and variations in loads, material properties, 

geometrical, and other parameters occur in real world structures. 
• The need increases to quantify the probability of failure of structural components and to design for appropriate 

levels of safety. 
• Computational resources become less of an impediment through enhancements in computational algorithms and 

computer efficiency. 
• Engineers recognize that factor-of-safety approaches may not give the desired reliability or may lead to 

overdesigned structures with significant penalties. 
• The need for a rational consistent methodology on which to base important decisions such as to inspect, replace, 

or repair a structure is realized. 

The modern era of probabilistic structural design and analysis started after the Second World War. In 1947, a paper 
entitled, “The Safety of Structures,” appeared in the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers. This 
historical paper, written by A.M. Freudenthal, suggested that rational methods of developing safety factors for 
engineering structures should give due consideration to observed statistical distributions of the design factors. 
An illustration of the probabilistic approach is shown in Fig. 17(a). In this methodology, uncertainties are explicitly 
modeled with probability density functions and the probability of failure is quantified. Several solutions methods exist to 
compute the probability of failure. One such method, Monte Carlo sampling, is shown schematically in Fig. 17(b). A 
more detailed discussion is found in the article “Analysis Methods for Probabilistic Life Assessment” in this Volume. 



 

Fig. 17  (a) The probabilistic approach and (b) the Monte Carlo flow diagram used for a 
turbine blade 
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Conclusions 

Because the costs and stakes are high when failure occurs and because equipment and structures are required to 
last longer with higher-performance demands, life assessment of structures and equipment is necessary. For 
meaningful and accurate life assessment of components, a multidisciplined approach is needed that considers 
design parameters, life-limiting factors, and the correct understanding of the life-limiting mechanism for fatigue 
life or elevated-temperature life assessment. 
The failure analyst provides engineering insights for life assessment of components such as the location of 
origin, the life-limiting failure mechanism, the rate of propagation or time for degradation, the actual service or 
operating conditions, and validation of the life assessment model. If the failure analyst is not involved in these 
tasks or an incorrect determination is made related to these failure and degradation mechanisms, then the life 
assessment will prove of little to no value. 
The understanding of failures has revolutionized design philosophies, nondestructive inspection techniques and 
practices, material development, material processing and controls; redefined the criteria for failure; created 
structural-integrity programs; enhanced analytical modeling and prediction techniques; and resulted in 
probabilistic approach to understanding failure. Furthermore, industries and the engineering community have 
fortified a commitment to avoid the recurrence of failures through improved life assessment techniques. No 
matter how large or small a failed structural component or equipment, understanding how and why the 
component or structure failed or degraded is accomplished through a thorough failure investigation and 
accurate life assessment. 
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Failure Assessment Diagrams 
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Introduction 

OPTIMIZED MODELING of fracture-critical structural components and connections requires the application of elastic-
plastic fracture mechanics. Such applications, however, can require sophisticated analytical techniques that require time 
and/or resources beyond those available to the designer or analyst. One of the first engineering tools to address this 
dilemma was The Welding Institute dimensionless crack tip opening displacement (CTOD), design curve (Ref 1), which 
was included in the first edition of the British Standards Institution (BSI) fitness-for-purpose guidance PD 6493 (Ref 2). 
The engineering tool receiving attention currently is the failure assessment diagram (FAD). This approach has been used 
primarily in the electric power industry both in Great Britain as the R6 criteria (Ref 3) and in the United States as both the 
FAD (Ref 4) and the deformation plasticity failure assessment diagram (DPFAD) (Ref 5). Both the R6 and DPFAD 
approaches use the J-integral criteria for fracture-driving force and resistance (i.e., toughness). The second edition of the 
BSI PD 6493 (Ref 6) presents failure assessments in the form of FADs using CTOD to characterize both crack-driving 
force and fracture toughness. The British Standards Institution has issued an updated and expanded version of PD 6493 as 
BS 7910 (Ref 7). In addition, the FAD is the recommended approach for the damage-tolerance analysis of ship structures 
(Ref 8). The background and derivations of the FAD were the subject of a theme issue of The International Journal of 
Pressure Vessels and Piping (Ref 9). Applications of, and experience with, the FAD concept were discussed in a seminar 
held by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (Ref 10). 
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Origin and Description of the Failure Assessment Diagram 

The United Kingdom Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) first proposed a failure assessment diagram (Fig. 1) 
based on the two-criteria approach of Dowling and Townley (Ref 11). The CEGB approach (Ref 3, 12, 13) addressed 
post-yield fracture by an interpolation formula between two limiting cases: linear elastic fracture and plastic collapse. The 
interpolation formula, known as the failure assessment or R6 curve (Fig. 1), developed from the Dugdale solution for a 
cracked, infinite plate, is:  
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The right-hand side of Eq 1 may be viewed as the plastic correction to the small-scale yielding prediction. In Eq 1, the 
fracture ratio Kr is:  
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and the collapse ratio Sr is:  
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(Eq 3) 

In Eq 2, KI is the stress-intensity factor (a function of nominal stress σ, crack size a, and geometry) at fracture of the 
component, and Kmat is the linear elastic fracture toughness of the component. (Kmat, the linear elastic fracture toughness, 
is the value of KI at fracture and, for a given material condition, is a function of thickness and temperature. The lower 
bound to Kmat, for a given temperature, is the plane-strain fracture toughness KIc.) In Eq 3, σ is the applied (remote) stress 
in the component at fracture and σc is the applied (remote) stress at plastic collapse of the cracked component. 

 

Fig. 1  Failure assessment diagram (R6 curve) as proposed by the United Kingdom 
Central Electricity Generating Board. SF, safety factor; σ, applied stress; σy, yield 
strength; a, crack length; W, panel width 
If a point describing the state of a component or structure (e.g., point W) falls below the R6 curve (Fig. 1), the structure is 
considered to be safe. A point falling on or above the R6 curve represents failure. If a ray were constructed from the 
origin O through point W to the R6 curve (i.e, point F), the safety factor on load is the length of the ray from the origin to 
the intersection of the ray and the R6 curve divided by the length of the ray from the origin to point W (e.g., OF/OW). 
One application of the R6 curve is shown in Fig. 1 for a center-cracked panel with the crack size 20% of the panel width 
W and the applied stress σ 25% of the yield stress σy. In Fig. 1, the safety factor on load is OF/OW = 2.5. 



The FAD as generally used today is, essentially, a graphical model, shown schematically in Fig. 2, that reflects the stress-
strain curve of the material. The FAD consists of two elements: the failure assessment curve (FAC) and the failure 
assessment point (FAP). The collapse ratio, Sr or Lr, is the ratio of the applied stress at design load to the applied stress at 
plastic collapse. (Sr is a function of flow stress, σf, which is the average of the yield and tensile strengths, respectively, σy 
and σu; Lr is a function of yield stress.) Kr, the fracture ratio, is the ratio of the crack-driving force (including residual 
stress when applicable) to the material toughness (expressed as KI, J-integral, or CTOD, δ). The FAC defines the critical 
combination of service loads, material stress-strain properties, and geometry of the cracked member at which failure 
might be expected. The FAP defines the state of a member containing a flaw of given size under specific service loads. 
The factor of safety (on load) against failure for a given FAP (in the absence of residual stresses) is the ratio of the line 
segments OB/OA (Fig. 2). In Fig. 2, it is observed that, in the presence of residual stresses, the factor of safety is reduced 
(i.e., O′B′/O′A′ is less than OB/OA). 
 

 

Fig. 2  Example of a typical failure assessment diagram. FAP, failure assessment point; 
FAC, failure assessment curve; σf, flow strength, average of yield and tensile strengths; σy, 
yield strength; solid line, without residual stress; dashed line, with residual stress 
Current applications of this form of the FAD are: CEGB R6, Revision 3 (Ref 3), BS 7910 (Ref 7), EPRI/GE model (Ref 
4), deformation plasticity FAD (Ref 5), ASME Section XI Code Case (DPFAD) for ferritic piping (Ref 14), and damage-
tolerance analysis of ship structures (Ref 8). 
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Current R6 Failure Assessment Diagrams 

Chell (Ref 15) and Bloom (Ref 16) pointed out that Kr (Eq 1) could be interpreted as a ratio of J-integrals:  

( )e
r r

J
K f S

J
= =  

 
(Eq 4) 

where Je, the elastic component of total J-integral J, is:  
2

1 .(1 ²)e
KJ v
E

= −  
 

(Eq 5) 

where E is Young's modulus and ν is Poisson's ratio. 
The current version of the R6 FAD (Ref 3, 12, 13) expresses Kr as a ratio of the linear elastic stress-intensity 
factor associated with the stress and the flaw to the J-integral toughness. Further, the current R6 presents three 
options for the FAC and three analysis categories for the FAP. 
Option 1 FAC is recommended for materials with a low initial work-hardening rate, or as an initial screening 
test, or when details of the material stress-strain curve are not known. Option 1 is not recommended for 
materials with discontinuous stress-strain curves. The Option 1 FAC is an empirical fit to option 2 FACs for a 
variety of steels (including an elastic-perfectly plastic material) but biased toward a lower bound (Ref 9). 
Option 2 FAC is recommended for materials with a high initial work-hardening rate, (e.g., strain-aging mild 
steels), or for materials with a discontinuous yield point, or when the complete material true stress-strain curve 
is known. The Option 2 FAC was developed from expressions for J-integrals from the EPRI/GE handbook (Ref 
4) reformulated to use actual true stress-strain curves. Also, approximations erring on the conservative side 
were introduced to make the formulae geometrically independent, thus obviating the need for fully plastic 
power-law solutions for each geometry (Ref 9). 
Option 3 FAC is the most sophisticated of the three options and requires a J-integral R-curve for the subject 
material. (An R-curve is a plot of the crack driving force (KI, J, or CTOD δ) versus stable crack extension under 
monotonic, increasing load. Stable crack extension ceases when the loading rate goes to zero.) Option 3 
acknowledges the presence of stable crack extension and a concomitant increase in fracture toughness. The 
construction of the Option 3 FAC is identical to that of the EPRI/GE FAD (Ref 4) and Bloom's DPFAD (Ref 
5). Also, Appendix 8, R6, Revision 3, presents an FAC for C-Mn steels. The Appendix 8 FAC is an empirical 
lower bound to R6 Option 1 FACs for a variety of C-Mn steel plates and weld metal, finite element J-analyses 
(R6 Option 3), and tests on center-cracked panels and compact tension specimens (Ref 9). In Options 1, 2, and 
3, the collapse ratio is expressed as Lr, while Appendix 8 uses Sr to represent the same. 
Analysis Categories. Analysis Category 1 acknowledges elastic-plastic interaction of applied and residual 
stresses in the computation of KI. Category 2 consists of two FAPs—one using a0 and one using a0 + Δag where 
Δag is the maximum stable crack extension permitted in a J-integral fracture toughness test. Category 3 consists 
of several FAPs computed using various amounts of stable crack extension Δa as in the EPRI/GE FAD (Ref 4) 
and the DPFAD (Ref 5). The plastic-collapse load formulae used to compute Lr for the FAP are reviewed in Ref 
9. 
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Current Fracture Criteria of BS 7910 

BS 7910 (Ref 7), the successor to PD 6493 (Ref 6), incorporates a three-tiered (or 3-level) FAD criterion using CTOD as 
the characterization of both crack-driving force and fracture toughness. 
The tiered approach to the FAD treats the problem with increasing analytical sophistication and data requirements and 
decreasing conservatism. The first tier or level (the least sophisticated and the most conservative) requires only an elastic 
fracture mechanics analysis and uses single-value estimates of fracture toughness (e.g., δc, δu, or δm) (Table 1). 

Table 1   Characterizations of elastic-plastic fracture toughness 
Final event Location on 

 
toughness-
temperature 
 
curve 

Significant 
stable 
 
crack extension 

J-integral 
 
toughness, 
Jmat  

CTOD 
 
toughness, 
δmat  

Unstable fracture or onset of pop-in Lower shelf No Jc  δc  
Unstable fracture or onset of pop-in Transition Yes Ju  δu  
First attainment of maximum load 
plateau 

Upper shelf Yes Jm  δm  

 
Jmat, general J-integral fracture toughness of material; CTOD, crack-tip opening displacement; δmat, general CTOD 
toughness of material; Jc, J-integral fracture toughness, no significant stable crack extension, unstable fracture; δc, CTOD 
fracture toughness, no significant stable crack extension, unstable fracture; Ju, J-integral fracture toughness, significant 
stable crack extension, unstable fracture; δu, CTOD fracture toughness, significant stable crack extension, unstable 
fracture; Jm, J-integral fracture toughness, significant stable crack extension, plastic collapse; δm, CTOD fracture 
toughness, significant stable crack extension, plastic collapse 
On the other hand, the highest tier (the most sophisticated and least conservative) requires an elastic-plastic fracture 
mechanics analysis and uses the tearing resistance of the material (J or CTOD R-curve). In addition, the highest tier 
requires the expression of the true stress-strain curve of the material. The procedure is to evaluate a given situation at the 
first tier, and if the FAP falls below the FAC, safe performance is concluded. If, however, the FAP falls on or above the 
FAC, then the investigator goes to the second tier analysis and so on. If an unsafe situation is predicted at the highest tier, 
a redesign or selection of a tougher material is required. 
Level 1 FAC (Fig. 3), a recasting of the dimensionless CTOD design curve (Ref 1) (based on wide-plate fracture tests), 
may be thought of as a screening method and includes a safety factor of approximately 2 on flaw size in the construction 
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of the FAC. For the FAP (not shown in Fig. 3), Kr is the square root of the ratio of the applied elastic CTOD δe to the 
material CTOD toughness δmat or  

max

e
rK

δ
δ

=  
 

(Eq 6) 

The elastic CTOD δe, for steels (including stainless steels) and aluminum alloys, is determined from the elastic stress-
intensity factor KI concomitant with σmax, the sum of the applied and residual stresses:  
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(Eq 7) 

or  
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max y y
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σ σ σ σ

  
= − ≤     

 
 

(Eq 8) 

No elastic-plastic interaction of applied and residual stresses is acknowledged in the computation of Kr (i.e., the validity 
of superposition is assumed). The material CTOD toughness δmat is the fracture-test-estimated value δc, δu, or δm (Ref 17, 
18). 

 

Fig. 3  Level 1 failure assessment diagram (BS 7910) 
Sr is the ratio of the effective net-section stress σref to the flow stress:  

ref

f
rS σ

σ
=  

 
(Eq 9) 

(The effective net-section stress σref is the net-section stress computed in such a way that Sr is equivalent to the ratio of the 
applied (remote) stress to the applied (remote) stress at plastic collapse [Ref 7, 19, 20].) 
Level 2a FAC (Fig. 4) is meant for low work-hardening materials and is identical to the original form of the R6 curve (Eq 
1) based on Dugdale's strip-yield model and is expressed as an inverse function of the log-secant of Lr.  

  

(Eq 10) 

Lr in Eq 10 is the ratio of the effective net-section stress σref to the yield stress:  

ref

y
rL σ

σ
=  

 
(Eq 11) 

The expression for the coordinate Kr of the FAP (not shown in Fig. 4) includes a constraint factor X and acknowledges the 
inelastic stress redistribution due to the interaction of the applied and residual stresses through the plasticity correction 
factor ρ (in the manner of the present R6 approach). Kr is expressed as:  



  
(Eq 12) 

where  

  
(Eq 13) 

For plane stress and low work-hardening materials, X and E′ are, respectively, 1 and E, while for plane strain and low 
work-hardening materials, X and E′ are, respectively, 2 and E/(1 - ν2). X is affected by work hardening and can be 
determined from either elastic-plastic analyses or fracture toughness tests:  

  
(Eq 14) 

The plasticity correction factor ρ to accommodate residual stresses is determined by:  

  

(Eq 15) 

where  

  

(Eq 16) 

In Eq 16, χ is:  

  
(Eq 17) 

where and are the linear elastic stress-intensity factors for, respectively, the applied and residual 
stresses. Equations 15 and 16 are applicable when χ is less than or equal to 4. When χ exceeds 4, a more detailed 
procedure for the computation of ρ is presented in Ref 7. 
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Fig. 4  Level 2a failure assessment diagram (BS 7910) 
There is no safety factor inherent to the Level 2a FAC, and the latter should be considered critical in the assessment. It is 
believed that Level 2a is the preferred method for most cases. However, the Level 2a model of the FAC is inaccurate for 
high work-hardening materials. 
Levels 2b and 2c (Fig. 5) generally are used in the assessment of high work-hardening materials and/or stable tearing 
where the Level 2a approach would prove too restrictive. 

 

Fig. 5  Level 2b and level 2c failure assessment diagram (BS 7910) 
Level 2b (Fig. 5) is a general FAC similar to Option 1 of the current R6 method (Ref 3) and is expressed as:  

  

(Eq 18) 

or  

  (Eq 19) 

where Lr is defined by Eq 11 and is defined as:  

  
(Eq 20) 

Level 2b may be used for all cases but is recommended (Ref 7) for high work-hardening materials (i.e., when σf > 1.2 σy). 
Level 2c (Fig. 5), a material-specific FAC similar to Option 2 of the current R6 (Ref 3), is suitable for base and weld 
metal of all types and provides more accurate results than either Level 2a or 2b but requires the stress-strain curve for the 
material examined. Level 2c FAC is expressed as:  

  

(Eq 21) 

and  

  (Eq 22) 

where Lr is expressed by Eq 11, is expressed by Eq 20, and ε is the true strain for a true stress of Lr σy from the true 
stress-strain curve of the material. 
The coordinate Lr (Fig 5) is the ratio of the net-section stress to the yield stress σy. Inelastic stress redistribution due to the 
interaction of the applied and residual stresses is handled as in Level 2b. 
Kr for the general FAC is a function only of Lr, and for the material specific FAC, is a function of Lr, yield strength σy, and 
the true stress-strain curve. Kr for the FAP is identical in form to that of Level 2a in Eq 12. Residual stresses are 
accommodated in Levels 2b and 2c as in Level 2a (i.e., Eq 15, 16, and 17). There is no safety factor inherent to either 
Level 2b or 2c FAC, and they should be considered critical in the assessment. 



It should be noted that, as in Levels 1 and 2a, only the elastic stress-intensity factor KI for the flawed member is needed. 
Level 2c FACs for two materials with identical yield and tensile strengths, respectively, σy and σu (Fig. 6), are compared 
with the Level 2b (general FAC) in Fig. 7. Both stress-strain curves were developed from tension tests on an HSLA 60 
steel (API 2Y grade 60T, a plate steel used in offshore welded construction) base metal (showing a yield plateau in Fig. 6) 
and the deposited weld metal (showing a roundhouse in Fig. 6) in the same steel. Below an Lr of 0.6, there is little 
difference between the Level 2b and Level 2c FACs, (Fig. 7). However, for Lr greater than 0.6, the effect of stress-strain-
curve shape is marked. Note that in Fig. 6 and 7, the base metal and deposited weld metal are represented by, 
respectively, the solid and dashed curves. 
 

 

Fig. 6  Engineering stress-strain curve for HSLA 60 (API 2Y grade 60T) plate steel. σy, 
yield strength; σu, tensile strength 

 

Fig. 7  Level 2b and 2c failure assessment diagram for HSLA 60 (API 2Y grade 60T) plate 
steel 
Level 3 FADs include a ductile tearing assessment. Levels 3a and 3b apply ductile tearing assessments to, respectively, 
the FAD of Level 2a or 2b, and to the FAD of Level 2c. Level 3c uses the J-integral in a tearing assessment similar to R6 
Option 3 (Ref 3) or the EPRI/GE handbook (Ref 4). Such an analysis requires the J-integral solutions for any geometry. 
The complete solutions for many geometries are listed in the EPRI/GE handbook (Ref 4), subsequent EPRI/GE reports 
(Ref 21, 22, 23), and the textbook by Kanninen and Popelar (Ref 12). EPRI and Novetech jointly developed the three-
volume Ductile Fracture Handbook (Ref 24) that assembled and synthesized the elastic-plastic fracture mechanics 
solutions for cracked cylinders developed in EPRI-sponsored research. The first volume of the Ductile Fracture 
Handbook presents solutions for circumferential through-wall cracks. The second volume presents solutions for 
circumferential part-through-wall cracks and axial through-wall cracks. The third volume presents solutions for axial part-
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through-wall cracks and cracks in elbows, tees, and nozzles and flaw-evaluation procedures for piping and pressure 
vessels. 
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Considerations in Use 

The characterizations for the fracture ratio Kr of the FAD are shown in Table 2 for linear elastic fracture mechanics 
(LEFM) and elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM). It is vital to recognize that the FAD acknowledges elastic-plastic 
response both in the fracture event and plastic collapse. Also, only the linear elastic stress-intensity factor KI for a specific 
geometry is required, thus using the existing compendia of KI solutions and obviating the need for complex elastic-plastic 
solutions. However, application of the FAD does require the knowledge of the elastic-plastic fracture toughness 
(characterized as either J-integral or CTOD) for the material in the thickness of application. 

Table 2   Fracture ratios, Kr  
EPFM FAD 

 
element 

LEFM 
J-integral CTOD 

FAC 1 
  

FAP 
   

 
FAD, failure assessment diagram; LEFM, linear elastic fracture mechanics; EPFM, elastic-plastic fracture mechanics; 
CTOD, crack-tip opening displacement; FAC, failure assessment curve; FAP, failure assessment point; Je, elastic 
component of J-integral; Jp, plastic component of J-integral; δe, elastic component of crack-tip opening displacement; δp, 
plastic component of crack-tip opening displacement; KI, mode I stress-intensity factor; Kmat, general linear elastic 
fracture toughness of material; Jmat, general J-integral fracture toughness of material; δmat, general CTOD toughness of 
material 
Also, R6 (Ref 3) and BS 7910 (Ref 7) give guidance on reliability, partial safety factors, number of fracture toughness 
tests, selection of failure risk for Levels 2 and 3, and sensitivity analyses. 
Limitations to be addressed in the future include the improvement of estimates of material toughness through:  

• The evaluation of constraint 
• Improved estimation equations for J-integral and CTOD from test results 
• Use of shallow cracks more typical of service 

Improvements in the construction of the FAD include:  

• Combining the applied and residual stresses to acknowledge inelastic redistribution of residual stresses 
• Consideration in mismatch between the mechanical properties of the base metal and deposited weld metal 
• Ductile tearing (Level 3, PD 7910) beyond that allowed by the validity criteria of current fracture toughness test 

standards 
• Consideration of constraint in the definition of the FAC and FAP 

Caution. Many practitioners of fracture mechanics today determine the critical stress-crack-size from the test 
estimations of elastic-plastic fracture toughness (i.e., Jmat or δmat) (Table 1) through:  

  
(Eq 23) 

or  

  
(Eq 24) 

Such an approach implies that Kr = 1 regardless of the value of Lr (Fig. 8). In Fig. 8, it may be seen that Kr, equivalent to 

(Table 2), can be significantly less than 1, depending on the value of Lr. The observed ratios of 

versus the test-estimated CTOD toughness for an HSLA 50 steel (API 2Y Grade 50T, a plate steel used in 
offshore welded construction) are shown in Fig. 9. With the observed range of values δe/δmat for the various δmat (i.e., δc, 

δu, and δm, defined in Table 1), may be computed through a combination of Eq 12, 13, and 24 (Table 3). 
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Fig. 8  Failure assessment diagram with Kr < 1, depending on the value of Lr. FAP, failure 
assessment point; FAC, failure assessment curve 

 

Fig. 9  Crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD) toughness, HSLA 50. δ, CTOD; δc, 
CTOD fracture toughness, no significant stable crack extension, unstable fracture; δe, 
elastic component of CTOD; δm, CTOD fracture toughness, significant stable crack 
extension, plastic collapse; δp, plastic component of CTOD; δu, CTOD fracture toughness, 
significant stable crack extension, unstable fracture 

Table 3    from CTOD toughness 

 
δmat (Table 1) δe/δmat (Fig. 9) 

Plane stress Plane strain 
δc  0.19–0.54 0.44–0.74 0.64–1.09 
δu  0.07–0.23 0.26–0.48 0.39–0.71 
δm  0.05–0.08 0.22–0.28 0.33–0.42 
 

, mode I stress-intensity factor estimated from Jmat or δmat; CTOD, crack-tip opening displacement; δmat, general 
CTOD toughness of material; δe, elastic component of crack-tip opening displacement; σy, yield strength; E, Young's 



modulus; δc, CTOD fracture toughness, no significant stable crack extension, unstable fracture; δu, CTOD fracture 
toughness, significant stable crack extension, unstable fracture; δm, CTOD fracture toughness, significant stable crack 
extension, plastic collapse 

From Eq 24, the ratio would always be unity. However, recognition of elastic-plastic 

response at fracture, demonstrated by the FAD (e.g., Fig. 8) shows that the ratio can be 
significantly less than unity (Table 3). Obviously, the use of Eq 24 to estimate the critical stress–crack-length combination 
can be very unconservative. 
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Application Examples 

Example 1: Application of FAD to determine the required CTOD toughness to develop the full potential for a transverse 
butt weld in a very wide 33 mm (1.3 in.) plate containing a surface flaw at the weld toe that penetrates the plate fully. 
Consider both the as-welded (AW) and postweld heat treated (PWHT) cases. The yield and tensile strengths are, 
respectively, σy = 414 MPa (60 ksi) and σu = 517 MPa (75 ksi). The applied stress σm is 331 MPA (48 ksi), or 80% of the 
yield strength. Assume that the residual stress σresaw transverse to the weld is equal to the yield stress. The residual stress 
after PWHT σrepwht is 20% of that in the AW condition (Ref 7), or 82.8 MPA (12 ksi). 
Hint: Estimate the fracture toughness when the FAP falls on the FAC for Levels 1 and 2, BS 7910 (Ref 7). Assume: (1) 
plane strain for Level 2, (2) the stress-strain curves for Level 2c are those shown in Fig. 6, and (3) the crack geometry is 
that of through-crack of length 2a in an infinitely wide plate of thickness a:  

  (Eq 25) 

and  

  (Eq 26) 
E, ν, and σf are, respectively, 206,897 MPa (30,000 ksi); 0.3; and 466 MPa (67.5 ksi). From Eq 9 and 11, the collapse 
ratios, Sr and Lr, are, respectively, 0.711 and 0.800. 
Level 1, BS 7910. The maximum stresses for the AW and PWHT conditions are:  

σmaxaw = σm + σresaw = 745 MPa (108 ksi)  (Eq 27) 

σmaxpwht = σm + σrespwht = 414 MPa (60 ksi)  (Eq 28) 
and, from Eq 25, with σ = σmaxaw and σ = σmaxpwht:  

  
(Eq 29) 

  
(Eq 30) 

From Fig. 3, Kr = 0.707, and from Eq 8, with σmax/σy > 0.5:  

  
(Eq 31) 

From Eq 6, for Level 1, the optimum fracture toughnesses are:  
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(Eq 32) 

Level 2a, BS 7910. The maximum stress-intensity factors, from Eq 25, for the AW and PWHT conditions are:  

  (Eq 33) 

  
(Eq 34) 

and, from Eq 25, with σ = σmaxaw and σ = σmaxwht:  

  
(Eq 35) 

  
(Eq 36) 

From Eq 10, Kr = 0.870, and from Eq 17:  
χaw = 1.00χpwht = 0.200  (Eq 37) 

From Eq 16, for 0 < χ < 5.2:  

  (Eq 38) 
From Eq 15, for Lr < 0.8 (i.e., ρ = ρ1):  

ρaw = 0.0930ρpwht = 0.0314  (Eq 39) 
From Eq 13, for plane strain with X = 2 and E′ = E/(1 - ν2):  

  
(Eq 40) 

For Level 2a, from:  

  
(Eq 41) 

the optimum plane-strain fracture toughnesses are:  

  
(Eq 42) 

Level 2b, BS 7910. The maximum stress-intensity factors, χ, ρ, and ρ1, for the AW and PWHT conditions, are identical to 
those for Level 2a above. From Eq 18, Kr = 0.811. From Eq 13, for plane strain with X = 2 and E′ = E/(1 - ν2):  

  
(Eq 43) 

For Level 2b, from Eq 41, the optimum plane-strain fracture toughnesses are:  

  
(Eq 44) 

Level 2c, BS 7910. The maximum stress-intensity factors, χ, ρ, and ρ1, for the AW and PWHT conditions, are identical to 
those for Levels 2a and 2b above. The strain ε is computed from ε = σm/E = 0.00160 (Fig. 6). From Eq 21, Kr = 0.870. 
From Eq 13, for plane strain with X = 2 and E′ = E/(1 - ν2):  

  
(Eq 45) 

For Level 2c, from Eq 41 the optimum plane-strain fracture toughnesses are:  

  
(Eq 46) 



The fracture toughnesses estimated from Levels 1, 2a, 2b, and 2c, BS 7910, are compared in Table 4. The toughnesses for 
Level 2c are slightly lower than those for Level 2b, which reflects the slight difference between the FAC for Level 2b and 
those of Level 2c (Fig. 7). The toughnesses for Levels 2a and 2c are practically identical. However, this is fortuitous 
because the values of Kr, for Lr = 0.8, are practically identical (Fig. 4, 7). If the stress-strain curves for the material 
demonstrated a greater strain-hardening effect than in Fig. 6, the fracture toughnesses for Level 2c would be greater than 
those of Level 2a. The fracture toughnesses required from the Level 1 analysis are 1.2 to 2.2 times those of the more 
accurate analysis of Level 2c, which reflects the conservative nature of Level 1. The decrease in required fracture 
toughness when PWHT is applied reflects only the reduction in residual stress that reduces the crack-driving force. The 
reader should remember that an improper PWHT could reduce the fracture toughness of the material. 

Table 4   Optimum CTOD toughness mm (in.), at indicated level 
Case 1 2a 2b 2c 
AW 0.64 (0.025) 0.51 (0.020) 0.58 (0.023) 0.51 (0.020) 
PWHT 0.31 (0.012) 0.13 (0.0053) 0.16 (0.0061) 0.13 (0.0053) 
 
CTOD, crack-tip opening displacement; AW, as welded; PWHT, postweld heat treatment 
Example 2: Application of FAD. The structural-integrity analysis of a heavy rolled W14 × 730 H-section (Fig. 10) used in 
high-rise building construction is presented in Ref. 25. Normally, such sections are used as columns in high-rise 
buildings, but in some cases, these sections are used as tension chords of trusses in such construction. The material 
fracture toughness, from tests on compact tension specimens taken from the flange-web core was linked to the estimation 
of the critical crack size in the section through an elastic-plastic structural-integrity analysis. The assessment methodology 
was that of the FAD. The fracture model for the section was assumed to be a surface flaw in one flange joined at the 
flange-web intersection to an edge flaw in the web (Fig. 10). The steel grade of the section was A 572 Grade 50, yield and 
tensile strengths of, respectively, 345 and 552 MPa (50 and 80 ksi). Crack-tip opening displacement toughness values δm 
(upper shelf, Table 1) of 0.25 to 0.76 mm (0.01 to 0.03 in.) estimated from the fracture toughness tests were used in the 
analysis. Both the presence and absence of rolling residual stresses were considered. (Maximum tensile residual stresses 
on the order of 69 MPa (10 ksi) were measured in the flange-web core.) Critical surface-flaw depths were estimated with 
and without residual stresses for a range of applied stresses S of 69 to 345 MPa (10 to 50 ksi) and for surface flaw aspect 
ratios a/c (Fig. 10) varying from 0.1 to 0.6. (Applied stress S is the applied load divided by the area of the uncracked cross 
section.) The fracture model for the cracked section was assumed to be a surface flaw in one flange joined at the web-
flange intersection to an edge flaw in the web. Elastic continuity was established by matching the crack-mouth opening 
displacements (CMOD) of the two crack geometries at their junction. The crack depth a (Fig. 10) was varied from 19 to 
83 mm (0.75 to 3.25 in.). 

 

Fig. 10  W14 × 730 column H-section with assumed crack shape, a, depth of surface crack; 
2c, length of surface crack 
Three FAD approaches were used in the analyses:  

• Level 2, PD 6493 (Ref 2), now Level 2a BS 7910 (Ref 7) 
• Level 3 general, PD 6493, now Level 2b, BS 7910 
• Appendix 8, R6, Revision 3, for C-Mn steels (Ref 3) 

The results of the R6, Appendix 8, FAD analysis were the most conservative of the three approaches and are presented 
herein. The FAC for C-Mn steels from Appendix 8, R6, Revision 3 (Ref 3) is:  
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(Eq 47) 

and  
Kr = 0 for Sr > 1  (Eq 48) 

where the fundamental definition of the collapse ratio Sr was used:  

  
(Eq 49) 

Solutions for an array of FAPs, (e.g., Fig. 11) were performed and resulted in an FAP surface for each aspect ratio a/c 
with nodes located at the intersections S, a (Fig. 11). In Fig. 11, two examples of FAP loci for one aspect ratio, a/c = 0.5, 
are shown: (1) S = 138 MPa (20 ksi), varying a from 19 to 82.6 mm (0.75 to 3.25 in), and (2) a = 38.1 mm (1.50 in), 
varying S from 69 to 345 MPa (10 to 50 ksi). The critical combination of S and a for each aspect ratio a/c is estimated 
from the intersection of the FAP surface with the FAC (Fig. 11). The results of this process are shown in Fig. 12 for one 
aspect ratio, a/c = 0.5, and the lower bound to the test-estimated upper-shelf CTOD toughness, δm = 0.25 mm (0.010 in). 
Conclusions drawn for these analyses were (Ref 25):  

• Typical surface flaws in flanges might be expected to have aspect ratios a/c on the order of 0.3 or greater. For 
such aspect ratios and values of applied stress typical of service, 138 to 207 MPa (20 to 30 ksi), the FAD analysis 
indicated that the minimum critical crack depth a would be on the order of 38 to 51 mm (1.5 to 2 inches) (about 
30 to 40% of the flange depth) when the upper shelf CTOD toughness δm was 0.25 mm (0.01 in). 

• The critical flange crack depth would be increased by about 30 to 50% when the upper shelf CTOD toughness δm 
was increased from 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) to 0.76 mm (0.030 in.) (the upper bound from the fracture toughness 
tests). 

• For an aspect ratio a/c of 0.5, CTOD toughness δm of 0.25 mm (0.01 in.), and applied stresses S from 138 to 207 
MPa (20 to 30 ksi), the elimination of rolling residual stresses would increase the critical crack depth a by about 
15 to 34%. (The rolling residual stresses would be reduced significantly by a thermal treatment, e.g., 
normalizing.) 

 

Fig. 11  Failure assessment diagram (R6, Appendix 8) for WF14 × 730 H-section, a/c = 0.5, 
with residual stresses. Collapse ratio is a function of flow stress σf; FAP, failure 
assessment point 
 



 

Fig. 12  Critical crack depth vs. applied stress for WF14 × 730 H-section, a/c = 0.5, δm = 
0.25 mm (0.010 in.) 
Essentially, the analysis of this example was a sensitivity analysis (see Ref 3 and 7) to establish the effects on the 
structural integrity of the cracked H-section by variations in the significant parameters (e.g., applied stress S, crack depth 
a, surface-crack aspect ratio a/c, fracture toughness δm, and the presence or absence of residual stresses). 
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Introduction 

APPLICATION of probabilistic analysis methods for life assessment of structural components is becoming more 
prevalent because:  

• Failure models continue to be enhanced for structural life prediction. 
• Engineers realize that significant uncertainties and variations in loads, material properties, geometrical, and other 

parameters occur in real-world structures. 
• A need exists to quantify the probability of failure of structural components to design for appropriate levels of 

safety. 
• Computational resources are becoming less of an impediment through enhancements in computational algorithms 

and computer efficiency. 
• Factor of safety approaches may not give the desired reliability or may lead to overdesigned structures with 

significant penalties. 
• A need exists for a rational consistent methodology on which to base important decisions such as to inspect, 

replace, or repair a structure. 

The field of probabilistic analysis is far too large to cover in a single article. Rather, this article provides an outline of the 
issues for performing a probabilistic life assessment. The article is organized in terms of an introduction, description of 
the elements of probabilistic analysis, evaluation of the probability of failure, advanced concepts, case histories, and 
available probabilistic analysis software. The section “Introduction to Probabilistic Analysis” briefly describes the 
historical background, definition of uncertainties, classifications used in probabilistic analysis, and application areas. The 
“Elements of Probabilistic Analysis” section describes the basic definition of random variables, some common 
distribution functions used in engineering, selection of a probability distribution, the failure model definition, and the 
definition of the probability of failure. The “Evaluation of Probability of Failure” section describes solution techniques for 
special cases as well as the general solution techniques: first-second-order reliability methods, the advanced mean value 
method, the response surface method, and Monte Carlo sampling. The “Advanced Concepts” section describes a brief 
introduction to importance sampling, time-variant reliability, system reliability, and risk analysis and defines some 
generally accepted target reliabilities. The “Case Histories” section describes two application problems for which 
probabilistic analysis is an essential element. The “Probabilistic Analysis Software” section provides an overview of some 
of the commercially available software programs for performing probabilistic analysis. 
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Introduction to Probabilistic Analysis 

Historical Background 

The modern era of probabilistic structural design and analysis started after World War II. In 1947, a paper titled “Safety 
of Structures” by A.M. Freudenthal appeared in the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers (Ref 1). This 
historical paper suggested that rational methods of developing safety factors for engineering structures should give due 
consideration to observed statistical distributions of the design factors. It was not until the 1960s that rapid growth of 
academic interest in structural reliability theory occurred, stimulated in part by the publication of another paper by 
Freudenthal et al. (Ref 2). 
In light of the practical difficulties in employing a probabilistic-statistical approach to design criteria development, C.A. 
Cornell (Ref 3) suggested the use of a second-moment format (called mean value first-order second-moment analysis, 
MVFOSM) and introduced the concept of a safety index. The safety index was the probabilistic analog of the factor of 
safety, widely employed to account for uncertainties in the design process. 
But the MVFOSM was not an accurate predictor of failure probability. A mechanics design problem in which there are 
several random design factors presents a difficult mathematical challenge when the goal is to estimate the failure 
probability, particularly small probabilities typical of structural life assessments. A sequence of contributions made 
between 1974 and 1990 (Ref 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) have produced very efficient gradient-based numerical algorithms for 
estimating probabilities of failure. Efficient sampling-based methods, called “importance” sampling, have been developed 
for addressing more complicated problems (Ref 10, 11, 12, 13). 
These advanced methods have been employed to develop probability-based design codes. Reliability goals and 
descriptions of the random design factors are translated into safety factors, thereby giving the safety check expressions the 
appearance of conventional factor of safety forms. The American Institute of Steel Construction steel design code using 
load and resistance factor design (LRFD) was developed by Galambos and Ravindra (Ref 14). The American Petroleum 
Institute (API) has adopted an LRFD format for design of offshore structures (Ref 15, 16). 
Over the past decade, there has been considerable interest in predicting the system reliability of structural and mechanical 
systems and also in time-variant reliability. These problems are more challenging, and efficient robust solution methods 
are still being developed. 

Uncertainties in Structural Parameters 

Uncertainty in a structural parameter is observed when an experiment is repeated and different values are observed. In 
general, a random sample can be defined as >X> = (X1, X2, … , Xn), where Xi is the ith observation and n is the sample 
size. The engineer needs to make decisions in face of this uncertainty. Thus, the goal of analysis is to provide a 
mathematical synthesis of the uncertainty that is convenient for the decision-making process. 
For a statistical summary, two indexes are useful. The sample mean is defined as:  

  
The mean is a measure of the central tendency of the distribution. 
The sample standard deviation is defined as:  

  
The sample standard deviation is a measure of the dispersion or spread of the data. Often, what the engineer seeks is a 
design value, for example, a value on the safe side of the distribution of yield strength that can be used to produce high-
reliability designs. 
The distribution of a variable can be described using a histogram, examples of which are shown in Fig. 1. 



 

Fig. 1  Examples of histograms. These show distribution of tensile properties among 
different heats of grade 1117 cold-drawn steel bars. Tested were round bars, 25 mm (1 in.) 
in diameter, 25 heats from 2 mills. 
The coefficient of variation is defined as:  

  
The coefficient of variation (COV) is widely used in mechanics and design to characterize the uncertainty in certain 
variables. It has been found that the COV is relatively insensitive to the mean value. Also, the COV is unitless. The values 
shown in Table 1 are representative of the COVs of structural parameters. 

Table 1   Representative coefficient of variation (COV) values 
Variable COV 
Yield strength of metals 0.07 
Ultimate strength of metals 0.05 
Fracture toughness of metals 0.15 
Buckling strength of columns 0.15 
Cycles to failure in fatigue 0.50 
Design load (mechanical systems) 0.05–0.15 
Design load (structural systems) 0.15–0.25 
 
This is only an introduction to uncertainty. The representation of this uncertainty in a formal mathematical sense is 
described in the section “Basic Definition of Random Variables” in this article in terms of random variable distribution 
functions. 

Classifications 
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Probabilistic analysis can be classified into several distinctive types. The analysis procedures to be applied are dependent 
on the classification. 
Component versus System. The designation of a “component” or “system” probabilistic (or reliability) analysis depends 
on the number of failure equations required to describe the structural behavior. A system reliability analysis is required if 
a structure is composed of multiple components, has multiple failure modes, and/or has multiple failure locations, for 
example, multi-site damage. In each case, multiple failure equations are needed to describe the failure condition of the 
system. 
System reliability is significantly more complex than component reliability analysis requiring specialized tools. This 
subject is too complex to be covered in detail in this article; a synopsis is provided in the section “System Reliability” in 
this article. However, a fundamental ingredient of a system reliability analysis is always a component analysis of the basic 
events. 
Time Invariant versus Time Variant. While many reliability analyses involve time, often the problem can be formulated 
as being time independent or time invariant. For the simple strength (R)-stress (S) case, S could represent the largest stress 
during the service life and R the strength. The distribution (mean, standard deviation, and distribution family) of each is 
assumed to be constant, that is, not a function of time. This is an example of a time-invariant problem. For the time-
variant case, the parameters (e.g., mean and standard deviation) of S and R are modeled as functions of time. A common 
example is that of a structural element whose mean strength, μR, decreases as a function of time as a result of a growing 
fatigue crack and/or corrosion. But S, which would now be treated as a random process, may also have time-variant 
parameters. It is possible, often in the simpler cases, to use analysis to convert a time-variant problem into a time-
invariant problem, the latter of which is generally easier to solve. 
This subject is too complex to be covered in detail in this article; a synopsis is provided in the section “Time-Variant 
Reliability” in this article. 

Application Areas 

The application of probabilistic methods has blossomed in the past two decades. This is evidenced by the number of 
journal papers describing the application of probabilistic analysis and design to structures. A number of application areas 
pertaining to structures are given in Ref 17. Some application areas are highlighted:  

• Civil engineering has developed the LRFD methodology (Ref 14, 18), which uses probabilistic analysis to 
develop partial safety factors that engineers may use to design fabricated steel structures. 

• The petrochemical industry developed API 579 (see the section “Example 2: Development of Recommended 
Practice API 579”), which develops partial safety factors for the fitness-for-service of petrochemical equipment. 

• The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) funded a significant effort to develop and apply 
probabilistic methods to space hardware. The Probabilistic Structures Analysis Methods for Select Space 
Propulsion System Components program developed analytical techniques and probabilistic software and 
investigated applications to space shuttle main engine components over the period 1985 to 1995 (Ref 19, 20, 21). 
Development and application of probabilistic methods has continued at NASA. 

• The sixth edition of the well-known machine design book, Mechanical Engineering Design, (Ref 22) contains a 
chapter on addressing uncertainty in machine design. Other examples are given in ref 23. 

• Nuclear engineering has a long and rich history in applying probabilistic methods for probabilistic risk 
assessment of nuclear vessels. 

• The United States Navy has been actively developing probability-based structural design criteria. Incidents in 
which modern cruisers have experienced structural failures in heavy seas have prompted the navy to rethink their 
decades-old basic design procedures. 

• The United States Air Force has funded development of and applied the probability of fracture (PROF) computer 
code to quantify the probability of failure of aircraft structures with consideration of inspection, structural 
replacement, and repair (Ref 24). 

• The commercial aircraft gas turbine engine industry is adopting a probabilistically-based damage tolerance 
analysis method for certifying new designs of titanium rotors (see the section “Case Histories: Examples of the 
Use of Probabilistic Analysis” and “Example 1: Probabilistic Damage Tolerance Analysis of Gas Turbine Rotors” 
in this article) (Ref 25, 26). 
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Elements of Probabilistic Analysis 

A probabilistic analysis always consists of three elements:  

• Failure model definition—generically called a “limit state” in probabilistic analysis 
• Random variable definitions—variables in the limit state that are considered random 
• Probabilistic computations 

These elements are described in the next several sections. 

Basic Definition of Random Variables 

Some elements of probability theory are introduced here. Formally, a random variable is a function that assigns real 
numbers to an outcome of an experiment. For example, the yield strength of 1035 steel can be considered as a random 
variable. This random variable would be considered to be continuous, because any real number from zero to infinity 
would be a possibility. A discrete random variable is limited to the integers, for example, the number of trucks on a bridge 
at any time. Continuous random variables are more important in basic mechanics and design and are the only variables 
considered here. 
Random variables are denoted as upper case. Let X be a generic random variable in this discussion. Specific values of the 
random variable are denoted as lower case, for example, x. 
Probability can be considered as the numerical measure of the likelihood of occurrence of an event. The probability 
measure is bounded between 0 (impossible event) and 1 (certain event). In engineering practice, for example, the 
probability that a member of 1035 will have a yield strength less than 310 MPa (45 ksi) or, more generally, the probability 
of failure of a component during the intended service life is sought. 
To help answer these questions, define the probability density function (PDF), fX(x), and the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF), FX(x) (see Fig. 2). Areas under the PDF define the probabilities as shown. The CDF defines probability 
of X less than x. The PDF and CDF are related as indicated. 



 

Fig. 2  Definitions of (a) probability density function (PDF) and (b) cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) 
Analytical models that are used by engineers to describe the PDF and CDF are described in the next section. 
Two important properties of the distribution are the mean, expected, or average value and the variance. The mean, 
expected, or average value is represented as:  

  
This is the centroid of the PDF and an index of the central tendency of the distribution. 
The variance is represented as:  

  
The variance is the moment of inertia of the area of the PDF about a vertical axis through the centroid (mean). It is an 
index of the dispersion of the random variable. 
When the sample size n → ∞, the sample mean approaches the mean (  → μX), the sample standard deviation 
approaches the standard deviation (sX → σX), and the histogram (vertical scale so that the area equals unity) approaches 
the PDF. 
The coefficient of variation is defined as:  

  
Described in the following section are statistical models (standard mathematical forms) that are used to describe the PDF 
and CDF. 
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Common Engineering Distributions 

There are a large number of probability distributions. Here, only the more common distributions for engineering problems 
are summarized. The equations for the PDF, CDF, mean, standard deviation, mode, and so on may be found in many 
references (e.g., Ref 27). The authors focus primarily on continuous distributions that are commonly used in engineering. 
Mathematics. Any function that is strictly positive and for which the area is unity qualifies for a PDF, but there are 
standard functions, or distributions, that are commonly used in engineering practice. Some of these are the normal, 
lognormal, extreme value, and Weibull distributions. The PDF and CDF for these distributions are defined as follows. 
Normal Distribution. The PDF of the random variable X having a normal distribution is:  

  
where μ and σ are the distribution parameters. These are adjusted to fit the data. The two parameters are actually the mean 
and standard deviation of X. 
To compute probabilities, it is necessary to integrate fX, that is, derive the CDF. No closed-form solution exists. The 
approach used is to first define the variable Z as:  

  
Z will have a normal distribution, with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. Numerical integration of this standard 
normal distribution produces tables and polynomial approximations that make evaluation of the CDF straightforward. 
(Ref 28). 
The standard normal CDF of Z has its own notation, Φ(z), that is, FZ(z) = P(Z ≤ z) = Φ(z). 
Lognormal Distribution. Let X be a random variable. If Y = logX is normally distributed, then X is said to be lognormally 
distributed. To compute probabilities when X is lognormal:  

  
where:  

  
and where CX is the COV of X, and is the median of X, calculated by:  

  
Extreme Value Distribution (EVD) (Type 1 EVD of Maxima, also Called Gumbel). The CDF of X having an EVD is  

FX(x) = exp[-exp(-α(x - β))]   -∞ < X < ∞  
where α and β are the distribution parameters. The mean and standard deviations in terms of the parameters are:  

  
Weibull Distribution. The CDF of X having a Weibull distribution is:  

  
where α and β are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. The mean and the COV are:  



  
where Γ(·) is the gamma function, defined as:  

  
The parameters in terms of the mean and standard deviation (and COV) are difficult to determine. However, the 

approximation α = is a good one. Therefore, use:  

  
Some General Properties. Probability distributions have certain general properties that may be of use in determining, or 
narrowing down, a distribution or distributions to use. Some properties are given subsequently. Four of the distributions 
described have been summarized previously; others can be found in any basic applied text on probability theory and 
statistics. 

Normal 

• Two parameters 
• Symmetric 
• Unbounded in both directions 
• Sum of normal variables is normal 
• Sum of a large number of variables approaches normal, independent of their distributions, as long as no single 

variable dominates (central limit theorem) 
• May be truncated in tails, that is, truncated normal distribution 
• Applications: widely used for geometric tolerances and material properties, if the coefficient of variation is 

relatively small, for example, yield and ultimate strength of metals 

Lognormal 

• Two parameters (sometimes three) 
• Nonsymmetric, long right tail 
• Bounded to the left (cannot be negative) 
• Product of lognormal variables is lognormal 
• Product of a large number of variables approaches lognormal, independent of their distributions, as long as no 

single variable dominates (central limit theorem) 
• Applications: fatigue (cycles to failure), loading variables, material strengths; found to be a good default 

distribution for many engineering variables 

Extreme value 

• Two parameters 
• Nonsymmetric 
• Unbounded in both directions 
• Maximum of a large sample of most common distributions (except lognormal) 
• Applications: widely used to model the largest load or environment that a component or system experiences over 

its intended service life 
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Weibull 

• Two parameters (often three) 
• May be symmetric or nonsymmetric, depending on parameters 
• Type of extreme value distribution 
• Bounded to the left (cannot be negative) 
• Applications: life of electronic components; material strengths (fracture toughness), time to wear out (bearings, 

pumps) 

Exponential 

• One parameter (sometimes two) 
• Nonsymmetric 
• Bounded to the left (cannot be negative) 
• Applications: life and time between failures of electronic components and systems; fatigue (initial crack size) 

Beta 

• Two parameters and two bounds 
• May be symmetric or nonsymmetric, depending on parameters 
• Bounded on both sides 
• Applications: material strengths (fracture), wear out (bearings, pumps) 

Uniform 

• The PDF is flat (even distribution of probability). 
• Symmetric 
• Bounded on both sides 
• Applications: used to generate random numbers in Monte Carlo; used to model a random variable when nothing 

can be assumed with regard to its distribution 

Rayleigh 

• Special case of Weibull (shape parameter = 2) 
• Applications: distribution of peaks in a random vibration that is narrow band, stationary, and Gaussian 

Poisson 

• Discrete random variable 
• One parameter 
• Bounded on both sides 
• Applications: imperfections (number of defects/volume); occurrences of rare events such as earthquakes, 

accidents, fires, hurricanes, and so on 

Selecting a Probability Distribution and Its Parameters 

General Comments. One of the significant challenges to performing a meaningful probabilistic analysis is to determine 
the input distributions and parameters for a given random variable. The probability of failure results are dependent, in 
general, on the probability distribution selected, and it may be difficult to determine which distribution is the best choice. 
As described previously, certain physical variables are known to be modeled well by the standard distributional forms. If 
a distribution can be assumed for a given variable, for example, the Weibull to model fracture toughness, then the 
distribution can be fit to data using point estimation. The method of moments is described subsequently. The performance 
of the more accurate, and complicated, maximum likelihood method was found by the second author of this document to 
be insignificantly better than the method of moments. 
There are a number of statistical tests to quantify how well a distribution fits data, such as Chi-Square, Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (Ref 29, 30) and Anderson-Darling (Ref 31), and software to apply these tests. These tests are not discussed 
here. 



An expedient, subjective method (widely used, however, by engineers) is probability plotting, a graphical technique 
described as follows. 
Probability Plotting. A probability plot provides a simple graphical but subjective method for seeing how well a given 
distribution fits the data. It also provides another method for estimating the parameters. A transformation of the 
cumulative distribution function of a given model is made to provide scales on rectangular paper, so that a CDF of that 
distribution is plotted as a straight line in this space. Then, the empirical distribution function (based on the data) is 
plotted on this paper, and if the points follow a straight line, one can conclude that the distribution is reasonable. 
Examples of the transformation are given as follows. 
Extreme Value. The CDF for the EVD is  

F(x) = exp{-exp[-α(x - β)]}  
Taking the log twice of both sides and letting:  

y = -ln(-ln(F(x)))  
it follows that y = αx - αβ. Thus, using this transformation, the EVD F(x) plots as a straight line in x-y space. 
Weibull. The CDF for the Weibull distribution is:  

  
Taking the log twice of both sides and letting:  

Y = ln[-ln(1 - F(x))]   X = lnx  
it follows that Y = αX - αlnβ. Thus, using this transformation, the Weibull F(x) plots as a straight line in X-Y space. 
Normal. The CDF of normal distribution cannot be computed analytically. The CDF is represented as:  

  
Taking the inverse normal CDF of both sides and letting:  

y = Φ-1[F(x)]  
it follows that:  

  
The standard normal CDF and its inverse is included in many common programs. Numerical approximations may be 
found in Ref 32. 
Example Probability Plot. An experiment was performed to measure fracture toughness, K, of a brittle material. A random 
sample of n = 5 was obtained. It is assumed that the observations in this random sample are independent and from the 
same distribution. The tilde, ˜, indicates a random sample, that is, a vector, >K> = (7.8, 3.2, 1.2, 9.8, 5.7). 
A Weibull probability plot is made of the fracture toughness data. The empirical distribution function (estimate of the 
CDF) is constructed as follows:  

• The sample is ordered, smallest to largest. K(i) denotes the ith smallest value. 
• The estimate of the distribution function corresponding to K(i) is:  

  

• Fi and Ki are translated into Yi and Xi using the equations:  

Yi = ln[-ln(1 - F(xi))]   Xi = lnKi  

• The points are plotted on rectangular paper. If the data follow a linear trend, it is suggested that the Weibull is a 
reasonable model. This decision is purely subjective. 
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The data analysis for this example is given in Table 2. Y versus X is shown in Fig. 3. A straight line can be fit through the 
points. The least-squares estimators of α and β are then:  

  

Table 2   Data analysis for Weibull plot 
Instance (i) K(i)  Fi = i - 0.5/n  Yi  ln(Ki) 
1 1.2 0.1 -2.250 0.182 
2 3.2 0.3 -1.031 1.163 
3 5.7 0.5 -0.367 1.740 
4 7.8 0.7 0.186 2.054 
5 9.8 0.9 0.834 2.282 

 

Fig. 3  Weibull probability plot 
As shown in the figure, the slope is 1.394 and the Y-intercept is -2.595. Thus, the least-squares estimators are:  

  
Usually, a linear regression analysis is done on the transformed data and the correlation coefficient used to indicate the 
quality of the match. The higher the correlation coefficient, the better the fit. 
Method of Moments. The method of moments is demonstrated using fracture toughness data. To fit the Weibull 
distribution to the data, it is necessary to estimate the parameters α and β. This is done in three steps: (1) compute the 
sample mean and sample standard deviation sK, described in the section “Uncertainties in Structural Parameters” in 
this article. Here , sK = 3.45; (2) let the sample mean and standard deviation equal the population mean and 
standard deviation, μK and σK, respectively; (3) substitute into the equations that relate mean and standard deviation to the 
parameters and solve for α and β as:  

  
Substituting the values for and sK, the estimates of μK and σK become:  

= 1.67 
 

= 6.20  



While the agreement with the probability plot is not excellent, it should be noted that the sample size is very small. 

Failure Model (or Limit State) 

The failure model, or limit state, is a statement of the physics of the problem of interest and defines the criteria for failure. 
In effect, the limit state divides the domain into “safe” and “failure” regions. The probability of failure is the amount of 
probability located in the failure region. 
The limit state for probabilistic computations is formulated such that when evaluated mathematically, a value less than or 
equal to zero defines failure and a value greater than zero defines safety. The limit state is typically given the symbol “g” 
and formulated such that g ≤ 0 is failure and g > 0 is safe. 
The limit state depends on the analysis being considered and is purely a deterministic equation. Some common definitions 
of failure that could be formulated in a limit state are given in Table 3. 

Table 3   Some common limit state definitions of failure 
Yield strength ≤ stress 
Clearance ≤ maximum displacement 
Fracture toughness ≤ stress-intensity factor 
Jmaterial ≤ Jintegral  
Critical crack size ≤ growing crack size 
Material thickness ≤ corrosion depth 
Cycles to failure ≤ cycles of interest 
Creep strength ≤ Larson-Miller parameter 
 
There is no unique definition required of the limit state. Equivalent representations, such that g ≤ 0 defines failure and g > 
0 defines safety, are sufficient. For example, if the limit state is such that the failure occurs when the stress (S) exceeds the 
material strength (R), the limit state may be represented equivalently in the following forms:  

g = R - S 
 
g = R/S - 1 
 
g = ln(R/S)  

Probability of Failure 

The probability of failure is determined by solving the multidimensional integral:  

  
where >x> indicates a vector of random variables, f>X> is the joint PDF of the random variables, and Ω denotes the failure 
region, that is, the region of the random variable space where g ≤ 0. In two dimensions, this integral is the volume of 
probability in the failure region. 
This integral is difficult to solve numerically for several reasons. First, the joint PDF may not be known, especially if 
significant correlations exist among random variables. Often, however, the random variables are independent; then the 
joint PDF is simply the product of the individual density functions. 
A second and more significant reason why this integral is difficult to solve is that it is often of high dimension. The 
dimension of the integral is the number of random variables, for example, a ten dimensional integral if there are ten 
random variables. This fact rules out numerical integration, except for low dimensions, for example, N ≤ 4. 
A third significant difficulty to solving this integral is that the integration domain, Ω, may be defined implicitly, say by a 
numerical program, perhaps a finite-element analysis. 
As a result of these complications, numerical integration is rarely used. Other techniques that have been developed are 
discussed in the following two sections, “Evaluation of Probability of Failure” and “Advanced Concepts.”  
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Evaluation of Probability of Failure 

The evaluation of the probability of failure is often challenging. Significant progress has been made in this area within the 
last thirty years. However, there is not one solution method that works in a practical sense for all problems, and it is useful 
to have a variety of computational techniques available. These techniques are presented subsequently. 
Special cases affording a simple solution are presented first. These methods are functions of one random variable, 
strength minus stress (two random variables), the normal format, and the lognormal format. If the problem fits the domain 
of application of these methods, then these methods provide an efficient accurate solution. 
The mean value first-order second-moment method is a convenient approximate technique to obtain an indicator, the 
safety index, of the reliability of the structure. However, its results may be significantly in error, and it provides only 
weak information on the probability of failure. 
First- and second-order methods and the advanced mean value method that have been developed over the past few 
decades are very powerful for computing the probability of failure—particularly for small probabilities typically found in 
structural analysis. These methods are often attempted first, due to their efficiency; however, they are not guaranteed to 
work—there are certain mathematical requirements, such as a smooth and differentiable limit state. 
The technique of Monte Carlo sampling is the most robust method and is guaranteed to work for any problem, if 
sufficient sampling is carried out. Also, formal error estimates of the solution are available, unlike the other methods. 
However, Monte Carlo sampling may require an excessive amount of limit state evaluations, particularly for small 
probability of failures, and, therefore, may not be practical. 

Functions of One Random Variable 

For problems where there is only one random variable, the probability of failure may be determined in a straightforward 
and efficient manner. Let X be a continuous random variable, and let random variable y be defined in terms of x through 
the functional relationship y = H(x). The CDF of y, G(Y) may be determined given the CDF of x, F(x), and the function H. 
(H is a representation of the structural behavior, such as shear stress, cycles to crack initiation, etc.) 
There is no requirement on the relationship between y and x, in general, and a one-dimensional integral is used to solve 
for the CDF of y (Ref 23, 30). However, often the relationship between y and x is single valued. In this case, the solution 
may be determined as follows. The CDF of y, G(y), may be obtained as:  

G(y) = P[Y ≤ y] = P[H(X) ≤ y] = P[X ≤ H-1(y)] = F(H-1(y))  
Thus, the knowledge of the CDF of x, F(x), and the inverse mapping H-1(·) is sufficient to determine the CDF of y. In 
practice, H-1(·) is often not known explicitly and is determined numerically, usually through a search method. 
For example, consider a crack propagation fatigue analysis with the initial crack size, ai, as the random variable. The 
problem of interest is to determine the probability of failure before a specific number of cycles, say N0. For most 
problems, the cycles to failure given the initial crack size (and other essential parameters) must be solved numerically 
using a fatigue crack growth program, thus defining N = H(ai). 
At the cycles of interest, N0, the initial crack size that just causes failure is denoted . This variable may be determined 
through trial and error or a search method, for example, bisection. The probability of failure at N0 is the probability of the 



initial crack size exceeding , that is, P[N ≤ N0] = . This pro- cedure may be repeated for 
any number of values of N0. 

Strength Minus Stress (Two Random Variables) 

The problem of estimating the probability of failure given a strength (or capacity), denoted R, and a stress (or load), 
denoted S, occurs frequently (shown schematically in Fig. 4). As long as the probability distributions of R and S are 
known (or can be estimated), this problem is one of two random variables, and the probability of failure may be 
determined in a straightforward and efficient manner. 

 

Fig. 4  Strength-stress diagram 
The limit state is g = R - S, and the probability of failure can be determined by solving the two-dimensional integral:  

  
with r and s determined from the integration domain shown in Fig. 5, and fS and fR are the PDFs of the stress and strength, 
respectively. 

 

Fig. 5  Strength-stress integration domain 
This integral may be reduced to a one-dimensional integral and is straightforward to compute numerically as:  

  
where FR is the CDF of the strength. 

Normal Format 

If all the random variables, Xi, are normally distributed, and the limit state has a linear form:  
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where A and Bi are constants and N is the number of random variables, then the random variable Y will also have a normal 
distribution. The mean and standard deviation of Y are:  

  
The failure condition is Y ≤ 0, and the probability of failure is Pf = P(Y ≤ 0). 
Because Y is normally distributed, the probability can be determined from a table of a standard normal distribution by 
transforming the variable Y linearly such that the resulting variable has a 0 mean and a standard deviation of 1:  

  
Then  

  
where β = -μz/σz is called the safety index. 
Thus, the probability of failure can be determined by reading the value of -μZ/σZ from the standard normal tables. An 
example is shown in Fig. 6. 
 

 



Fig. 6  Application of normal format 

Lognormal Format 

If all the random variables are lognormally distributed and the limit state has a multiplicative form:  

  
where B and all ai are constants and N is the number of random variables, then Y = ln(g) is normally distributed:  

  
Because Xi are lognormal, ln(Xi) are normal. Then, this format becomes identical to the normal format. The limit state is g 
≤ 1, or Y ≤ 0, or Z = (Y - μY)/σY ≤ 0, and Pf = Φ(-β), where β = -μY/σY, and  

  
denotes the median of X, and Ci denotes the coefficient of variation of Xi. An example is given in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7  Application of lognormal format 

Mean Value First-Order Second-Moment (MVFOSM) 

The MVFOSM may be applied to perform reliability analysis in those general cases where the limit state, g = (>X>), can 
be any function of the vector of design factors, >X>, of any number. Mean value first-order second-moment is based on 
only two parameters (the mean and standard deviation) of all random variables; no distributional information is used. 
In general, a basic measure of reliability is the safety index, defined as:  

  
The safety index was defined previously in the discussion of the normal format, where it was used to compute the 
probability of failure. But more generally, β can be used as an index of reliability even in those cases where the 
requirements of the normal format are not met. An estimate for the probability of failure given β is Pf = Φ(-β). 
Approximations to the mean and standard deviation of g are:  



  
where >μ> is a vector of mean values of >X>, σi, is the standard deviation of Xi, and N is the number of random variables. 
These approximations are developed by taking the expectation operator of the Taylor's series expansion of g(>X>). For 
smaller variances, higher-order terms are negligible. While these approximations depend on the degree of nonlinearity of 
the g-function, they are generally considered to be reasonable if all of the variables have coefficients of variation less than 
15%. 
However, while convenient to compute numerically, there are several problems with the MVFOSM method. For one, the 
probability of failure defined by the safety index β may not be accurate for nonnormal variables with moderate to large 
coefficients of variation. Second, the value of β depends on the particular formulation of the limit state. Different but 
mathematically equivalent formulations give different values for the safety index. 

First-Second-Order Methods 

In the general case of a single component, the limit state function, g( ), is a function of N design factors, Xi, i = 1, N, 
each having a different statistical distribution. The general expression for the probability of failure, Pf, was presented in 
the section “Probability of Failure,” but, as explained, its evaluation may be numerically difficult. 
Monte Carlo sampling may not be practical, because of long solution times due to a computationally time-intensive limit 
state evaluation and a large number of samples required for small probability of failure. As mentioned previously, a 
second-moment formulation, MVFOSM, was convenient to use but was not an accurate predictor of failure probability. 
As a result, the first-order reliability method (FORM) and, subsequently, the second-order reliability method (SORM) 
(Ref 4, 5, 6, 7) were developed. The basis of a FORM/SORM analysis is the concept of the most probable point (MPP). 
The MPP is the most likely location on the limit state in random variable space. The location of the MPP is important, 
because linear approximations of the limit state about the MPP are often sufficient to closely estimate the probability of 
failure. The MPP is usually located using an optimization algorithm that requires gradients of the limit state with respect 
to the random variables. An example of the MPP concept is shown in Fig. 8. 
 

 

Fig. 8  Schematic of the most probable point concept 
The FORM is summarized as follows (Ref 33):  

1. Each random variable has a distribution defined by the CDF, Fxi. Transform all variables to standard normal 
variates, ui, using the transformation FXi(x) = Φ(ui). Thus,  

  

2. Substituting each xi into the limit state function g, g now becomes a function of the vector, >u>. Thus, g(>u>) 
can be thought of as a surface in N-dimensional u-space. 
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3. Determine the “generalized” safety index, βg, as the minimum distance from origin of u-space out to the surface, 
g(>u>). This can be accomplished with an optimization program. 

4. An estimate of the probability of failure is Pf = Φ(-βg). 

If the surface is a plane (no curvature), then Pf is exact. If the surface has curvature, then Pf as computed by FORM is 
only approximate, with the error as a function of the nonlinearity. A numerical correction can be made to the FORM 
process to treat this nonlinearity and produce estimates of Pf that are reasonably accurate (typically less than 5% error). 
This algorithm is called a SORM (Ref 7, 34). 
A FORM/SORM is most effective for small probabilities for which a large number of Monte Carlo samples would be 
required. However, because a FORM/SORM analysis typically requires gradients, the solution time is dependent on the 
number of random variables. In addition, the algorithm may not be able to locate the MPP, or there may be multiple 
MPPs. Thus, FORM/SORM may not be able to solve some problems. 

Advanced Mean Value 

Wu et al. (Ref 9) developed the advanced mean value (AMV) method specifically for problems with a time-intensive 
limit state, with the goal of obtaining the distribution of a response and estimates of small probabilities of failure with a 
minimum of limit state evaluations. Advanced mean value is similar to FORM/SORM in many concepts but often 
requires fewer limit state evaluations. 
A brief summary of the process is described. Consider a response variable, Y(>X>), where >X> is a vector of random 
variables. The goal is to derive the distribution function, FY(y). If the response variable is defined as the g-function, then a 
reliability problem can also be formulated; that is, the probability of failure is the distribution function of g evaluated at 
zero. The steps for the AMV method are:  

1. Expand Y(>X>) about the mean of >X> (linear terms of a Taylor's series):  

  

2. where N is the number of random variables, A is a constant, and:  

  

3. The Bi are typically evaluated numerically by performing perturbations of each variable about the mean. Note this 
requires N + 1 function evaluations of the limit state. 

4. Use a reliability method, for example, FORM/SORM, to compute the safety index, βi, and the corresponding 
MPP, >X>, at each of K selected points of Y. Typically, only approximately eight points are necessary to define 
FY. These points produce the mean value solution. This result is expected to be a crude approximation to FY, 
because of the linear Taylor series approximation. 

5. Reevaluate Y at each MPP, that is, perform a function evaluation to get Si; i = 1, K. The points (βi, Si) provide an 
improved estimate of FY. 

6. For those problems where it is suspected that the AMV solution may have significant error, a linear expansion of 
Y can be constructed at each MPP and the process repeated. This is referred to as AMV+. 

The authors have extensive experience with the AMV method and found it to be very efficient and accurate for well-
behaved limit states. 

Response Surface Method 

Structural reliability analyses that require evaluation of a time-consuming limit state may not be practical to solve using 
standard Monte Carlo sampling, due to excessive computer time. This may occur if the evaluation of the limit state 
requires significant computation time and many evaluations, that is, samples are required to obtain the probability of 
failure. For example, if a fillet radius is a random variable and a finite-element analysis (FEA) is used to compute the 



local stresses, then a FEA would be required for each Monte Carlo sample. Clearly, this would be prohibitive for most 
Monte Carlo-based analyses. 
A simple approach is to approximate the relationship between the local stress and the fillet radius with a polynomial, 
usually second order, before performing the probabilistic analysis. Then, for each Monte Carlo sample, the polynomial is 
evaluated instead of performing a FEA. This significantly improves the solution time but adds a potential source of 
error—the quality of the polynomial approximation. 
The technique of approximating a relationship between an output, for example, stress, and input parameters, for example, 
fillet radius, is termed the response surface method (RSM). This technology was originally developed for experimental 
design and analysis as a way to develop simple models relating inputs and outputs. It has since found use in probabilistic 
analysis. 
Response surface method has a rich historical and technical background. There has been much work on determining the 
correct set of input values to select. The reader is referred to Ref 35, 36, 37, 38 for further details. Here, only the basic 
essentials for probabilistic analysis are covered. 
Methodology. The RSM basic concepts are:  

• Generate a series of output responses versus random variable inputs using design of experiments (DOE) 
techniques. 

• Generate a polynomial approximation of the response with respect to the random variables, that is, a response 
surface. 

• Evaluate the quality of the fit, and adjust if necessary. 
• Perform probabilistic computations, typically using Monte Carlo sampling although other methods can be used, 

using the polynomial approximation as a substitute for, or as a component of, the limit state. 

The procedure is shown schematically in Fig. 9. 
 

 

Fig. 9  Schematic of response surface method 
The mathematical relationship of the response surface may be written:  
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where r represents the response, > > represents those p random variables that affect the r, ai are linear coefficients, bi 
are the quadratic coefficients, cij are the mixed-terms coefficients, xi represent the random variables, and is an 
expansion point, typically the mean. Here, bi and cij are zero for a linear function. 
The quality of the polynomial approximation, r, may be estimated through statistical tests. Thus, a good fitting program 
gives the analyst feedback as to the quality of the fit. If the fit is poor, more solution points may need to be added, or the 
fit may be performed in terms of transforms of the basic variables, for example, log(x) or x raised to a power (Ref 39). 
The choice of input values of the random variables to use to generate the response values to fit is a broad subject that has 
undergone considerable study and is generally called DOE. Certain statistical properties are desirable, such as a solution 
that is unbiased, that is, no variable is unduly emphasized over any other. 
A number of experimental designs have been developed that give good statistical properties, and several try to minimize 
the number of required analyses (Ref 37). Common choices are Koshal (linear), factorial, fractional factorial, central 
composite, and Box-Behnken. A typical design, central composite, is shown in Fig. 10. The solid circles represent 
combinations of variables required as input. From the figure, it is seen that 15 analyses are needed for a central composite 
design with three random variables. 
 

 

Fig. 10  Central composite design using three variables 
The minimum number of runs needed to generate a response surface depends on the order of the polynomial and the 
number of random variables, as shown in Table 4. From the table, it is seen that the number of coefficients and, therefore, 
the minimum number of computer runs increases dramatically as the number of random variables becomes large. 

Table 4   Minimum number of analyses required to fit polynomial 
Order N = 5 N = 20 N = 50 
First 6 21 51 
Second (no mixed terms) 11 41 101 
Full second (mixed terms) 21 231 1326 
 
The designs define the relative combination of variables required but not the absolute values. For example, the design 
may require that random variables {x1, x2, x3} be set at {+1, +1, -1} levels, respectively, but the value of a “level” is not 
defined. A typical approach in probabilistic analysis is set to a level equal to one standard deviation. However, this value 
may not give accurate solutions for small probabilities of failure, because the failure region would most likely be far 



outside of one standard deviation. Larger perturbations, for example, two or three standard deviations, may be more 
accurate. As yet, there are no standard guidelines on this. 
Advantages and Disadvantages. The RSM is a technique that can be useful for certain probabilistic analysis problems. 
However, it has advantages and disadvantages, as summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5   Advantages and disadvantages of the response surface method (RSM) 
Advantages  
Easy to do. Can be done with numerical codes or testing 
Decouples probabilistic and deterministic analyses. Easy transfer of information between modelers 
Probabilistic analysis (using Monte Carlo sampling) is straightforward and relatively fast 
Disadvantages  
Requires a large number of analyses for a large number of random variables (see Table 4) 
May not be as efficient as other techniques 
Sometimes not accurate for small probabilities of failure 
Difficult to assess error in probability 
 
The advantages are that it is straightforward to understand and perform and may save considerable computer time. The 
primary disadvantages are that a large number of analyses are required for problems with a large number of random 
variables that affect the response surface and that the probability of failure solution may not be accurate for small 
probabilities of failure, nor the error easily quantified. 

Monte Carlo Sampling 

Overview. Monte Carlo sampling is a method of statistical trials. The procedure is to generate realizations of random 
variable inputs (e.g., load, material properties, and geometries) based on their probability distributions, evaluate the 
model, and record the results (e.g., fail or no fail). This procedure is repeated many times with new randomly generated 
inputs. When a sufficient number of samples has been carried out, estimates of the probability of failure and the moments 
(e.g., mean and standard deviation) of the response may be computed (see Fig. 11). 
 

 

Fig. 11  Overview of Monte Carlo method 
Monte Carlo is a powerful technique that is very robust and straightforward to use. It is guaranteed to converge to the 
correct probability solution in the limit as the number of samples, that is, statistical trials, increases to infinity. The 
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potential drawback is related to computational time, in that many realizations, and thus much computational time, may be 
required to obtain accurate probability of failure estimates for the low probabilities often found in structural life 
assessment. 
Monte Carlo simulation has extremely broad applicability. It is used in the context of probabilistic analysis in many 
fields, such as engineering (structural), physics, materials science, biology, biomechanics, and finance and games, among 
others. It is also useful in a nonprobabilistic context for evaluating high-dimensional integrals. 
The term “Monte Carlo” was coined in the 1940s during the Manhattan project, because of the similarity of statistical 
games of chance and because the city of Monte Carlo was a gambling center. 
Generating Random Variables. Monte Carlo sampling requires repeated generation of random variable (RV) values based 
on their probability distributions. The generation of RV values is typically done using the inverse function method if the 
RVs are independent. More sophisticated methods are required if the RVs are correlated. 
Values for independent RVs are generated as follows:  

1. Generate a uniform random number between 0 and 1; this value becomes the probability of the RV. 
2. Using this probability, invert the CDF to obtain the RV value that corresponds to this probability. 

This procedure is shown mathematically as:  
U* = U[0, 1] 
 
F(x*) = U* 
 
x* = F-1(U*)  

where U[0, 1] indicates a uniform distribution with limits 0 and 1, U* is a random number between 0 and 1 generated 
from the uniform distribution, F denotes the random variable CDF, and x* is the generated realization of random variable 
X. 
The procedure is shown schematically in Fig. 12. 
 

 

Fig. 12  Schematic of inverse function method 
Figure 13 presents an example of generating realizations for an exponential distribution. The values for U* are merely 
illustrative. In general, U* values should be generated randomly, as described in the next section. 



 

Fig. 13  Example: generating random variable values 
Generating Uniform Numbers. There are computer algorithms that may be used to generate pseudorandom numbers on a 
computer. The numbers generated are not truly random, in that the sequence generated eventually repeats. However, the 
pseudorandom numbers are indistinguishable from truly random numbers for a good random number generator and for 
many applications that do not require an exceedingly large number of random variables, such that the period is exceeded. 
Most computer languages and spreadsheets have an intrinsic function for generating uniform random numbers. These 
methods are often sufficient but sometimes are not of good quality. Developing good random number algorithms is still a 
topic of current research. References 40– 42 discuss this topic in more detail. 
A popular and typically reasonably good random number generator (depending on the choice of the numerical constants) 
is the linear congruential random number generator. Start with a seed, apply mathematical equations to generate a random 
value, and use this random value as a seed to generate the next random value. The equations are:  

  
where xi is the seed, that is, the last generated random number, a, b, and m are constants, mod is the modulo function, that 
is, the remainder, xi+1, becomes the new seed, and Ui is the uniform random number. Values of the constants are critical to 
the performance of the random number generator. The period is ≤m, so m is typically chosen as large as possible. 
Reference 42 lists some values of typical constants and their properties. 
Probability Estimates. In probabilistic life assessment, one is typically interested in determining the probability of failure, 
that is, P[g ≤ 0]. The probability of g ≤ 0 is estimated by the ratio of the number of failure points divided by the total 
number of samples, as:  

  
where n is the total number of samples, nf is the number of samples for which g ≤ 0, and Pf is the estimate of the 
probability of failure. It is important to realize that Pf is merely an estimate of the true probability of failure that remains 
forever unknown. Thus, Pf is a random variable and changes if the simulation is rerun, for example, with a new seed. The 
variation in Pf, that is, its standard deviation, is an indication of the accuracy of the answer and can be determined from 
the binomial distribution as:  

  
Note that the standard deviation of the probability of failure reduces as the square root of the number of samples. Thus, 
for example, if the standard deviation is to be reduced by a factor of two, four times as many samples are required. The 
accuracy of the estimate of Pf is discussed in the section “Accuracy: Error and Confidence Estimation” in this article. 
Statistical Analysis. Sometimes the probabilistic response of a structure is to be evaluated, not just the probability of 
failure. For example, the goal is to generate a histogram of the stress, or cycles to failure, and/or compute the mean, 
median, and standard deviation. The standard statistical procedures may be applied to the Monte Carlo sampling results. 
Histograms. A histogram is a plot (or tabulation) of the number of data points versus selected intervals. A frequency 
diagram is a plot of the frequency of occurrence versus selected intervals generated by dividing the histogram by the total 
number of samples. 
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The histogram or frequency diagram can be easily generated from the Monte Carlo results by collecting the response 
values into “bins.” The bins are ranges of the response, typically equally spaced. The number of bins depends on the size 
of the data set. Rules of thumb for selecting the number of bins are:  

  
or  

M = 1 + 3.3 log10(n)  
where M is the number of bins and N is the number of samples. The bin boundaries are then set by dividing the range 
between the maximum and minimum values by the number of bins. 
As an example (shown in Fig. 14), a set of 40 data points is divided into six bins. 
 

 

Fig. 14  Generating a histogram from Monte Carlo results 
Figure 15 shows a frequency plot (and the resulting CDF, discussed in the section “Estimating CDF” in this article). 
 

 

Fig. 15  Histogram example 
Estimating Moments. The moments of the response may be obtained using standard statistical formulas. For example, the 
mean and standard deviation may be estimated from the equations:  



  
where n is the total number of samples, and Xi are the Monte Carlo sampling results. 
Estimating CDF. Sometimes one wants to develop the entire CDF of a response, not just compute the probability of 
failure. There are two basic ways to do this. The first method is to compute the probability of failure, using the procedure 
defined previously, at a number of values of X. This is, in effect, a superset of estimating the probability of failure. Figure 
16 demonstrates this procedure. The CDF is shown as the line graph in Fig. 15. 
 

 

Fig. 16  Generation of CDF from Monte Carlo results 
 
A second approach to generating a CDF is to generate an empirical CDF. First, sort the Monte Carlo sampling results in 
ascending order. Then apply the formula:  

  
where i denotes the order of the sample in the sorted list, that is, first, second, and so on, n is the total number of sample 
points, and Fi is the probability associated with sample i. For example, the results for the first seven data points from Fig. 
16 are shown in Fig. 17. The CDF plot for all the data is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 17  Generation of CDF using empirical formula 
 
Accuracy: Error and Confidence Estimation. A natural question arises in Monte Carlo sampling of how many samples to 
use. The accuracy of the probability estimate is dependent on the number of samples. It was previously shown that the 
probability of failure estimate from Monte Carlo sampling is itself a random variable, and that the standard deviation of 
the probability of failure varies as the square root of the number of samples. 
The confidence bounds of the Pf can be estimated by assuming that the probability of failure is normally distributed (a 
good approximation). For example, Shooman (Ref 43) developed an equation that can be used to estimate the percent 
error in a probability estimate as:  

  
where Pf is the estimated probability of failure, n is the total number of samples, and γ is the estimated percentage error in 
the computed probability of failure from the true probability of failure. This equation states with 95% confidence that the 
percent error in the computed probability of failure, relative to the true probability of failure, is less than γ. For example, 
given Pf = 0.001 and n = 100,000. Then, the equation yields a percent error of 20%. Thus, with 95% certainty, the true 
probability of failure lies within 0.001 ± 20%, or Pf lies within the range (8 × 10-4, 1.2 × 10-3) with an expected value of 
0.001. 
This formula can be used to estimate the required number of samples to achieve a desired percent error as:  

  
Note that because Pf is usually small for structural reliability analysis, the term 1 - Pf can usually be approximated as 1. 
The required number of samples versus probability of failure for different percent error values with 95% confidence is 
shown in Fig. 18. The figure indicates that a very large number of samples may be required. For example, if the estimated 
probability of failure is 10-6 and a 10% error is desired, more than 100 million samples are required. This number of 
samples is clearly not practical if the evaluation time for the response is non-trivial. 
 

 

Fig. 18  Required samples versus probability for different percent error values 
A simple but crude rule of thumb is to ensure that one has at least 10 failure points (providing an error of 63% with 95% 
confidence). The minimum number of sample points to achieve this is:  
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Advanced Concepts 

The probabilistic analysis of structures is a broad subject. Several advanced concepts not discussed previously are 
presented as follows. These include importance sampling, an efficient, but specialized sampling method; time-variant 
reliability, reliability as a function of time; system reliability, consideration of multiple limit states; risk analysis, 
integrating consequences of failure; and target reliabilities, typical reliability values. 

Importance Sampling 

Importance sampling involves repeated sampling of the limit state, such as Monte Carlo sampling; however, the sampling 
is biased toward the “important” region of the design space, that is, the region where the chances of seeing a failure are 
greatest. This can lead to a much more efficient solution than Monte Carlo sampling. Efficiency of two orders or more is 
often obtained. 
The term “importance sampling” is usually used generically, in that there are many variations of importance sampling 
(Ref 10, 11, 12, 13). Sometimes, an importance sampling method is specifically developed for a specific problem of 
interest. For example, in Ref 44, a search is performed to determine the range of initial crack sizes that cause failure 
within a specific number of cycles. Sampling of initial crack sizes is then restricted to this range. This results in a much 
more efficient analysis than Monte Carlo sampling. 
The “price to pay” in an importance sampling solution method is that some knowledge of the limit state is required in 
order to focus the samples in the important region. Typically, this involves a search procedure that itself requires some 
computational time. More important, for ill-behaved problems, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to locate the failure 
region. Because of this, importance sampling methods are generally not as robust as Monte Carlo sampling. 

Time-Variant Reliability 

Over a period of time, structural integrity may degrade, typically due to fatigue and/or corrosion. Figure 19 illustrates a 
fatigue process in which there is a growing crack, resulting in a lowering of the ultimate strength with increasing time. 
Not only does ultimate strength degrade, but also there is uncertainty regarding its value. 
 

 

Fig. 19  Illustration of the first-passage problem 
The long-term loading is, in general, a random process. Failure occurs the first time that stress exceeds strength, as 
shown. In random process theory, this is known as the first-passage problem.  
The time to failure is T, which is a random variable because of the randomness in strength and the random stress process. 
Let Ts denote the intended service life of the component. The probability of failure is Pf = P(T ≤ Ts). That is, the 
component breaks before the end of its intended life. 
In general, this is a very difficult probability problem with limited solutions. In practice, some form of simulation (Monte 
Carlo sampling) is typically necessary to solve this problem. 



System Reliability 

System reliability is more complex than component reliability for two reasons. First, the definition of failure for the 
system must be defined, and second, the evaluation of the probability of failure of the system must be computed. It is 
perhaps obvious but should be stated that multiple component probabilistic analyses must be performed during a system 
probabilistic analysis. 
The definition of failure for the system may be a complex, time-consuming process. A complicated structural system, for 
example, a gas turbine engine, may have many different events and combinations of events that can contribute to failure 
of the system. 
There are several formal methods for defining the system reliability; reliability block diagrams, fault trees, and event trees 
are most common (Ref 45). For example, a fault tree is a top-down method represented graphically (see Fig. 20) using a 
logical structure of events connected with AND and OR gates. AND gates connect events that must both occur to trigger a 
higher event. OR gates connect events for which failure in any event triggers a higher event. 
 

 

Fig. 20  Fault tree analysis. (a) Symbols. (b) Typical fault tree construction. Source: Ref 46  
Structural systems are often composed of or contain “series” or “parallel” systems. A series system fails if any one of its 
components fails, for example, a chain. A series system arises when considering multiple failure modes of a structure; for 
example, the structure may fail due to yielding, fatigue, or corrosion. The structure is considered failed if any failure 
mode occurs. Series systems are modeled with an OR gate, as shown in Fig. 21. 
 

 

Fig. 21  Example of an OR gate used to model a series system 
Parallel systems occur in structures with redundancy, and all components must fail, as shown in Fig. 22—failure of the 
structure occurs when all members have failed. Parallel systems are modeled with an AND gate, (Fig. 23). Note that 
failure of a structural member in a parallel system is often accompanied by load redistribution. In this case, the individual 
event probabilities should be updated, which may significantly complicate the analysis. 
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Fig. 22  Example of a parallel system 
 

 

Fig. 23  Example of an AND gate used to model a parallel system 
 
The evaluation of the system reliability given a fault tree, for example, typically uses Boolean algebra to combine 
probabilities of lower events to determine the probability of failure of the immediate higher event based on the AND and 
OR gates. However, structural system reliability often involves correlated component failure probabilities; for example, 
random variables common to multiple failure modes, such as loading, and standard Boolean logic-based methods may be 
significantly in error. As a result, bounding methods, which give bound on the probability of failure, are often used, as 
described subsequently. 
Bounding Methods. The evaluation of the probability of failure for structural systems is significantly more complicated 
than for single components. As a result, bounding methods are often used to compute the upper and lower bounds of the 
probability of failure. Bounding methods are usually either first- or second-order based. First-order bounds are given 
subsequently for series and parallel systems and are fairly straightforward to apply (Ref 47). However, these bounds may 
be too wide for practical use. Second-order bounds are more accurate but more complicated and require additional 
calculations (Ref 48, 49). 
Series Systems. If the failure modes are independent, then an upper bound can be derived as follows:  

  
where Ps is the probability of system survival, is the probability of survival for each failure mode, and k is the number 
of failure modes. 
Substituting provides the upper bound to the probability of failure of the system:  

  
and  



  
If the failure modes are fully correlated, then a lower bound is  
Thus, the bounds on the probability of failure of the system are:  

  
Parallel Systems. Bounds for parallel systems are:  

  
where the lower bound corresponds to independent failure modes and the upper bound corresponds to fully correlated 
failure modes. 

Risk Analysis 

The Concept of Risk. While there have been different uses for the term “risk,” a common application now is to define risk 
as the expected cost of failure:  

Risk = expected failure cost = PfCf  
where Pf is the probability of failure and Cf is the cost of failure. 
This popular concept is often used in the decision-making process. The dangers are that one has to believe in one's Pf 
estimate in an actuarial sense, and all costs must be considered. 
Costs that would be included in Cf are loss of the component or system, loss of revenue, possible injuries or fatalities, 
liability for damages, and losses associated with bad publicity resulting from the failure. To perform a risk analysis, it is 
necessary to put monetary value on all of these items. 
Economic Value Analysis. In the development of a component, as an alternative to defining a target reliability, the design 
can be based on economic value analysis (EVA), that is, choose that design for which the total life-cycle cost is 
minimized. The simplest form of EVA is illustrated in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 24  Total expected life-cycle cost as a function of safety index 

Target Reliabilities 

Upon computing the safety index or probability of failure, one needs to ask what is acceptable, or safe. Specifically, one 
needs to define a target safety index, βo, or maximum allowable probability of failure, po. Thus, an acceptable or safe 
design would satisfy β > βo and Pf < po. Note that βo and po are related through the standard normal distribution function 
Pf = Φ(-β). 
The value chosen depends on many factors but principally the consequences of failure and the presence and effectiveness 
of a maintenance program. 
Table 6 presents some general guidelines for target reliabilities. Choices in specific cases are often decided by committees 
upon reviewing details of their physical situation. 

Table 6   General guidelines for target reliabilities 
Consequences of failure Safety index, βo  Probability of failure, Pf  
Low (easy to fix) 2.0 2.3 × 10-2  
Moderate (general structural and mechanical components) 3.0 1.3 × 10-3  
Serious (loss of life and/or expensive repairs) 4.75 10-6  
Catastrophic loss of commercial aircraft 6.0 10-9  
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Case Histories: Examples of the Use of Probabilistic Analysis 

Example 1: Probabilistic Damage Tolerance Analysis of Gas Turbine Rotors. In 1989, a United Airlines DC-10 in transit 
from Denver to Chicago experienced failure of the center engine. The titanium compressor disk burst and severed the 
hydraulics of the plane, making the plane difficult to control. Heroically, the pilot was able to crash land the plane at the 
Sioux City, IA airport, saving over 180 passengers, but the accident still resulted in 112 fatalities. A subsequent 
investigation revealed that the cause of the disk rupture (Fig. 25) was the presence of a large fatigue crack near the bore 
emanating from a hard alpha (HA) defect. An HA defect can result from occasional upsets during the vacuum melting 
process of the titanium. These nitrogen-rich alpha titanium anomalies are brittle and often have associated microcracks 
and microvoids (Fig. 26). 
 

 

Fig. 25  Ruptured disk 

 

Fig. 26  Example of a hard alpha particle 
 
In a report issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) after the accident, it was recommended that a 
probabilistic damage tolerance approach be implemented to explicitly address HA anomalies, with the objective of 
enhancing, not replacing, conventional rotor life management methodology, which is founded on the assumption of 
nominal material and manufacturing conditions. The approach adopted and summarized here is based on probabilistic 
fracture mechanics. Probabilistic methods are essential for proper treatment of this problem, due to the extremely rare 
occurrence of HA particles in rotor-grade titanium. 
The Aerospace Industries Association Rotor Integrity Subcommittee, an industry group composed of commercial gas 
turbine original equipment manufacturers, has been working on this issue in consort with the FAA by developing 
methodology and recommendations for a probabilistic treatment of HA in titanium rotors (Ref 50, 51). 
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The necessary ingredients to quantify the probability of fracture of a titanium disk are briefly summarized here. More 
detail may be found in Ref 25, 26 and 52. A computer code, DARWIN (Design Assessment of Reliability With 
INspection), has been developed under FAA funding that is specifically tailored to perform a probabilistic analysis of 
titanium rotors subject to HA (Ref 53). DARWIN integrates finite-element stress analysis, fracture mechanics analysis, 
nondestructive inspection simulation, and probabilistic analysis to assess the probability of rotor fracture. It computes the 
probability of fracture as a function of flight cycles, considering random defect occurrence and location, random 
inspection schedules, and several other random variables using either Monte Carlo sampling or importance sampling 
methods. A summary of the elements of DARWIN is shown in Fig. 27. 
 

 

Fig. 27  Overview of DARWIN 
 
A critical ingredient for performing a realistic probability of fracture calculation is the anomaly distribution. The anomaly 
distribution defines the likelihood of having a HA defect in a disk and its size. An example anomaly distribution is shown 
in Fig. 28. The figure provides the number of HA defects of a given size expected in one million pounds of titanium. For 
example, from the figure, the total number of defects greater than 100 square mils per one million pounds of titanium is 
approximately three. 



 

Fig. 28  Example of an exceedance distribution of hard alpha 
 
Defect distributions for different melt and inspection conditions were developed by the industry through a combination of 
data analysis of titanium finds, modeling, and calibration with field experience (Ref 50). 
In 2001, the FAA issued an advisory circular, AC 33.14-1, stating that all new titanium rotors should be designed with a 
probability of fracture per flight of 10-9 or less per disk (design target risk) and the cumulative probability of fracture of 
all titanium disks on an engine be 5 × 10-9 or less (Ref 51). These probability levels are such that the incidence rate due to 
HA is expected to be reduced by a factor of 3 or more compared to present levels. 
The probability of fracture per flight as a function of flights is shown in Fig. 29 both with and without inspection (an 
inspection and removal of defective disks is simulated at 10,000 cycles). This example indicates that, for 20,000 flight 
cycles, this design would not pass the design target risk limit of 10-9 without inspection, but that the design does pass with 
inspection. 
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Fig. 29  Probability of fracture per flight 
The relative contributions of the probability of fracture of different regions of the disk are defined in the risk contribution 
factors shown in Fig. 30. These factors indicate the regions of the disk that contribute the most to the total probability of 
failure. 

 

Fig. 30  Risk contribution factors 
Example 2: Development of Recommended Practice API 579. Historically, the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) and American Petroleum Institute (API) design codes for new pressure vessels do not address the fact 
that equipment degrades while in service and that structural deficiencies due to degradation from the original fabrication 
may be found during subsequent investigations. Fitness-For-Service (FFS) API recommended practice 579 (Ref 54) has 
been recently developed to perform FFS testing to demonstrate the structural integrity of an in-service component 
containing a crack or flaw. Results of a FFS assessment can be used to make run-repair-replace decisions to help ensure 
that pressurized equipment containing detected flaws can continue to operate safely. The FFS algorithm is deterministic, 
yet the major variables—stress, fracture toughness, and crack size—possess significant uncertainty. Conservative 
estimates of these variables (characteristic values in the safe side of the distribution) can be made to ensure an acceptable 
safety margin. The problem is that such an approach is known to produce overly conservative results. 
The alternative is a reliability approach in which design factors subject to significant uncertainty are treated as random 
variables. A maximum allowable probability of failure is specified, and the partial safety factors (PSFs) are derived using 
FORM to ensure this level of reliability. Partial safety factors are applied to nominal values of the key variables in the 
FFS algorithm, thus providing the appearance of a conventional safety check expression. 
In this section, the process is summarized, and a simple example is presented. For simplicity, the geometry factor is 
assumed to be constant, and secondary stresses are ignored. More detailed descriptions are provided in Ref 55 and 56. 
Critical Variables. The process starts with a definition of the random variables. Development of the PSFs requires only 
that the coefficients of variation of each design factor are known. Following are the assumptions that were made in the 
first effort. 
For stress (S), three levels of uncertainty are defined (CX = COV of the variable X):  

• Cs = 0.30 approximate loads and stress analysis using simplified formulas 
• Cs = 0.20 more refined loads and stress analysis 
• Cs = 0.10 refined loads and stress analysis; probably using FEA 
• Distribution family: EVD (extreme value distribution) 

To determine crack depth (a), an inspector finds a crack that is then measured. Given a measurement, there is uncertainty 
in the actual depth of the crack. Studies have been performed on inspector performance; the distribution has been 
constructed from the results. Characteristically small and large crack depths were defined. They are:  



• Small: μa = 0.10 Ca = 0.30 
• Large: μa = 0.30 Ca = 0.20 
• Distribution family: lognormal 

For normalized fracture toughness = K/μK a three-parameter Weibull was fit to characteristic data. The CDF of this 
three-parameter model is:  

  
where is normalized fracture toughness; the mean is 1.0, and the standard deviation is the coefficient of variation. The 
shape parameter α = 4.0; the scale parameter β = 0.8826; and the location parameter δ = 0.20. 
The next step is to determine target reliability. Three cases are considered, depending on the consequences of failure:  
po = 10-6  βo = 4.75 Serious consequences 
po = 10-3  βo = 3.09 Moderate consequences 
po = 0.0228 βo = 2.0 Low consequences 
The geometry factor is Y(a) = 1.0. 
Limit State. First define the relevant variables. The load ratio is:  

  
where S = primary stress, and Ry = yield strength (considered here to be constant). 
Define the toughness ratio as:  

  
where Kp = stress-intensity factor of primary stress, and K = fracture toughness:  

  
Y(a) is the geometry factor. 
The limit state is shown in the failure assessment diagram (FAD) shown in Fig. 31. 
 

 

Fig. 31  Failure assessment diagram. Source: Ref 54 
For purposes of the PSF analysis, the limit state can be approximated as:  
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is strength relative to Kr. The limit state function is then:  

  
Derivation of Partial Safety Factors. There is a PSF associated with each of the three random variables (K, a, and S). A 
FORM process (see the section “First/Second-Order Methods” is this article) is run to compute the MPP that corresponds 
to the safety index, βo, specified. This is an iterative process, because FORM algorithms compute βo directly. Program 
PSF has been developed by the Materials Properties Council to automate the process. The PSFs are defined as:  

  
where * indicates the MPP value in the basic coordinates, and the subscript n indicates nominal value. The nominal value 
is often a point in the safe side of the distribution of the variable. In the subsequent example, it is chosen to be the mean 
value for simplicity. 
Safety Check Expression. To perform a graphical safety check, compute:  

  
where an is the observed crack depth. Then refer to the FAD shown previously in Fig. 31. If the point lies inside, then the 
component is safe. 
For example, during a plant shutdown for maintenance, the FWM Power Company discovers a crack of measured depth 
of a = 5 mm (0.20 in.) in a high-pressure pipe. A FFS safety check is required. They assume that their estimate of the 
peak operating stress of 205 MPa (30 ksi) is reasonably accurate (Cs = 0.10). They also estimate that the mean fracture 

toughness is and that the yield strength is Ry = 415 MPa (60 ksi). The consequences 
of failure of this pipe are considered to be moderate (po = 10-3). 
Tables are being constructed for API 579 using a computer program (Program PSF) developed by the Materials Properties 
Council. Using the data of this case study plus the assumed value of Ca = 0.20 and the computed value of B = μK/Ry = 2.5, 
Program PSF produces the following PSFs (letting nominal values = means): γs = 1.46, γK = 0.78, and γa = 1.06. 
Compute Kr and Lr:  

  
Referring to the FAD of Fig. 31, the point lies comfortably in the safe region. 
A complete analysis for API 579 should include considerations of secondary stresses, the appropriate geometry factor 
function, the plasticity interaction factor, and a function L(a) to account for the reduced section over which the tensile 
stress acts. In addition, the PSFs need to be established as a function of B = μK/Ry. 
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Probabilistic Analysis Software 

Several software programs are specifically designed to perform probabilistic analysis. Some programs are general 
purpose, in that they contain a variety of probabilistic algorithms; for example, CALREL, NESSUS, PROBAN, PROFES, 
STRUREL, and UNIPASS include links to external analysis programs such as finite-element programs and allow the user 
to solve an arbitrary limit state. These programs may also have system reliability capabilities. Other programs are focused 
on a particular application, such as probabilistic fatigue, for example, DARWIN and PROF. Other programs allow the 
user to solve an arbitrary limit state but are focused on Monte Carlo sampling, for example, CRYSTAL BALL and 
@RISK. 
There are specific programs for analyzing system reliability problems. These programs typically involve a fault tree, 
event tree method, or reliability block diagram for organizing the definition of system failure. Programs such as QRAS, 
SAPPHIRE, RAPTOR, MEADEP and BLOCKSIM fall in this category. 
Many mathematics/engineering programmable programs contain necessary routines that can be used to perform 
probabilistic analysis, for example, IMSL, MATHCAD, MATHEMATICA, MATLAB, IDL, PROFIT, and others. Thus, 
one can program a probabilistic analysis algorithm within one of the environments. Also, many statistical packages have 
useful statistical functions, such as response surface evaluation. Finally, a spreadsheet program can often be used for 
Monte Carlo sampling. 
Source code that can perform many of the necessary functions for computing the probability of failure is also available. 
For example, the GNU Scientific Library contains C-source code for generating random variables from a large list of 
PDFs, statistical routines, and several forms of Monte Carlo sampling, including importance sampling. Several Web sites 
contain many FORTRAN routines for random variable generation and statistical functions. The textbook Numerical 
Recipes in FORTRAN (Ref 41) has several chapters related to random number generation and statistics. 
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Introduction 

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING (NDT) and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) involve the use of noninvasive 
measurement techniques to gain information about defects and various properties of materials, components, and 
structures—information that is needed to determine their ability to perform their intended function and prevent failure. As 
defined by ASTM (Ref 1), “NDT is the development and application of technical methods to examine materials or 
components in ways that do not impair future usefulness and serviceability in order to detect, locate, measure and 
evaluate discontinuities, defects and other imperfections; assess integrity, properties and composition; and measure 
geometrical characteristics.” Although the words “nondestructive inspection,” “testing,” and “evaluation” are 
occasionally used somewhat synonymously, the word “evaluation” has become increasingly associated with those 
methods for which quantitative interpretation of the test results in terms of characteristics of the material or defects is 
possible. Nondestructive evaluation is used in that context in this section. Attention is restricted to structural components, 
but applications exist in a wide range of other industries such as electronic, agricultural, food processing, biomedical, and 
so forth. 
Quantitative interpretation is an important issue, because at the completion of every test, an accept/reject decision must be 
made regarding the suitability of the component for future service. This has led to some important semantic issues, and 
the words defect, flaw, discontinuity, and imperfection have distinct meanings in the NDE literature. Again following 
ASTM (Ref 1), definitions used are:  
discontinuity.  

A lack of continuity or cohesion; an intentional or unintentional interruption in the physical structure of 
configuration of a material or component 

imperfection.  
A departure of a quality characteristic from its intended condition 

flaw.  
An imperfection or discontinuity that may be detectable by nondestructive testing and is not necessarily rejectable 

defect.  
One or more flaws whose aggregate size, shape, orientation, location, or properties do not meet specified 
acceptance criteria and are rejectable 

The development of nondestructive testing and evaluation techniques has occurred primarily in the last 100 years (Ref 2, 
3), with progress often being driven by technological developments in other fields. For example, the development of 
pulsed electronic circuitry in the 1940s created the foundation for many of the pulse-echo ultrasonic instruments in use 
today. Advances in instrumentation have provided the opportunity to gain more information about flaws and material 
properties, for example, by the formation of higher resolution images. These advances in measurement capability have 
been paralleled by changes in practices for the design of structures. Thinking has evolved from the notion that no flaws 
can be tolerated in structures and equipment to the recognition that some level of material imperfection will generally be 
present, but that this can be tolerated if it can be established that the severity of the condition will not lead to failure over 
some specified period of service. The job of testing thus becomes more quantitative; it is not expected that all 
imperfections in a material will be found. Instead, it is desired that all imperfections above a certain size (selected in the 
context of the material), the loads that it is experiencing, and the period of time before the next opportunity for inspection 
will be found. In the terminology of ASTM, it is only those “flaws” that are considered to be “defects.” Nondestructive 
evaluation is used throughout the lifecycle, and includes the inspection of new, aging, and in-service structures and 
equipment. With the increasing performance demands imposed by the highly competitive economic climate of today, it is 
often necessary to extend the service life or expectancy. Thus, it is critical to understand how safe and reliable that 
equipment or structure might be over this additional time of service. 
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Common Measurement Techniques 

Many measurement techniques are employed in NDE. Those most widely used are visual, liquid penetrant, magnetic 
particle, eddy current, ultrasonic, and radiographic testing. Table 1 (Ref 4) provides a brief definition of these methods 
(other than visual) and their uses and limitations. Figure 1 shows photographs of some actual inspection situations. 

Table 1   Common nondestructive evaluation methods 
Method Description Uses Limitations 
Liquid 
penetrant 

Penetrant solution containing visible 
dye or fluorescent particles is drawn 
into surface-breaking cracks and 
voids by capillary action. A 
developer is applied to draw the 
penetrant out of the flaw, giving a 
visible indication. 

Used on metal, glass, and 
ceramics to locate surface-
connected discontinuities. 
Relatively easy to use and does 
not require elaborate equipment 

Cannot detect discontinuities 
that do not break the surface 
of a test part. Requires 
properly trained personnel 
with considerable application 
experience 

Magnetic 
particle 

A magnet or electrical current 
creates magnetic fields in a 
specimen. Magnetic particles 
applied to the surface indicate the 
location of a field leakage, signaling 
a discontinuity. 

Used on metal that can be 
magnetized (ferromagnetic) to 
detect surface or near-surface 
discontinuities. Relatively easy 
to use. Portable equipment is 
available for field testing. 

Cannot be used on metals that 
cannot be magnetized. 
Requires properly trained 
personnel with considerable 
application experience 

Ultrasonic Ultrasonic waves are injected into 
material. Measurements of the time 
or frequency response allow 
detection of defects and changes in 
material properties. 

Used on almost any material to 
detect surface and subsurface 
discontinuities. Also used for 
measuring material thickness 
and material property changes. 

Cost varies from inexpensive 
portable equipment to high 
precision, automated, 
stationary systems. Requires 
properly trained personnel 
with considerable application 
experience 

Eddy current Time-varying electrical signals 
induce eddy currents in a specimen. 
Discontinuities that alter the path of 
the induced currents are indicated by 
change in coil impedance. 

Used on conductive materials to 
detect surface and near-surface 
discontinuities and heat 
treatment condition. Plating and 
nonmetallic coating thickness 
measurements are also possible. 

Inspection depth limited to 
less than one inch. Requires 
properly trained personnel 
with considerable application 
experience 

Radiographic Electromagnetic rays (x-rays and 
gamma rays) penetrate the test 
object, and variations in x-ray 
absorption are recorded using either 
film or real time detectors. 

Used on nearly all material to 
detect surface or subsurface 
discontinuities. Also useful for 
thickness or material property 
change measurements. A 
permanent record of inspection 
is possible. 

Higher initial cost. Potential 
safety hazard to personnel. 
Requires properly trained 
personnel with considerable 
application experience 



 

Fig. 1  Typical inspections. (a) Automated inspection installation for the fluorescent 
penetrant inspection of large workpieces, such as castings. The installation incorporates a 
complex roller conveyor system. (b) Retirement-for-Cause (RFC) inspection facility 
More details on these and other techniques as currently practiced can be found in extensive handbooks that have been 
prepared by the American Society for Nondestructive Testing and ASM International (Ref 2, 5), as well as a number of 
textbooks (Ref 3, 6, 7). In addition, there is much ongoing research to advance these techniques, as continuously 
documented in a number of technical journals and conference proceedings. 
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Life Assessment Strategies 

As has been noted in previous Sections of this Volume, there is a wide range of material/component life assessment 
strategies appropriate to different industries and damage mechanisms, and these can be implemented within either a 
probabilistic or deterministic framework. Fatigue is perhaps the most widely encountered damage mechanism (Ref 8), and 
over time, two major design philosophies have been employed: safe-life (based on either stress versus life-cycle curves or 
strain versus life-cycle curves) (Ref 9) and damage tolerant (based on fracture mechanics) (Ref 9, 10, 11). Situations in 
which inspection is “not a regularly employed practice, impractical, unfeasible, or occasionally physically impossible … 
are prime candidates for the applications of safe-life techniques when coupled with the appropriate technologies to 
demonstrate the likelihood of failure to be sufficiently remote” (Ref 9). In damage tolerant approaches, inspection 
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generally plays an integral role. These two philosophies are perhaps best illustrated by examples of their application to a 
specific problem, the approach employed by the U.S. Air Force (USAF) in managing fatigue in metal aircraft structures 
(Ref 12). 
Engineers use two different approaches for the design of metal aircraft structures to resist fatigue and thus ensure flight 
safety. The so-called safe-life approach is a probabilistic based method. The safe-life of a structure is that usage period in 
flight hours when there is a low probability that the strength will degrade below its design ultimate value due to fatigue 
cracking. The determination of the safe-life of an aircraft depends primarily on the results of a full-scale fatigue test of the 
structure. The number of simulated flight hours of operational service successfully completed in the laboratory is the “test 
life” of the structure. The safe-life also depends on the expected distribution of failures. The distribution of failures 
provides the basis for factoring the test life. The factor is called the scatter factor. The distribution of failures may be 
derived from past experience from similar aircraft or from the results of design development testing preceding the full-
scale fatigue test. The test life is divided by the scatter factor to determine the safe life. The scatter factor (usually in the 
interval from two to four) is supposed to account for material property and fabrication variations in the population of 
aircraft. 
The other method used for the design of metal aircraft structures to resist fatigue and thus ensure flight safety is the 
damage tolerant approach. Damage tolerance is the attribute of a structure that permits it to retain its required residual 
strength for a period of usage without repair after the structure has sustained specified levels of fatigue, corrosion, and/or 
accidental or discrete source damage. The damage tolerance approach as currently applied is primarily a deterministic 
method. However, many aspects of it are based on probabilistic methods, the most notable of which, perhaps, is the 
“inspectable” flaw size. The inspectable flaw size is the size that will be detected with a specific probability and 
confidence. The USAF uses 90% probability and 95% confidence for its inspectable-flaw criterion. Inspections are 
performed using a fracture mechanics analysis to determine the extent of growth of the inspectable crack to critical length. 
The crack propagates rapidly at critical length and may result in catastrophic loss of the aircraft. The inspection is 
typically performed at one-half the time for the inspectable crack to grow to critical length. When a crack is found by 
NDE, the structure is repaired or modified to eliminate the defect. 
For the case of fatigue, the damage tolerant approach, which had found a wide range of applications (Ref 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17), is based on the physical understanding of damage evolution summarized in Fig. 2. The growth and/or fracture of a 
crack is assumed to be controlled by the stress intensity factor, KIc that defines the singularity in stress at the tip of the 
crack and is a function of the applied loads and the crack size. If the stress intensity factor exceeds a material property 
known as the fracture toughness, failure is imminent. If the load is cyclic and the maximum stress intensity factor is less 
than the fracture toughness, the crack will grow at the rate that is controlled by the excursions in the cyclically varying 
stress intensity factor until the fracture criteria is reached. 
 

 

Fig. 2  Fracture mechanics concepts governing the prediction of failure under conditions 
of cyclic fatigue 
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The Role of NDE 

Figure 3 conceptually illustrates the interplay of NDE and fracture mechanics in the damage tolerant approach. It is 
assumed that the service-induced damage in a part will increase in time. For the case of fatigue, the measure of damage is 
crack size. However, the same concepts would apply to high-temperature creep, corrosion, wear, or some other 
degradation mechanism. The symbol D will be used in this and some subsequent figures to denote the generality of the 
concepts. In the safe-life approach, one simply defines the service life to be sufficiently short that the probability of 
failure due to this natural evolution of damage to a critical value, DF, is at an acceptably low level. However, in the 
damage tolerant approach, the use of inspection allows a reduction of this conservatism of the safe-life approach. It is 
recognized that flaws will be present, and NDE techniques are expected to remove those components from service that 
contain a flaw whose size is greater than the inspectable flaw (i.e., a defect in the previously cited terminology of ASTM). 
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Fig. 3  Illustration of the damage tolerance approach to life assessment. Curves indicate 
progression of damage from different nucleating conditions, with broken segments 
representing regimes in which a perfect NDE technique would remove the component 
from service 
 
In the preparation of Fig. 3, it has been assumed that there is a distribution of damage levels (or damage nucleating 
conditions) within the material and that the inspection has perfect differentiation, that is, that it can perfectly identify all 
damage levels greater than some threshold (DI) for removal from service. The curves in Fig. 3 (neglecting for the moment 
the difference between the solid and dashed segments) show the evolution of damage with time. The time, TF1, is taken to 
be the time at which the first failure (or an acceptably low probability of failure) would occur. Inspection would then be 
conducted at an earlier time, TI1 (dictated by the desired safety margin—a factor of 2 in the previously described metal 
aircraft example). The hypothesized perfect inspection would then allow all components containing damage greater than 
DI to be removed from service. The damage evolution avoided by the inspection is denoted by the dashed segments of the 
curves. The expected life of the remaining components would then be greater. As indicated, the process could be repeated 
additional times, extending the life of remaining components. 
Probability of Detection. More realistic approaches recognize that no NDE technique is perfect. Given a family of 
nominally identical flaws (i.e., identical from the perspective of failure analysis), there will be different NDE responses 
due to such effects as morphology of the flaw, influences of the nearby microstructure, and variations in measurement 
systems/human operators. A metric of an inspection is the degree to which it can correctly identify for removal from 
service those components whose damage exceeds the intended threshold level, DI. Formally, this metric is known as the 
probability of detection (POD). As sketched in Fig. 4, the POD is based on the concept that, for a given flaw size, there 
will be a distribution of flaw signals. However, it must be recognized that, in the absence of any flaw, there will also be a 
distribution of noise signals from benign discontinuities (part geometry, grain boundaries, etc.), and these signals could 
lead to false alarms if they are sufficiently large. The POD, or any other measure of the effectiveness of a technique, will 
obviously depend on the criteria for acceptance or rejection of a part. For example, in the case of a pulse-echo ultrasonic 
inspection, a received electrical signal at a time, T, after the wave was launched indicates that there is a discontinuity at a 
distance vT/2 from the transducer, where v is the velocity of sound in the material under inspection. Such a signal is 
generally interpreted as being due to a flaw if its amplitude exceeds a predetermined threshold, often deduced from the 
strength of signals reflected from a known reference reflector such as a flat-bottomed or side-drilled hole. Lowering the 
threshold will increase the POD for a given flaw size. However, it will also increase the probability of false alarms (PFA), 
because it will be more likely that noise signals from geometrical or microstructural features produce signals exceeding 
the threshold. Thus, the POD and PFA are defined, respectively, by the distributions of signals that would be produced by 
flaws of the same nominal size and the distributions of noise in the absence of a flaw, each as compared to the threshold, 
or accept/reject criteria (Fig. 4, Ref 17). The threshold is selected to achieve sufficiently high POD (thereby avoiding 
failed parts and their consequences) while keeping the PFA sufficiently low (avoiding an unacceptably high number of 
good parts being removed from service). This decision must be made within the context of the overall life-management 
program for a particular component, with key ingredients being the relative consequences of component failure and 
rejection of serviceable components. 
 

 



Fig. 4  Probability of detection concepts (POD) and probability of false alarm (PFA) are 
determined by fractions of signal and noise distributions above a threshold. Signal 
distribution generally shifts to higher levels as flaw size increases, leading to the sigmoidal 
POD curve. Source: Ref 22  
In recent years, an increasing level of attention has been given to the determination of POD for various techniques (Ref 
18). Several empirical procedures are available (Ref 17, 18, 19, 20). In the hit/miss approach, inspectors are presented a 
set of samples containing flaws of various sizes, and the fraction of the flaws that are detected is recorded. In the flaw 
response approach, the actual amplitude of the observed signal is recorded. In each case, a maximum likelihood analysis 
is performed to extract estimates of the POD and confidence levels from the data (Ref 19, 20). The difficulty in either of 
these approaches is the need to construct a set of realistic test samples each time that a POD study is conducted. This 
difficulty has motivated an increase in research directed toward using insights gained from physics-based models of the 
inspection process to allow the maximum amount of information to be extracted from the minimum number of samples 
(Ref 21, 22). As an example of empirically determined POD curves, Fig. 5 presents results for various geometrical 
features in aircraft engines, as inspected by the retirement-for-cause (RFC) inspection systems (developed in the 1980s 
and used to inspect parts for the F100 engine at the San Antonio Air Logistics Center at Kelley Air Force Base, San 
Antonio, TX) (Ref 17). 
 

 

Fig. 5  Retirement-for-Cause (RFC) inspection system probability of detection (POD) 
curves for various geometrical features. Source: Ref 17  
 
A useful compilation of the results of many POD studies conducted in the aerospace industry over a period of many years 
can be found in Ref 23. These studies show a wide range of results, which suggests that the way in which the inspection is 
conducted plays a crucial role in determining the POD. For example, when the inspection is conducted manually, there is 
the opportunity for a variety of human factors to come to bear. These depend not only on the skill of the individual, but 
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the conditions under which the inspection is performed, non-work-related factors that may cause performance to vary 
from day to day, and other issues. In contrast, automatic inspections are considered to yield much more reproducible 
results. A commonly held opinion is that an automated inspection does no better than can be done under good conditions 
by a skillful inspector. However, it introduces a much higher level of uniformity and, frequently, more speed into the 
inspection process. The key question in reliability studies is not how small of a flaw can be detected, but rather how large 
of a flaw might be missed. Automation directly addresses this issue. 
It would be desirable to identify a particular crack size that could be detected by each method. Unfortunately, such 
specification is not easy, because the POD can be strongly influenced by geometrical features, material, and conditions 
under which the inspection is performed (as can be seen by comparing the curves in Fig. 5). A review of data that was 
discussed earlier (Ref 23) shows that there is a wide range of flaw sizes for which the 90% POD value is reached for any 
given technique. Table 2 presents the maximum and minimum flaw sizes reported for each of the five major techniques, 
based on a wide range of studies under different conditions (Ref 23). The fact that more than an order of magnitude of 
difference exists between the best and the worst amply illustrates the cautions that must be exercised in making general 
statements about sensitivity. It should be emphasized, however, that many of the poorer results were obtained in early 
studies and should not be taken as representative of the best practice of today. Other important factors are flaw 
morphology and operator performance. 

Table 2   Range of flaw sizes for which 90% POD has been reported in various studies, 
conducted over the past 25 years 

Flaw sizes, mm (in.) Nondestructive evaluation method 
min max 

Liquid penetrant 0.43 (0.017) 17.78 (0.700) 
Magnetic particle 0.99 (0.039) 6.02 (0.237) 
Ultrasonic 0.36 (0.014) 6.73 (0.265) 
Eddy current 0.56 (0.022) 19.05 (0.750) 
Radiographic 0.61 (0.024) 18.52 (0.729) 
POD, probability of detection. Source: Ref 23  
The influence of POD on damage distributions is shown in Fig. 6. A damage distribution is shown by a solid line as it 
might appear after some preinspection period of service. The broken lines indicate how this would be modified by (a) a 
perfect NDE technique that rejects all and only those damage states exceeding the specified threshold, and (b) a more 
realistic, “typical” NDE technique. Fracture-mechanics based life assessments, based on these two post-inspection 
distributions, would obviously yield different results. 
 

 

Fig. 6  Pre-inspection and post-inspection damage distributions for two NDE techniques 
 
Inspection Intervals. A key aspect of a damage tolerant fracture control program is the interval between inspections. This 
depends on the specific values of the level of damage that will cause fracture, the rate of evolution of damage, and the 
probability of detection of damage. Inspection intervals should be selected such that the probability of failure before the 
next inspection is below an acceptable level. Improving the POD of the inspection will allow the interval between 
inspections to be increased, as is suggested by the differences in the two post-inspection defect distributions shown in Fig. 
6. 
As an example, consider the application of damage tolerance to military aircraft engines (Ref 16), a part of the USAF 
Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP). In this example, components are designed for crack growth so that the 
safety limit (the time for assumed initial flaws to grow and cause failure) exceeds two times the required inspection 
interval (e.g., the planned depot visit interval). Figure 7 shows the size of a worst case flaw, as a function of time, for this 



deterministic approach. After each inspection interval, the flaw size is reset to an initial size determined by the inspectable 
flaw size. 

 

Fig. 7  Damage tolerance approach to life management of cyclic-limited engine 
components. The safety limit or residual life is the time for the initial flaw to grow and 
cause failure. The size of the initial flaw, ai, is based on the inspection method or material 
defect distribution (for embedded defects). Source: Ref 16  
 
In this example, it is essential that the inspection interval be compatible with the overall engine maintenance plan. This is 
driven by a number of practical issues. Obvious is the fact that the operation of the fleet is less disrupted if inspection can 
be conducted while the engine is being serviced in other ways. Less obvious is the fact that, if the engine were 
disassembled for the purpose of inspection alone, one would have to take into account the possibility of accidentally 
inducing damage in the tear down and assembly operations. Similar situations exist in the nuclear power industry, when 
the inspection interval is linked to other operations such as refueling. 
There is an obvious motivation to extend the inspection interval. An important objective in the design and operation of 
structures and equipment is to reduce costs by increasing the maintenance intervals, and it is necessary to be able to adjust 
the inspection intervals to match. Even if inspection is not linked to maintenance, there is an obvious practical advantage 
to increasing these intervals. Figure 8 conceptually summarizes several ways in which this can be realized. For a more 
detailed discussion, the reader is encouraged to consult the original reference (Ref 10). 
 
 

 

Fig. 8  Ways to increase inspection interval. (a) Base case. (b) Use of better material. (c) 
Use of more sensitive inspection method. (d) (Detail) design with lower stress. (e) 
Redundancy (fail-safe) or crack arresters. Here, H is the safety limit that is taken to be 
twice the inspection interval. Source: Ref 10  
 
Fully Probabilistic Approaches. There is an increasing interest in moving towards fully probabilistic approaches to design 
and life management, and Fig. 9 summarizes the role of NDE. The life of a component depends on the damage 
distribution that existed in the component at the time when it entered service and the rate at which that damage evolved 
under the conditions of the service, modified by the extent to which components with excess damage were removed from 
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service as a result of exhibiting signals greater than the accept/reject criteria during various inspections. The POD is the 
metric whereby the efficacy of improved NDE is taken into account. For the case of aircraft engines, a series of 
interagency workshops describes the progress in developing these fully probabilistic approaches (Ref 24). 
 

 

Fig. 9  Role of NDE, as quantified by probability of detection (POD), in fully probabilistic 
life management 
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Non-Aerospace Applications 

Most of the examples given in the previous section were taken from the aerospace industry. However, these same general 
concepts are applied in a variety of industries, depending on the details of the failure mechanisms operative in a particular 
component or structure and the context of its application. For example, the decision of whether to use probabilistic or 
deterministic approaches, whether to try to tightly link a careful quantification of POD to life management models or set 
accept/reject thresholds based on conservative safety margins, and so forth are very industry specific and change with 
time. Although the approaches may initially seem quite different, the differences are very logical consequences of the 
intended service. For example, the way that reliability would be handled in a space vehicle designed for one flight with 
catastrophic consequences of failure would be quite different from a pressure vessel that would leak before it breaks. The 
different ways in which these decisions have been made in the off-shore pipeline, nuclear power plant, and aerospace 
industries were discussed at a late-1990s European-United States workshop on reliability (Ref 25). In addition to industry 
specific approaches, differences in the philosophies in the two geographical regions were also evident. 
As an example, consider the differences in the approaches adopted in aircraft and nuclear power applications. The 
military aviation industry has a well-developed damage tolerant philosophy using the so-called slow crack growth 
procedure for monolithic structures, as discussed. However, the details of the philosophy in the nuclear industry have 
been somewhat different. As noted by Doctor (Ref 26), “In the mid-60s, the designers of nuclear reactors in the USA 
concluded that the environment was so potentially harmful to humans that the best strategy was to design the reactors so 
that they would never fail and thus, would never require in-service inspection (ISI). As a consequence, there were no 
considerations given for ISI regarding design, material selection, access, etc. The philosophy was to perform NDE at the 
fabrication stage to insure a high quality component. The designers focused on the main area of concern at the time, 
namely fatigue, and this was the main design basis—insure failure did not occur by this mechanism. Since that time other 
degradations of failure have occurred. …” 
Dealing with these other degradations drives much of the ISI work in the nuclear industry today, which is a layer in the 
“defense in depth” philosophy. Again following Doctor (Ref 26), “During the design stage, postulated accidents and both 
anticipated and unanticipated operating conditions are considered. The plant is then designed, built, and operated so as to 
maintain structural and leak-tight integrity of components important to safety. No one action, system, or component is 
depended upon to maintain safety; but a number of actions, systems, and components with multiple backups taken 
together—defense in depth—are responsible for maintaining high reliability and safety of operating nuclear power 
reactors. In most cases, a single component can fail without endangering public health and safety.” 
Preservice and in-service inspections are conducted within the context of this philosophy, and requirements are given by 
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, as endorsed by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Initially, 
these codes specified that inspections be conducted on an arbitrarily specified fraction of the components of a reactor, 
motivated by the goal of identifying generic “failures,” including those that might be associated with unexpected damage 
mechanisms. However, as experience was gained, this led to the identification of particular components in which “failure” 
was most likely to occur. For example, once a new mechanism of damage such as intergranular stress-corrosion cracking 
was identified, much more specific and localized tests were adopted. Currently, there is a transition underway from 
deterministic to a risk-informed (or risk-based) approach based on a probabilistic methodology (Ref 27). In this approach, 
the selection of ISI is driven by two factors: the risk posed by the failure of a particular component and the capability of 
the technique in question to detect the damage of interest. It is the latter that drives the quantification of the NDE. In the 
early days of the nuclear industry, the inspection procedures followed from the ASME code requirement. However, a 
number of international round-robin tests demonstrated reliability problems with this approach, and in 1989 the code 
changed from a prescriptive to a performance-demonstration-based approach (Ref 28). Performance demonstrations are 
not intended to measure the reliability of a particular operator. Rather, they provide a screening test to describe the 
capability of an inspector population based on success in detection and flaw depth sizing tests. This approach essentially 
shifted the responsibility of reliable procedure development from the ASME code to the NDE engineers. Within the 
context of risk-informed, in-service inspection, it can be argued that the level of performance that must be demonstrated 
varies significantly from component to component (Ref 29). 
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Implementation Guidance 

Implementation of NDE, damage tolerance, and related life-assessment strategies is governed by a combination of 
corporate practice and regulatory guidance that is industry specific. Corporations in many industries utilize NDE and 
damage tolerance concepts to guide the design and maintenance programs for a variety of structural components, with the 
full details often being proprietary and influenced by internal issues of risk tolerance, economic competition, and so on. 
However, in a number of industries in which the consequences of accidents are large, implementation must take 
cognizance of a variety of external documents. 
Within the USAF, significant changes occurred in the mid-1990s (Ref 30). Prior to Acquisition Reform, the Aircraft 
Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) and how it was applied to the design of aircraft was governed by MIL-STD-1530, 
while the Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) was defined in MIL-STD-1783. As a result of Acquisition 
Reform, these respectively became MIL-HDBX-1530 and MIL-HDBK-1783, issued for guidance only. Documents 
pertaining to DoD specification and standards (Ref 31) and policies and procedures (Ref 32) are available on the Internet. 
In the commercial aviation industry, the governing documents are FAA Advisory Circulars. For example, A.C.33.14-1 
describes damage tolerance for high energy turbine engine rotors. Therein, it is noted that this material is advisory, not 
mandatory. It describes an acceptable means, but not the only means, for demonstrating compliance. FAA Advisory 
Circulars may be found by consulting the FAA homepage, http://www.faa.gov/. 
As noted previously, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code plays a central role in the nuclear industry, and 
numerous additional documents exist in other industries. 
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Conclusions 
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The role of NDE in life assessment is continuously evolving and will likely see modification before the next revision of 
this Volume is published. Currently, it can be speculated that there will be a continued increase in the use of probabilistic 
approaches, which allow some of the conservatism associated with fixed safety factors in deterministic approaches to be 
circumvented through a more accurate assessment of the condition of individual components and of the efficacy of the 
inspection, and that improved techniques to gather the desired input information, such as POD and flaw distributions, will 
continue to be developed. 
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Fatigue-Life Assessment 

Mitchell P. Kaplan and Timothy A. Wolff, EAD Aerospace, Inc. 

 

Introduction 

THE DETERMINATION OF THE LIFE of an engineering structure is based on two precepts. These are knowledge of 
the structure itself and knowledge of how that structure is loaded. The underlying information required for fully 
understanding these two singularly complicated items is significant. Additionally, the knowledge that is required spans 
many different disciplines. These disciplines, in the case of aircraft, can include aerodynamics, fluid flow, mechanics, 
mechanisms, structures, metallurgy, materials science, corrosion, inspection methods, statistics, testing methods, and 
design. In order to predict the life of the component, therefore, the determination of rational inspection intervals requires 
the knowledge of several engineering disciplines. One needs to know the future loadings of the structure so one may 
anticipate (calculate) its life and then determine the appropriate inspection intervals to preclude catastrophic failure. 
The individuals tasked with the determination of the component life depend on the knowledge and results of those who 
can supply the aforementioned information. These analysts work with knowledgeable people in each of these disciplines 
to ensure the necessary information is calculated and forwarded to them in a timely manner. 
Why are these many disciplines required? Why is the analyst so dependent on them? This article examines them in the 
case of aircraft. However, automobiles and ships require almost the same disciplines. The small differences are indicated. 
A flying aircraft experiences both lift and drag. These loads on the aircraft are dependent on the design of the external 
parameters of the aircraft. These parameters include geometry, weight, shape of the wing, geometry of the fuselage, 
whether it is pressurized, location and geometry of the empennage, the power plant of the aircraft, and anticipated usage. 
The same may be said for the other two vehicles, except for the particular geometry associated with the aircraft and the 
vertical dimension of flight. It should be noted that these other vehicles also experience lift and drag. In aircraft, air is also 
considered a fluid, keeping the aircraft aloft, impinging on the structure. The motion of the vehicle through the fluid and 
the effect of the fluid on the vehicle also induce loads. 
The particularly interesting aspect of this is that these loads manifest themselves onto the structure. In any of these 
structures, these may be thought of as external loads. These loads are placed onto the structure by the operating 
environment. For an aircraft, it would be velocity, altitude, roll, yaw and pitch angles, velocities and acceleration, 
maneuver, gust, and so forth. For an automobile it would be velocity, road roughness, yaw angle, velocity and 
acceleration, and so forth. For bridges, it would be type, span, loading, wind velocity, and so forth. 
The next area is the determination of these external loads into internal loads. The internal loads are loads that manifest 
themselves throughout the structure. One assumes a particular point in time and has a load condition (all the external 
variables are fixed), and from that one can calculate the loads going throughout the structure. These internal loads are then 
transformed to stresses. This may be accomplished using equations or computational mechanics (finite-element analysis). 
One needs to know the geometries and the materials as well as the processing history and mechanical properties of the 
materials. 
Thus far, this article has briefly discussed the mechanics, the structures, and, to a lesser extent, the metallurgy/materials 
science portion of the investigation. The mechanisms also need to be discussed. The same word can apply to the operating 
mechanisms or to the variability of the loading. Is the component statically loaded, or is it dynamically loaded? The 
loading mechanism determines the design parameters one must consider and the material itself. Many structures are 
exposed to dynamic loading that can cause fatigue failure to exist on the structure. If this is the case, the selection of the 
material becomes extremely important. 
Finally, the operating environment is extremely important. The temperature and the chemical atmosphere determine the 
operational life of the structure. Again use the aircraft example and consider environmental degradation. Aircraft are 
either in flight or on the ground. Generally in flight, the aircraft is subjected to cold temperatures and corrosion is 
insignificant. However, when the aircraft is parked, the temperature and location of the airfield are significant. If the 
airfield is located in a dry environment, little corrosion will occur. However, if the airfield is located in a humid area by 
the sea, then much corrosion can occur. Another variable is the cargo. If the aircraft is carrying either cargo that has 
corrosive characteristics (cartage of live animals) or locations in the aircraft (heads, galleys, etc.), then the location of the 
airfield is much less important. 
The final portion of the study that is critical in determining inspection interval is the methodology used for inspecting the 
structure, called nondestructive inspection (NDI). Significant strides have been made in this area. Nondestructive 
Evaluation and Quality Control, Volume 17 of ASM Handbook (Ref 1) discusses these advances in detail. It should be 
noted that on aircraft metallic components eddy current, ultrasonic, x-ray, dye-penetrant, and visual inspections are 
regularly accomplished. 
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Fatigue Crack Growth Variables 

The fundamental variables involved in any life assessment are those that describe the effects and interaction of material 
behavior, geometry, and stress history on the life of a component. For fracture mechanics methods, material behavior is 
described by fracture toughness and crack growth rate data, and geometry is defined through a dimensionless β factor. For 
traditional fatigue methods such as the stress-life method, an S-N curve, which plots stress versus number of cycles to 
failure, is obtained through fatigue testing and is used to define a material-dependent endurance limit. The effects of 
geometry are established through a fatigue notch factor. Both methods define the stress history within a spectrum that 
describes the frequency and order of the stresses expected in service. It is important to remember that the stresses 
expected in service are limit stresses and not ultimate stresses, which have been multiplied by a safety factor to meet static 
strength requirements. 

Stress-Life Variables 

Constant-Amplitude Loading and Endurance Limit. A constant-amplitude loading cycle is described in Fig. 1 by several 
parameters that are defined in terms of the minimum and maximum stresses applied during the loading cycle. The mean 
stress, σm, and the alternating stress, σa, are defined as:  
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An additional parameter that is useful for characterizing the type of loading is the R-ratio:  
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R σ
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Fig. 1  Constant-amplitude loading cycle 
A negative R-ratio indicates a tension-compression loading cycle. For an R-ratio of -1, the loading is fully reversed and 
the mean stress is consequently 0. The results of fatigue tests run at R = -1 are plotted on an S-N curve, as shown in Fig. 2, 
to establish an endurance limit for the material. For low-strength steels, the endurance limit is established by the portion 
of the S-N curve that becomes asymptotic as the number of cycles becomes large. Stress levels below the endurance limit 
are considered nondamaging. The endurance limit for low-strength steels is roughly 50% of ultimate tensile strength. For 
high-strength steels and aluminum, which do not exhibit a clearly defined asymptote, the endurance limit is defined as the 
alternating stress level occurring at 107 cycles. The concept of an endurance limit is useful in fatigue design, and values 
for a variety of materials can be found in reference books (Ref 3, 4, 5). By keeping the expected stress levels below the 



endurance limit, a structural component can theoretically be designed for “infinite” life. In practice, however, the mean 
stress is not always 0. In such cases, the endurance limit can be inferred from an S-N curve that presents data for different 
levels of mean stress. 

 

Fig. 2  S-N curve for unnotched 2024-T4 aluminum alloy bar. Source: Ref 2 
Variable-Amplitude Loading and Cumulative Damage. While constant-amplitude loading is useful for defining fatigue 
properties and comparing test data, variable-amplitude loading, such as that shown in Fig. 3, is more likely to be 
encountered by structural components in actual service. In order to calculate the life of a component subject to variable 
loading, a method is needed that relates constant-amplitude fatigue test data to a random stress history. The Palmgren-
Miner cumulative damage rule (Ref 7, 8), which has the form:  
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1
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i i

n
N=

=∑  
 
provides a simplified approach to this problem. Ni represents the total life of a component for a given stress cycle, ni 
represents the number of stress cycles actually sustained by the component for the given stress cycle, and the upper limit, 
m, is equal to the number of unique stress cycles in the stress spectrum. The fraction of damage done by each unique 
stress cycle is added together to obtain a cumulative damage fraction. The reciprocal of this fraction is equal to the 
number of stress spectra that the component can withstand before failure. The Palmgren-Miner rule essentially reduces a 
variable stress spectrum into “blocks” of constant-amplitude stresses to obtain a fatigue life estimate. To accomplish this, 
two primary assumptions are required. First, the relationship between ni and Ni is assumed to be linear. Second, the 
fatigue life is assumed to be independent of the order in which the blocks of stresses are applied. These assumptions are 
valid only under a very limited set of circumstances. For this reason, life estimates obtained from the Palmgren-Miner 
rule are divided by a large safety factor. 
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Fig. 3  Variable-amplitude loading data. Source: Ref 6 
 
Stress Concentration and Fatigue Notch Factor. High-stress regions in a structural component are typically located around 
geometric details, such as a hole, fillet radius, or notch. These local high-stress regions are described in terms of the 
remote or far-field stress of the component by multiplying the remote stress by a stress concentration factor. Stress 
concentration factors for various geometric details are derived from the theory of elasticity and/or obtained 
experimentally. Fatigue tests have shown that the local notch stresses predicted by the stress concentration factor are 
usually higher than those measured from testing. Therefore, in order to differentiate the theoretical stress concentration 
factor from the actual measured stress concentration, the term fatigue notch factor is used to describe the local notch 
stresses that occur during fatigue loading. For axial or bending fatigue tests, the fatigue notch factor is obtained by 
dividing the endurance limit of an unnotched test specimen by the endurance limit of a notched test specimen. 
The fatigue notch factor can also be defined in terms of notch sensitivity, q:  

Kf = q(Kt - 1) + 1  
where Kf is the fatigue notch factor and Kt is the stress concentration factor for the given notch geometry. Notch 
sensitivity is a measure of how close the experimental results for a particular geometry approach the theoretical results. 
Figure 4 displays notch sensitivity versus notch radius for various metals, based on (Ref 9):  
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where Ak is a material constant and r is the notch radius. As the notch radius becomes large, the notch sensitivity factor 
approaches one, resulting in a fatigue notch factor that is equal to the stress concentration factor. For ferrous alloys, Ak 
can be approximated by the empirical relationship (Ref 10):  
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Fig. 4  Notch sensitivity versus notch radius for various metals. Approximate values (note 
shaded band). Not verified for deep notches thickness/radius. Source: Ref 9  
Peterson (Ref 9) provides Ak values of 0.0025 for quenched-and-tempered steel, 0.01 for annealed or normalized steel, 
and 0.02 for aluminum alloy sheets and bars. It should be noted that the relationship for notch sensitivity is material 
dependent and should not be used if there is any doubt as to its applicability. Under such circumstances, it is conservative 
to assume that the fatigue notch factor is equal to the full value of the stress concentration factor. 

Fracture Mechanics Variables 

Stress-Intensity Factor and Fracture Toughness. The stress-intensity factor describes the stress distribution at a crack tip. 
For a small edge crack in a thin flat plate subject to a uniform tensile stress, the stress-intensity factor can be determined 
from (Ref 11):  

1K aσ π=   
where KI is the stress-intensity factor, σ is the applied stress, and a is the crack length. The subscript on the stress-
intensity factor refers to the mode of crack loading. There are three modes of loading (Ref 12). For a crack in a flat plate, 
mode I loading corresponds to a tensile stress on the edges of the plate that tends to open the gap between the opposing 
crack surfaces. Mode II loading corresponds to shear stresses that tend to make the opposing crack surfaces slide relative 
to each other in the plane of the plate. Mode III loading corresponds to shear stresses that make the opposing crack 
surfaces slide relative to each other perpendicular to the plane of the plate. Stress-intensity factors can be defined for all 
three modes of crack loading, but mode I loading is typically more critical for crack growth and life estimation. 
For the loading conditions described previously, the crack in the flat plate has a critical length (ac) that will result in 
fracture of the plate. This length is dependent on the magnitude of the applied stress and the fracture toughness, Kc, of the 
plate material:  

c cK aσ π=  
 
Fracture toughness is, in effect, a measure of the critical stress-intensity factor a material can withstand before 
immediately fracturing. Under static loading conditions, a flat plate with a crack will not fail if the combination of applied 
stress and crack length produces a stress intensity that is less than the fracture toughness of the material. However, 
loading conditions are often dynamic, resulting in cyclic stresses that can cause the crack to grow. If the crack grows 
slowly and in small increments, the crack growth is considered stable. Stable crack growth is only possible if the stress-
intensity factor is less than the fracture toughness of the plate. Over time, as the crack continues to grow longer, it will 
reach a length that, when combined with the applied stress, will result in a stress intensity that is greater than the fracture 
toughness of the plate. When this occurs, the crack will grow in a very rapid and unstable manner, resulting in fracture of 
the plate. 
As with most material properties, fracture toughness values are established through material testing and depend on the 
requisite test parameters, such as type of loading, temperature, specimen geometry, and so forth. Figure 5 demonstrates 
the effect of plate thickness, which is governed by the stress state in the plate. For thin plates, the prevailing stress state is 
plane stress and fracture toughness is represented by Kc. As the plate thickness increases, the stress state transitions to 
plane strain conditions, where fracture toughness is represented by KIc to differentiate it from the plane stress value, which 
is typically higher. Because measured fracture toughness values are very sensitive to the test conditions, it can be difficult 
to obtain the true value. For this reason, measured fracture toughness values that are known to be lower than the true 
value are reported as the apparent fracture toughness, Kapp. Table 1 presents fracture toughness results for 1.3 mm (0.050 
in.) thick 2024-T3 aluminum. 
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Fig. 5  Effect of thickness on fracture toughness 

Table 1   Plane stress and transitional fracture toughness data for 0.050 in. thick 2024-T3 
aluminum alloy sheet 
 
 
 

Crack length, 
in. 

Stress, ksi Toughness, Ksi in  Net stress ratio Specimen 
No. 

Initial Final Maximum 
(Sc) 

Onset 
(So) 

Apparent 
(Kapp) 

Critical 
(Kc) 

Onset 
(Ko) 

Apparent Critical Onset 

Specimen width, 8.0 in.  
1 2.660 3.600 31.30 19.10 68.73(a)  85.36(a)  41.94 0.890 1.080 0.543 
2 4.770 5.750 19.20 17.10 68.28(a)  88.25(a)  60.81(a)  0.902 1.295 0.804 
Specimen width, 24.0 in.  
3 7.000 13.500 27.60 20.00 96.64 159.57(a)  70.03 0.739 1.197 0.536 
4 7.160 11.000 28.30 16.20 100.48 135.67(a)  57.52 0.765 0.991 0.438 
5 14.270 18.000 16.50 12.30 101.30 141.83(a)  75.52 0.772 1.252 0.576 
6 2.320 7.400 42.20 22.10 81.03(a)  152.94(a)  42.43 0.886 1.158 0.464 
Average value  99.47  …  61.37     
Standard deviation  2.49  …  14.70     
Crack orientation is long transverse; buckling of crack edges restrained. Yield strength, 52.7 ksi; ultimate strength, 71.5 
ksi. Tested at 70 °F. 
(a) Net section stress exceeds 80% of yield strength. Value not included in average or standard deviation. 
Source: Ref 13  
Based on the preceding discussion, it should be apparent that the stress-intensity factor has a profound effect on the 
growth of cracks. In fact, the stress-intensity factor is directly related to the elastic energy release rate, G, which is a 
measure of the amount of energy available for crack growth:  

  
where E is the modulus of elasticity and ν is Poisson's ratio. For cracks in ductile metals undergoing stable crack growth, 
the energy released during crack extension is consumed in the creation of a plastic zone around the new crack tip. If there 
is not enough energy to form a new plastic zone, the crack will not grow. Many relationships have been proposed in an 
attempt to describe this stable crack growth quantitatively in terms of the stress-intensity factor. However, no single 
relationship has universal applicability. The various equations are limited to describing the crack growth behavior of 
specific materials or for specific ranges of stress-intensity factor values. The Forman equation (Ref 14) correlates well 
with metals, especially aluminum:  

  
da/dN represents the change in crack length per stress cycle, otherwise known as the crack growth rate, where each stress 
cycle consists of a minimum and maximum stress. The ratio of the minimum to maximum stress is represented by R. C 
and n are material-dependent coefficients. ΔK represents the stress-intensity range, which is equal to the difference 
between the maximum stress-intensity factor and the minimum stress-intensity factor (Kmax - Kmin). The maximum and 
minimum stress-intensity factors are obtained from the corresponding maximum and minimum stresses for each stress 
cycle. 
Fatigue crack growth relationships, such as the Forman equation, are solved iteratively to obtain an estimate of the 
number of stress cycles to failure for a given spectrum. The material coefficients, C and n, are calculated from the slope 
of crack growth rate data curves, which plot da/dN versus ΔK. The data for these curves are obtained from tests that are 
run for a particular R-ratio and may exhibit several regions with different slopes. For this reason, it is important to 
determine the material coefficients from that portion of the curve corresponding to the expected stress-intensity range. If 
the expected stress-intensity range falls below the stress-intensity threshold, ΔKth, very little crack growth will occur. In 



practice, crack growth is assumed to occur only if ΔK is greater than ΔKth. An approximate value for ΔKth can be 
identified from the indicated stress-intensity range for the minimum data point on the crack growth rate data curve. 
Beta Factor and Crack Geometry. The dimensionless factor, β, allows the effects of geometry to be included in the 
equation for stress-intensity factor:  

  
Beta solutions are available for many different combinations of geometry and applied loading (Ref 15). For a flat plate 
with a small edge crack and infinite width, β = 1. For a flat plate with a finite but large width relative to the size of the 
edge crack, β = 1.12. Not all β solutions are exact, however. For a flat plate with a circular hole and a diametrical crack at 
the edges of the hole subject to a remote tensile stress, as shown in Fig. 6, the β factor is a function of crack length and 
hole radius, β = f(a/r). Several solutions for this function exist, with the following equation proposed by Newman (Ref 
16):  

β(a/r) = 1 - 0.15λ + 3.46λ2 - 4.47λ3 + 3.52λ4  
where  

  
It should be noted that since the β factor is a function of crack length for this geometry, solving for the critical crack 
length becomes an iterative process. An initial estimate of the critical crack length is necessary so the β factor can be 
evaluated. The calculated β factor is then used to determine the resulting critical crack length, which is then compared to 
the initial estimate. This process is repeated until the two values converge. As long as the underlying assumption of linear 
elastic conditions holds true, β factor solutions for more complex geometries can be obtained through the method of 
superposition. 

 

Fig. 6  Diametrical crack at a hole subject to remote tensile loading. Source: Ref 15 
When choosing a β factor solution, it is necessary to establish the expected crack geometry. In the preceding example for 
a circular hole with a diametrical crack, it has been implicitly assumed that the crack is through the thickness of the plate, 
which limits the resulting crack growth to one dimension. Beta factor solutions also exist for elliptical surface and internal 
flaws, although the solutions are more complex because the crack is now three-dimensional. Figure 7 shows the geometry 
for a semielliptical crack under tension loading. The stress-intensity factor solution for this case was developed by Irwin 
(Ref 17):  

  
where  
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and an empirical relationship for Φ2 is:  

  
The remaining variables are also defined in Fig. 7. The choice of crack geometry can have a major impact on the 
calculated life. In a thin plate, a surface flaw will likely become a through crack before failure occurs, making the through 
crack a conservative choice when obtaining a life estimate. For a thick plate, a through crack may not be a conservative 
choice if the critical crack length for a surface flaw in the plate is less than the thickness of the plate. Failure of the plate 
would occur before the surface flaw becomes a through crack. 

 



Fig. 7  Semielliptical crack in a thick solid subject to remote tensile loading. Coordinates 
of point P: x = c cos θ; Y = a sin θ. Source: Ref 15  

Stress Spectrum 

Increased awareness of the effects of load interaction has demonstrated the importance of defining a realistic loading 
spectrum for fatigue and damage-tolerance analysis and test. This has led to much effort being expended to quantitatively 
define how the variation of key spectrum parameters affect crack growth life (Ref 18). The key question remains how 
closely a design spectrum must simulate real life usage to accurately predict component life. 
The first spectra were all block type. It should be noted that the most simplistic block spectrum would have all cycles at a 
single stress. More complex block spectra would have several different stresses with many cycles at each of the stresses. 
These block spectra may be stress increasing, stress decreasing, or have the stresses first increase and then decrease. 
Figure 8 shows these different types of spectra. There were several reasons for using the block spectra, including: it is 
easier to program the test equipment, and analytical fatigue techniques such as the Palmgren-Miner Rule did not 
recognize complex stress sequencing. 
 

 

Fig. 8  Different types of block spectra. (a) Low-high. (b) High-low. (c) Low-high-low 
Unfortunately, the use of the block spectrum did not accurately reflect the fleet experience, and it should be noted that the 
fleet experience indicated a shorter life. Therefore, it was necessary to go to a more complex test spectrum to improve the 
accuracy of the test results when compared with the lives experienced by the fleet. The more complex stress spectrum was 
the flight-by-flight spectrum. There are no equipment complexities: personal computers and the computers attached to the 
laboratory test equipment allow the investigator to use any type of spectra desired. 
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Problems then occur with the derivation of the stress spectra that best reflects actual use. To define a spectrum that is used 
to determine component life, care must be taken to ensure ease of analysis and test coupled with realism. For any 
component (aircraft, automobile, ship, or bridge), the type of loading(s) must be defined and quantified. In all these 
instances, there are two major types of loads—operator-induced loads and environmentally induced loads. Operator-
induced loads may be maneuver loads for aircraft, automobiles, and ships, and transport loads (mass and velocity) for 
bridges. The environmental loads may be gust loads, wind loads, and wave motion for aircraft, automobiles, bridges, and 
ships, respectively. The operator-induced loads are determinate, while the environmental loads are probabilistic in nature. 
Since in many cases these loads occur simultaneously, combining them in a meaningful and consistent manner remains a 
challenge. It is generally left to the investigator to determine the means of accomplishing this combination. 
To determine the fatigue-loading spectrum, it is imperative to know the anticipated use of the product. There may be 
regulations or historical precedents that determine the method of defining design life. In the case of aircraft, one can get 
the maneuver loads for the aircraft based on a load factor exceedance diagram. This diagram is shown in Fig. 9. From this 
diagram, one can determine the load factor of the aircraft and the number of times that aircraft will experience that load 
factor per 1000 h of flight. Statistical data also exist for gust loading. Data have been collected defining gust velocity as a 
function of altitude. Thus, if one knows the altitude of the aircraft and the time at that altitude, a joint probability analysis 
may be accomplished to determine the load factor per unit time. With that information, a method of combining the two 
individual input data may be accomplished. 
 

 

Fig. 9  Load factor exceedance diagram 
Once one has obtained the load factor exceedance curves, one needs to change the load factor to a stress. In the case of an 
aircraft, the stress depends significantly on the weight of the aircraft—and that weight may be fuel, cargo, passenger, 
stores, and so forth. From the mission statement, one can determine the flight profile (velocity, altitude, weight, mission 
assignment) and the loads/stresses associated with them. Loads, hence stresses, for the 1 g and negative load factors are 
determined in a similar manner. 
Then one must couple the stresses. The higher (or lower) load occurs for a finite time and then the load returns to its rest 
or 1 g condition. One can then get minimum and maximum points for each stress couplet. If these points are combined in 
a continuous manner, then a stress-time history can be obtained. After coupling the stresses, a cycle-counting procedure 
must be performed. 
The techniques of crack growth or fatigue analysis demand that a spectrum be input as a series of whole cycles where a 
cycle consists of a maximum stress, minimum stress, and maximum stress. Thus, a whole cycle is defined as a load 
excursion with constant mean stress across it. The block-type spectrum consists of, by definition, constant mean stress 
cycles and thus can be used in the crack growth analysis directly. The random spectra, either flight by flight or mission 
segment by mission segment, do not consist of whole cycles, but of half cycles (maximum to minimum or minimum to 
maximum). Thus, it is necessary to use a cycle-counting technique that will redefine the random spectrum in terms of 
whole cycles with constant mean stress. The range-pair-range or rain-flow method couples the maximum positive stress 
with the maximum negative stress, the next highest maximum stress with the next lowest minimum stress, and so forth, 
continuing in this manner until all the stresses have been accommodated. Analysis indicates that there is a significant 
difference in life between using no counting method and either the rain-flow or range-pair-range method. The counted 



spectrum gives a more conservative result (Ref 18). Furthermore, the results of these analyses demonstrate that when the 
spectrum is either rain-flow or range-pair-range counted, the calculated life agrees with the experimental result. 
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Safe-Life Approach. Life-assessment procedures have evolved over time, typically as the result of lessons learned from 
catastrophic structural failures. The safe-life approach to structural life assessment was developed in the 1950s in 
response to the loss of several commercial and military aircraft, even though they had been designed to meet static 
strength requirements. It soon became evident that the repeated loading of highly stressed structural details could, over 
time, lead to localized cracking and eventual fatigue failure. The safe-life approach attempts to maintain safety by 
designing structural components to have a fatigue life longer than their expected use or by replacing them long before 
they suffer failure. Component fatigue tests, which simulate the stress history expected in actual service, provide a 
representative sample of the number of stress cycles required for failure. This number is then divided by a suitable safety 
factor to obtain a replacement time for the component. For aircraft components, such as landing gear, control surfaces, or 
engine rotor blades, the replacement time is usually defined in terms of allowable flight hours or landings, after which the 
component must be discarded and replaced with a new one. Airframes that reach their “safe-life” are simply retired from 
service. 
The safe-life approach successfully addresses many fatigue problems, but has several shortcomings. Fatigue testing is 
typically conducted on components that are in pristine condition. As a result, the component replacement time is based on 
the assumption that the component contains no flaws. If a component receives a defect due to manufacturing or 
maintenance, such as a material void or surface scratch, the life of the component could be much shorter than the 
replacement time indicated by fatigue testing. Under the safe-life approach, catastrophic failure is still an inherent 
possibility. From an economic standpoint, the safe-life approach is costly as well. Just as a component could have a 
fatigue life much shorter than the indicated replacement time, a component could also have a fatigue life that is much 
longer. Because component fatigue lives are divided by large safety factors to obtain their replacement time, many 
components are replaced even though they show no evidence of fatigue cracking. 
Damage-Tolerance Approach. As the shortcomings of the safe-life approach became known in the early 1970s (Ref 19), 
the U.S. Air Force adopted a new method of defining component failure called damage tolerance, which redefined the 
basis for protecting aircraft from catastrophic structural failure. Rather than assess the life of a component based on 
empirical methods as in the safe-life approach, the damage-tolerance approach employs the rational methods of fracture 
mechanics. The fatigue life of a component is based on the calculated number of stress cycles required for an assumed 
initial crack to grow to its critical size. The damage-tolerance approach embraces the premise that every component is 
potentially flawed. Typically, these flaws are assumed to exist at important structural details, such as holes or sharp 
corners, where the accompanying high stresses accelerate crack growth. Using an appropriate crack growth rate equation, 
the initial flaw is grown mathematically through iterative calculations that take into account the expected stress history 
and the material crack growth properties and geometry of the component. The resulting life estimate is then divided by a 
safety factor (usually two or three) to obtain the inspection interval for the component. Dividing by a safety factor ensures 
that the component will be inspected at least once before a flaw could reach its critical size. 
Inspections and reliable crack detection are a mandatory part of the damage-tolerance approach. A component cannot be 
damage tolerant without them. It is important that the selected inspection method be compatible with the chosen initial 
flaw size and the geometric details of the component. For instance, the smallest crack length that eddy-current inspection 
techniques are able to detect is approximately 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) (Ref 20). If the calculated crack size at the first 
inspection is less than this value, it is unlikely that a crack, if present, will be found. Therefore, the initial flaw size must 
be large enough to ensure the first inspection crack size will be detectable. It is just as important that a crack not be 
missed through inspector error. For this reason, first inspection crack sizes are also adjusted for the probability of 
detection. For eddy-current inspection, the smallest crack length that can be found reliably is approximately 1 mm (0.04 
in.). 
The damage-tolerance approach has several advantages over the safe-life approach. While safe-life components are 
replaced whether or not they contain cracks, components designed for damage tolerance are repaired or replaced only if a 
crack is found during an inspection. Also, because inspections are based on fracture mechanics models that describe the 
physical behavior of cracks, the hefty scatter factors characteristic of the safe-life approach are not needed. Combined, 
these advantages provide a strong economic incentive in favor of the damage-tolerance approach. From a safety 
standpoint, the damage-tolerance approach makes sense as well by offering protection against random or environmental 
damage sustained by a component over the course of its lifetime. In contrast, the safe-life approach assumes a component 
is undamaged from manufacture to replacement. However, the damage-tolerance approach is not appropriate for all 
circumstances. Highly stressed components manufactured from materials with low fracture toughness, such as those 
found in aircraft landing gear, typically have very short critical crack lengths. The resulting inspection intervals are also 
very short, making frequent inspection expensive and impractical. For these situations, the safe-life approach is used. 
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Material Behavior 

There are primarily three different metallic materials used in the design and manufacture of structural components: steel, 
aluminum, and titanium. Steel, the most commonly used structural alloy, is used in ships, buildings, bridges, automobiles, 
pressure vessels, and aircraft to name but a few. Aluminum is increasingly being used in automobiles and is the primary 
material used in aircraft. Titanium is used most sparingly, but has been used in several aircraft. 
Why does a designer choose a particular material? There are many reasons, including material suitability, strength, 
corrosion resistance, stiffness, machinability, cost, toughness, fatigue resistance, weldability, weight, experience, and so 
forth. Usually the choice of the particular alloy (steel, aluminum, or titanium) can be made very rapidly. One would build 
neither a tank of aluminum nor an aircraft of steel. The usage generally defines the material. However, within each 
material group, the selection process is similar. 
If one is to build a pressure vessel, one is reasonably sure it will be constructed from steel. Because of the stress state that 
occurs in a pressure vessel, the material must be welded. Additionally one would like a material that has high strength, yet 
high toughness. Additionally, the material must be fatigue resistant because it will be exposed to cyclic loading. 
Depending on what is contained within the pressure vessel, the sensitivity to a corrosive environment may play a large 
role. If the pressure vessel were to be used in a nuclear environment, the use of stainless steel becomes increasingly 
important. One can see how the design process and the usage environment narrow the material choices. 
An axle would also be designed from steel. In this instance machinability, strength, toughness, fatigue resistance, notch 
insensitivity, and corrosion resistance would be important. Hardenability is also important. Axles are generally surface 
hardened. Because there are millions of axles made every year, cost cannot be ignored. Again, the material choice is 
narrowed due to the anticipated use of the material. 
One could take examples from bridges, aircraft, nuclear reactors, offshore drilling platforms, and the like. The more 
knowledge and information one has at the beginning of the design process, the more quickly one can define the type of 
material to be used. This cannot be overstated. The designer must work with the engineer to define the anticipated use of 
the particular component. This knowledge allows for the selection of the appropriate material that can fulfill the function 
the component must serve. However, because one can define many aspects of the material, the selection of the particular 
material may become more complex. In addition, the chemistry and processing history of the material becomes extremely 
important. 
Chemistry and processing history can include melting practices, remelting practices, additives to the melt for particular 
desirable properties, cleanliness of the material, interstitial content, rolling practices, heat treatment methods, forming 
methods, grain flow, surface hardening methods, plating practices, plating materials, surface finish, bend radii, welding, 
drilling, reaming, and so forth. 
Materials engineers are asked to determine why materials fail. To answer that question, they must first determine how 
materials fail. They must continue backward on that path to understand how and why the particular alloy was selected and 
then how it was used. The design for that component assumed a particular usage. The materials engineers must determine 
if that assumption was accurate. They need to examine the assumptions that went into the anticipated use and then 
determine how close that assumption was to reality. They must examine the material as well. Was there some 
environmental effect that was not correctly anticipated, that is, filiform corrosion, galvanic corrosion, septic tank usage? 
Was the corrosion coating adequate? Did the usage include some environmental contamination that was not anticipated? 
Other articles in this Volume address these questions. The point of this discussion is to demonstrate the need for these 
questions. The materials engineer must work as a member of a team with designers, stress analysts, aerodynamicists, 
chemists, and others who can illuminate some aspect of the problem. Other volumes in the ASM Handbook series give 
much information concerning these various concerns. However, there are other sources of information as well outside the 
disciplines covered in this series. The engineer must expose himself or herself to them also. 
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Retardation and Spectrum Load Effects 

Retardation and spectrum load effects are based on the same phenomenon, the plasticity inherent in the specimen because 
of fatigue loading. If one assumes a crack, one has, in principle, an infinite stress riser. If one loads the component, then 
the stress in the area ahead of the crack increases dramatically. In a simplistic manner (plane stress), the stress cannot 
increase beyond the elastic limit (yield strength) until the entire area affected by the crack tip is plastically deformed. In a 
more complex case (plain strain), the stress can increase beyond the ultimate strength of the material. 
Look first at the fatigue case. This is easier to understand and is directly applicable to that of fracture mechanics. The 
method is attributable to Neuber (Ref 21). If one assumes a typical fatigue specimen with a Kt = 3 and loads the specimen 
in tension, then the area adjacent to the stress concentration actually increases in stress three times as fast as the nominal 
stress. If the stress is increased beyond the yield strength of the material, plasticity occurs. If the load is now decreased, 
the stress will decease proportionally to the product of the load and the stress-concentration factor. Since plasticity has 
occurred, it is probable that the minimum load (minimum stress) is in the compressive zone. If cycling were to take place, 
then the maximum load would be low and the minimum load in compression. This would extend the life of the 
component. Figure 10 demonstrates this quite well. It should be noted that Fig. 10(a) shows the effect from a load 
perspective, while Fig. 10(b) and (c) show the same from a stress perspective. Thus, by having a high load introduced into 
the load regime, the life of the component may be extended. 
 

 



Fig. 10  Spectrum load effects. (a) Load versus time. (b) Stress versus strain. (c) Stress 
versus time 
Retardation is similar to that discussed previously. In the case of fracture mechanics, there is an existing crack. Because 
the crack has an extremely small radius, the stress riser caused by the crack is significantly high. Taking this to its logical 
limit, if the radius at the crack tip were 0, that crack would generate an infinite stress riser. The stress just ahead of the 
crack can only increase at this high rate until the material reaches its yield strength. Then the plastic zone ahead of the 
crack would grow. The size of the plastic zone depends on the strength and the geometry of the material. If the material 
were soft (high ductility, large reduction of area), then the plastic zone would be larger. Additionally, if the geometry 
allowed for a plane stress condition, a large plastic zone would occur. Conversely, a plane strain condition would result in 
a smaller plastic zone. 
As the component is cycled, the crack grows. There will always be a plastic zone ahead of the crack. However, for 
constant loading the crack can easily grow through the existing plastic zone. The size and the geometry of the plastic zone 
are determinate. Please refer to Dugdale (Ref 22) for one method of calculating the plastic zone size. When a high load is 
applied to the structure, the plastic zone is large. In all cases, the crack grows through the plastic zone. Because the 
material has been plastically deformed, there is a compressive residual stress in the zone when the crack is closed. This 
compressive residual stress must be accommodated when calculating the crack growth rate because the growth rate is 
dependent on the stress-intensity factor, the stress-intensity factor is dependent on the stress, and the stress is dependent 
on the compressive residual stress. As in the case of fatigue, the compressive residual stress may be calculated. The 
compressive residual stress is subtracted from both the maximum stress and the minimum stress. A new R-ratio is 
determined, and a new ΔK stress-intensity factor is defined. The crack growth rate is then determined from this ΔK stress-
intensity factor and the crack growth determined. After the crack grows through the plastic zone, the effect of retardation 
on the component life is insignificant. 
There are several different methods, that is, equations, to account for crack retardation. The most popular fall into two 
camps. One is the Generalized Willenborg Model (Ref 23) and the other uses the concept of a strip yield model and is 
based on crack closure (Ref 24). The underlying assumption is that cracks grow only when the crack is open; a 
determination must be made when the crack closes. This model accommodates this thesis. The Generalized Willenborg 
Model is an analytically defined method with one experimentally defined parameter. The equation is:  

  
where  

  
where ai is the instantaneous crack size, aoL is the crack size at the occurrence of the overload, rpoL is the yield zone that 

occurs as a result of the overload, is the maximum stress-intensity factor of the overload, i is the maximum 

stress intensity for the current cycle, and is the difference in stress-intensity factor between that required to produce 
the plastic zone equal to (ZOL - Δa) and the maximum applied stress-intensity factor. 

As shown previously, KR = where KR is the effective stress ratio and:  

  
In this equation, RSO is the shut-off value of the stress ratio. This is an empirically determined material-dependent 
parameter and defines whether the crack will grow. If this value were 2.3 or greater (2000 series aluminum alloys) or 2.65 
or greater (7000 series aluminum alloys), crack growth would cease because the crack growth program would preselect 
the stress-intensity factor to the threshold stress-intensity factor. It should be noted that at the threshold stress-intensity 
factor, crack growth ceases. 
It can be seen from these equations that the stress-intensity factor is reduced as a function of the overload and the plastic 
zone. It should be noted that because of the overload, the maximum and minimum stresses are changed; the R-ratio is 
changed as well. The new R-ratio, Reff is defined as:  

  
The plastic zone may be calculated through:  
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where ZOL is the plastic zone size, σys is the yield stress, and αg is a constraint factor. 
The constraint factor (Ref 25) for one-dimensional crack models may be defined as:  

  
where t is the thickness of the material. 
For two-dimensional cases, the limit value for αg is 1.15 (plane stress conditions) or 2.55 (plane strain conditions). 
As stated earlier, another approach is that of crack closure. These methods are based on the work of Elber (Ref 26). He 
hypothesized that crack growth only occurred when the cracks were open; that is, a positive stress-intensity factor could 
be determined using crack opening displacement (COD) methods. He noted that during the crack growth cycle, the crack 
would close prior to attainment of the minimum load. As a result, ΔK would be lessened (becoming ΔKeff), and the crack 
growth that occurred in the specimen would be slower. Many investigators came up with retardation schemes using this 
approach (Ref 27, 28). 
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Crack Growth Software Packages 

A large number of specialized software programs exist that provide fatigue and damage-tolerance life-assessment 
capabilities. Finite-element software packages also provide analysis modules with varying life-assessment capabilities. 
AFGROW (Ref 29) and NASGRO (Ref 30) are two full-featured fracture mechanics programs that have versions 
available to the public. Each program features an extensive material property database and stress-intensity solution 
library. Additionally, AFGROW, which is currently developed and maintained by the U.S. Air Force, has a refined user 
interface and very detailed on-line help topics. AFGROW may be obtained at no cost to the user, and it is regularly 



updated by the developer. NASGRO, which is currently developed and maintained by NASA and Southwest Research 
Institute, is available for purchase. 
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Case Studies 

Although two of the following simple examples of fatigue life assessment are taken from the aerospace industry, the 
overall analytical process is the same in other industries. The third example is not defined as a fatigue life assessment and 
is taken from the marine environment. It should be noted that this design is not particular to this environment, but 
discusses a design approach that resulted in premature failure. The first example, for a torque link bolt on a fixed nose 
landing gear, demonstrates the safe-life approach, which employs the stress-life method of fatigue life assessment. The 
second example, for a circular penetration of a pressurized fuselage, describes the damage-tolerance approach. The third 
example is that of static loading and is based on an actual incident. 
Example 1: Assessment of a Torque Link Bolt on a Fixed-Nose Landing Gear. This example demonstrates the safe-life 
approach. 
Step 1: Develop the Stress Spectrum. The torque link bolt is loaded only when the aircraft nose wheel turns. Thus, the 
significant loading on the torque link bolt occurs while the aircraft is taxiing before takeoff and after landing. The torque 
link bolt can encounter eight basic loading conditions during taxi: a turning condition, a nose wheel yaw condition, and 
six towing conditions. By using data acquisition equipment to record the strains on the torque link bolt for a typical taxi 
event, the maximum and minimum strains for each loading condition can be defined. These strains are then converted to 
stresses using transfer functions that take into account the component geometry. The variable-amplitude stress data must 
then be cycle counted and ordered into stress pairs to obtain the number of occurrences per flight. A simplified listing of 
the maximum and minimum stresses for each loading condition on the torque link bolt is shown in Table 2 along with the 
number of occurrences. 

Table 2   Stress levels for the different loading conditions experienced by a torque link 
bolt (example 1) 

Stress levels, ksi Loading condition 
Maximum Minimum 

Mean stress, 
 
ksi 

Occurrences 
 
per flight 

Occurrences 
 
per 50 flights 

Turning 28 0 14 6 300 
Wheel yaw 51 0 25.5 0.02 1 
Towing 1 46 0 23 0.10 5 
Towing 2 62 0 31 0.10 5 
Towing 3 36 0 18 0.10 5 
Towing 4 67 0 33.5 0.10 5 
Towing 5 53 0 26.5 0.10 5 
Towing 6 56 0 28 0.10 5 
Step 2: Determine if Local Stress Effects are Significant. The torque link bolt has radial lubrication holes drilled into the 
shank that have a diameter of 0.157 in. These lubrication holes result in a stress concentration factor of 2.0 (Ref 9). The 
torque link bolt material is 4130 steel, which has an ultimate tensile strength of 180 ksi. The notch sensitivity is:  
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where Ak is obtained from the empirical relationship:  

  
The resulting fatigue notch factor is:  

Kf = q(Kt - 1) + 1 = 0.97(2.0 - 1) + 1 = 1.97  
This value is not appreciably lower than the stress-concentration factor. Therefore, the value for the fatigue notch factor 
will be taken as 2.0. 
Step 3: Interpret the S-N Data. Figure 11 shows S-N data for notched (Kt = 2.0) 4130 steel under axial loading. An 
equivalent stress equation (Ref 31) that fits the data is:  

log(N) = 17.1 - 6.49 log (Seq)  
where Seq = Smax(1 - R)0.86. Since R = 0 for all loading equations, Seq = Smax. For the turning loading condition, Smax = 28 
ksi. The number of fatigue cycles the torque link bolt can sustain at this stress level before failing is:  

log(N) = 17.1 - 6.49 log (28)  
where N = 51 × 106 cycles. Since runout of the fatigue data occurs at 10 × 106 cycles, N should satisfy the condition:  

N ≤ Nrunout  
Therefore, for the turning loading condition, N will be set equal to 10 × 106 cycles. The calculated cycles to failure for 
each loading condition are presented in Table 3. 
 

 

Fig. 11  S-N curve for notched (Kt = 2.0) 4130 alloy steel sheet. Stresses are based on net 
section. Source: Ref 31  
 



Table 3   Calculated cycles to failure for the different loading conditions for a torque link 
bolt (example 1)  
Loading condition No. of cycles to failure 
Turning 10,000,000 
Wheel yaw 1,000,000 
Towing 1 2,000,000 
Towing 2 293,000 
Towing 3 10,000,000 
Towing 4 177,000 
Towing 5 812,000 
Towing 6 568,000 
Step 4: Calculate the Cumulative Damage and Apply a Scatter Factor. The fatigue life of the torque link bolt is estimated 
using the Palmgren-Miner Rule:  

  
The cumulative damage sustained by the torque link bolt per 50 flights is calculated, using the loading spectrum defined 
in Table 2:  

  
The inverse value of the cumulative damage provides an estimate of the number of loading spectra that can be sustained 
before failure:  

  
10,607 × (50 flights/spectrum) = 530,350 flights before failure  

Applying a typical safe-life scatter factor of four, the torque link bolt would have a fatigue life of 132,587 flights. After 
this number of flights, the torque link bolt would have to be replaced. In practice, the nose landing gear components 
would probably all be replaced at the same time, determined by the component with the shortest estimated life. 
Example 2: Assessment of Circular Penetration in a Pressurized Fuselage. This example demonstrates the damage-
tolerance approach. 
Step 1: Develop the Stress Spectrum. The pressure differential acting on the fuselage of an aircraft varies with altitude. At 
sea level, the pressure differential is 0. At higher altitudes, the pressure differential increases in order to maintain a 
comfortable atmosphere for the passengers and crew. An aircraft is generally pressurized to an altitude of 2400 m (8000 
ft). Of course, every pressurized fuselage is designed for a limit pressure differential that is maintained by an overflow 
valve. While the altitude of an aircraft varies during a typical flight, resulting in a corresponding variance in the pressure 
differential, it is conservative to assume that a typical flight consists of a single pressurization cycle. Figure 12 displays a 
series of flights that each consist of a constant-amplitude loading cycle where the pressure differential is assumed to be 0 
at takeoff and to reach its maximum value at maximum altitude. For a remote tensile hoop stress of 105 MPa (15 ksi) at 
maximum altitude and a minimum stress of 0 when the aircraft is on the ground, the stress ratio, R, will be 0. 
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Fig. 12  Simplified fuselage pressurization spectrum (example 2) 
Step 2: Choose an Appropriate Crack Geometry and Obtain the Stress-Intensity Factor Solution. The diameter of the 
penetration is 3.00 in. The chosen crack geometry is a radial through crack at the edge of the hole subject to an applied 
tensile stress. Since the fuselage is relatively large compared to the hole diameter, the following solution developed by 
Newman (Ref 16) is used:  

β(a/r) = 0.707 - 0.18λ + 6.55λ2 - 10.54λ3 + 6.85λ4  
where  

  
The stress-intensity factor solution is:  

  
Step 3: Obtain da/dN Data and Choose an Appropriate Fatigue Crack Propagation Model. The Paris equation (Ref 32) is 
chosen to describe the crack growth since the R-ratio is a constant (i.e., constant-amplitude loading):  

  
where C and n are material coefficients that describe a straight line on a logarithmic da/dN versus ΔK curve. Provided the 
crack growth rate data follow a relatively straight line over the expected stress-intensity range, the Paris equation will be 
an acceptable model. For an initial crack length of 0.05 in. and a remote stress of 15 ksi, the expected stress-intensity 
range is:  

  
β(a/r) = 0.707 - 0.18(0.9677) + 6.55(0.9677)2 - 10.54(0.9677)3 + 6.85(0.9677)4 = 3.122  

  
The fuselage skin is manufactured from 0.050 in. thick 2024-T3 aluminum. Figure 13 shows crack growth rate data for 
2024-T3 aluminum at a stress ratio of R = 0. The material coefficients, C and n, for the Paris equation will be obtained 
from the equation of a line for the portion of the da/dN curve that corresponds to a stress-intensity range of roughly 20 

:  

  
Also note that the expected stress-intensity range is well above the stress-intensity threshold, ΔKth, which is 

approximately 5 as indicated by the data on Fig. 13. Therefore, crack growth will occur. If the stress-intensity 



range were less than the threshold, no crack growth would occur under the assumed conditions, making further analysis 
unnecessary. 

 

Fig. 13  Crack growth rate data for 2024-T3 aluminum at R = 0 (example 2). Source: Ref 
33  
Step 4: Obtain Data for Fracture Toughness. Fracture toughness data for 0.050 in. 2024-T3 aluminum sheet is shown in 

Table 1, where the average apparent fracture toughness, Kapp, is shown as 99.47 Since none of the values 
obtained for the critical fracture toughness, Kc, meet the validity requirements for the test, the value for Kapp is 
conservatively used instead. 
Step 5: Calculate the Critical Crack Length. The critical crack length is given by:  

  
Since β is a function of crack length, an iterative procedure must be used to obtain the critical crack length. The equation 
for the β factor converges to 0.707 as the crack length becomes large. Therefore, an initial β factor value of 0.707 is 
assumed. The resulting critical crack length is:  

  
The β factor for this crack length is:  

  
β(a/r) = 0.707 - 0.18(0.05) + 6.55(0.05)2 - 10.54(0.05)3 + 6.85(0.05)4 = 0.713  
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The critical crack length for a β factor of 0.713 is:  

  
which is in good agreement with the initial guess. The critical crack length is taken as 27.5 in. 
Step 6: Calculate the Number of Cycles to Failure and Determine Inspection Intervals. Table 4 displays the first few 
iterations of the Paris equation using values of C = 4.328 × 10-17 and n = 2.873. The calculated crack growth rate is added 
to the crack length after each cycle, which continues until either the critical crack length is reached or the loading 
spectrum has been repeated a predetermined number of times. The crack growth curve is shown in Fig. 14. The final 
result for the life estimate of the 3.00 in. fuselage penetration is 9250 pressurization cycles until failure. This value is 
divided by a factor of 2 to obtain the inspection interval of 4625 pressurization cycles. Dividing by a factor of 2 ensures 
that the penetration will be inspected at least once before failure could occur. The crack length at an inspection interval of 
4625 cycles is 3.81 in., which is certainly detectable using an eddy-current or even visual inspection method. 

Table 4   Initial iterations of crack growth calculations for a circular penetration in a 
pressurized fuselage (example 2)  
Cycle Crack size, 

in. 
β σmax, 

ksi 
σmin, 
ksi 

Kmax, 
 

Kmin, 
 

ΔK, 
 

da/dN, 
 
in./cycle × 
10-5  

0 0.050000 3.12247 15 0 18.563 0 18.563 7.945 
1 0.050079 3.12209 15 0 18.576 0 18.576 7.961 
2 0.050159 3.12171 15 0 18.588 0 18.588 7.976 
3 0.050239 3.12133 15 0 18.600 0 18.600 7.992 
4 0.050319 3.12094 15 0 18.613 0 18.613 8.007 
5 0.050399 3.12056 15 0 18.626 0 18.626 8.023 
6 0.050479 3.12017 15 0 18.638 0 18.638 8.038 
7 0.50559 3.11978 15 0 18.651 0 18.651 8.054 

 

Fig. 14  Crack growth curve for fuselage penetration (example 2) 
Conclusions from Examples 1 and 2. Examples 1 and 2 show how the effects of material behavior, component geometry, 
and stress history are systematically combined to arrive at an estimate of component life. Although the approach may 
differ, the combination of these effects is a recurring theme in fatigue life assessments. Both examples also demonstrate 
the similarities and differences between the safe-life and damage-tolerance methodologies. The results of the safe-life 
approach are very dependent on the availability and applicability of S-N data. If, for the torque link bolt, the notch factor 
and R-ratio had been 2.3 and 0.2, respectively, uncertainty in the final result would increase since the available S-N data 



do not explicitly cover these values. To address this uncertainty, tests could be run to gather S-N data for the exact notch 
factor and R-ratio conditions or a larger scatter factor could be used. In contrast, the damage-tolerance approach, although 
dependent on crack growth rate data, is much more flexible in handling variability in stress ratio and geometry. The β 
factor solution for the fuselage penetration can easily be adapted to any size hole, provided the underlying assumptions of 
infinite width (i.e., no edge effects) and linear elastic behavior remain valid. Crack growth equations, like the Forman 
equation, offer similar flexibility with respect to the R-ratio. 
Example 3: Design Analysis of a Pressure Vessel Hatch Cover. This particular example was adapted from Ref 34. A 
cement-carrying barge was unloading its cargo on the Mississippi River when a hole in the main discharge line developed 
allowing the cement to leak. The compressors were switched off, and gate valves were opened to reduce pressure. To 
increase the depressurization rate, several hatch covers were opened. These were opened by the workers kicking the 
locking cams or “dogs” with their feet. As a particular worker kicked the second locking cam open, the hatch cover failed 
with sufficient explosive force to throw both it and the worker into the water. The hatch cover was never recovered; 
however, the other hatch covers on the barge were examined. Two of the hatch covers that were examined had failed 
hinges while two others had their hinges intact. A sketch of the hatch cover may be seen in Fig. 15. 
 

 

Fig. 15  Barge hatch cover (example 3) 
The examination consisted of visual inspection (prior to and after cleaning), chemical analysis, manufacturing of tensile 
and fracture toughness specimens, testing of these specimens, a microstructural analysis, and an examination using a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). In addition, a finite-element analysis of the hatch cover was accomplished. Finally, 
strain gages were placed on the hatch covers and the hatch covers loaded (hydrostatically pressurized) to correlate the 
analytical study. 
The hatch covers were manufactured from A356-T6 aluminum and were 508 mm (20 in.) in diameter and 6.4 mm (0.25 
in.) thick. There were six latches on each hatch cover and a neoprene seal (O-ring) to maintain pressure. Five tests were 
conducted (Table 5), four with four dogs attached and one with all dogs attached. The pressure was the independent 
variable. 
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Table 5   Test results for a pressure vessel hatch cover (example 3)  
Pressure Run No. 
kPa psi 

Locking cams Hinge condition 

1 275.6 40 All attached Not intact 
2 275.6 40 Four attached Intact 
3 103.4 15 Four attached Intact 
4 275.6 40 Four attached Not intact 
5 103.4 15 Four attached Not intact 
The results of the analysis and tests agreed reasonably well. They showed that the stresses increased dramatically when 
two of the locking cams were opened. The stresses adjacent to the zones adjacent to the hinge were significant. Because 

this material is 356-T6 Al, it is relatively brittle. The fracture toughness was approximately 

. Microstructural studies showed a typical cast microstructure with shrinkage porosity. Examination 
with an SEM showed evidence of overload and porosity. 
Regarding the design of the barge, it is known that cement is particularly abrasive and during aerated flow, it can pack 
itself tightly into crevices that hamper valve movements. A lack of pressure valves on the barge causes the employees to 
remain ignorant of the depressurization rate. This can lead to the workers trying to increase the speed at which 
depressurization occurs by kicking the dogs open. 
The hatch covers themselves had some design concerns. They were mounted on the hatch in a fashion that they were 
never resting on the deck surface or in a protective cradle. When they were open, a load was imposed upon the hinge and 
the supporting structure. In this position, they were susceptible to damage from any traffic in the area. Of the 18 hatch 
covers on the barge, 11 had broken hinges. The design mechanism allowed the latch to be opened regardless of the 
pressure contained within. As stated earlier, if one of the latches were opened, the stress on the adjacent latch increased 
substantially. Figure 16 shows the stress intensity as a function of loading condition. It can be seen that if the hinge had 
failed and two dogs were kicked open, probability of failure was significant. 



 

Fig. 16  Stress intensity versus loading condition for hatch cover failure (example 3)  
 
The purpose of this example is to demonstrate how usage, material selection, system design, and component design all 
play a role in having a product that is useful and safe. Furthermore, if fracture mechanics methodology had been used, the 
choices may have been different. One is preprogrammed to believe that fracture mechanics methodology is used only for 
sophisticated design. This example shows the folly of that thought. 
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Introduction 

ELEVATED-TEMPERATURE FAILURE MECHANISMS and metallurgical instabilities reduce life or cause loss of 
function or operating time of high-temperature components. In addition, once a failure occurs from creep, fatigue, or an 
embrittlement degradation phenomenon at high temperature, the analysis team is often confronted with the question: How 
long will similar components last? Or, when should the next inspection be performed? To address these questions, life 
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assessment methodologies are often used. The failure analyst should be aware of some of the life assessment 
methodologies used to address these important operational and reliability questions. 
Life assessment methods for elevated-temperature failure mechanisms and metallurgical instabilities that reduce life or 
cause loss of function or operating time of high-temperature components are described in this article. The review is 
intended for the purpose of informing failure analysts of methodologies and tools for the more common life-limiting, 
elevated-temperature failure mechanisms. Gas turbine blades and piping and tubing components were selected to 
demonstrate typical life assessment approaches for common elevated-temperature failure mechanisms, although the 
failure mechanisms and life assessment methods discussed in this article can be applied to other elevated-temperature 
components. The information in this article is taken from firsthand experiences and the available and referenced technical 
literature. The life assessment methods discussed include:  

• Life fraction rule 
• Parameter-based assessments 
• Thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) 
• Coating evaluations 
• Hardness testing 
• Microstructural evaluations 
• Creep cavitation damage assessment 
• Oxide-scale-based life prediction 
• High-temperature crack growth methods 
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Definition of Damage, Life, and Failure Criteria 

In any component, the failure criteria need to be defined and established. Failure does not always involve fracture or 
rupture. Progressive damage of rotating blades and high-temperature components under operating conditions leads to 
exhaustion of life, thus leading to failure. Damage may be defined as a “progressive and cumulative change acting to 
degrade the structural performance of the load-bearing component or components that make up the plant” (Ref 1). Life 
may be defined as the “period during which a component can perform its intended function safely, reliably, and 
economically” (Ref 2). With some modifications, the definitions used in Ref 2 for fossil-power steam plant components 
can be used to define failure and life of elevated-temperature components; that is, component life is expended when:  

• Design life has elapsed. 
• Calculations predict life exhaustion. 
• Service time has reached some arbitrarily chosen fraction of calculated or experimental failure life. 
• Previous failure statistics indicate high probability of failure. 
• Frequency of repair renders continued operation uneconomical. 
• Nondestructive inspection reveals cracking. 
• Surface degradation from corrosion, including coating degradation, is excessive. 
• Grain-boundary attack and/or pitting by oxidation/hot corrosion is excessive. 
• Foreign object damage is severe. 
• Destructive sampling and testing indicate life exhaustion. 
• Excessive deformation has occurred due to creep, causing distortion and unfavorable changes in clearances. 
• Sudden and complete fracture occurs. 
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Life-Limiting Elevated-Temperature Failure Mechanisms 

When conducting a failure investigation, it is important to identify the failure mechanism. Likewise, to perform a 
meaningful life assessment, it is important to know the failure mechanism. If the failure mechanism for crack initiation 
and crack propagation is not properly identified, then the life assessment is meaningless. Once the failure mechanism is 
identified, then it can be determined whether a life assessment can be performed. Life assessments are often conducted on 
time-dependent failure mechanisms. The principal types of elevated-temperature failures are stress rupture, creep, low- or 
high-cycle fatigue, thermal fatigue, and coating degradation in gas turbines. For high-temperature tubing and piping 
components, embrittlement phenomena can occur at high temperatures due to metallurgical instabilities; for example, 
carbide coarsening, sigma-phase formation, temper embrittlement, and so on can facilitate rapid brittle fracture at low 
temperatures during transient conditions. As a rule, the type of failure is established by examination of the fracture 
surfaces and comparison of operating conditions with available data on elevated-temperature fractures. In addition to 
fractographic evaluation, optical microscopy analysis may be required when conditions have been such that a change in 
metallurgical structure of the failed component has occurred. A brief description follows for some elevated-temperature 
failure mechanisms. A more complete definition can be found in this Volume under the appropriate failure mechanism. 
Stress Rupture. One of the common mechanisms of failure for tubes and piping is stress rupture (Ref 3). Because an 
increase in either stress or temperature can reduce the time to rupture, attention must be given to both factors during 
investigation of a failure by a stress-rupture mechanism. Stress-rupture testing, which determines the time of failure at a 
specific stress and temperature, is often used to understand stress-rupture failures. The significant subcategories of stress-
rupture failure mechanisms are short-term overheating and high-temperature creep. 
The term overheating failure is often misused but generally means a failure resulting from operation of a component at a 
temperature higher than expected in design. Time at temperature is an important factor, and these types of failures are 
often called short-term and long-term overheating failures. 
A short-term overheating failure is one in which a single incident or a small number of incidents exposes the component 
to an excessively high temperature (hundreds of degrees above normal), to the point where deformation or yielding 
occurs. Overheating results from abnormal conditions such as loss of coolant flow and excessive temperature excursion. 
In general, short-term overheating failures involve considerable deformation in the form of metal elongation and 
reduction in wall area or cross section. Such failures often are characterized as having knife-edge fracture surfaces, in the 
case of tubes. Figure 1(a) (Ref 4) illustrates the elongation and deformation normally encountered with short-term 
overheating. For example, in tubes, wall thinning and local bulging precede the actual fracture, because the strength of the 
material is reduced at the higher temperature. A fishmouth appearance, with thin-edge fracture surfaces at considerable 
swelling, is typical for a ferrite steel tube that has failed before its temperature has exceeded the upper critical temperature 
(Ac3). If, however, the tube temperature was high enough to transform the iron in the steel from ferrite to austenite, there 
is no noticeable “necking down,” or reduction, in wall thickness of the fracture edges. There is still metal elongation and 
tube swelling, so that measurement of the tube diameter shows an increase. A metallurgical analysis of the microstructure 
of the steel should be performed to confirm that the tube temperature prior to failure was high enough to transform the 
ferrite to austenite. 
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Fig. 1  Typical short-term overheating and long-term creep failures. (a) Typical thin-lip, 
short-term overheating failure of a 9.5 cm (3.75 in.) outside diam by 8.7 mm ( 11

32
 in.) wall 

tube. Scaling caused the 13 cm (5 in.) knife-edge rupture. (b) Typical thick-lip, long-term 
creep failure 
High-Temperature Creep. Failures can result from high-temperature creep. Metal degradation and permanent deformation 
occur with time, depending on the actual temperature and stress levels. If temperatures and stresses exceed design-
selection values, the component exhibits a higher creep rate and fails earlier than expected. High-temperature-creep 
failures sometimes are called “long-term” or “extended” overheating failures. Such a failure results from a relatively 
continuous extended period of slight overheating (differential between design and actual operating temperatures), a 
slowly increasing level of temperature or stress, or accumulation from several periods of excessive overheating. The creep 
damage occurs along the grain boundaries of the material and is aligned 90° from the direction of applied tensile stress. 
Creep deformation results in little or no reduction in wall thickness but produces measurable creep elongation or increases 
in diameter in ferritic steel tubes. 
For a tube, high-temperature creep usually results in a longitudinal fracture on the heated side of the tube. The extent of 
the fracture may vary and have different physical appearances. A small fracture forms a blister-type opening, whereas a 
large fracture exhibits a wide, gaping, fishmouth-type appearance. The fracture surface has thick edges or thick lips, 
because the creep damage creates linkups of individual voids and black oxide-filled cracks. Secondary cracking adjacent 
to the main fracture is extensive and is a positive indication of creep, although the absence of longitudinal cracks in the 
brittle iron oxide scale does not mean that creep swelling has not occurred. Failures of intermediate duration at 
moderately high temperatures exhibit some deformation and wall-thickness reduction. Figure 1(b) shows a high-
temperature-creep failure due to overheating over a substantial length of the tube. The fishmouth opening exposes the 
thick-edge fracture surfaces. 
Creep is time-dependent strain, which can cause failures when a component operating at high temperatures under steady 
load is so deformed or distorted that it can no longer perform its intended function. Creep deformation is typically 
characterized by time-dependent strain curves, as discussed in more detail in the article “Creep and Stress Rupture 
Failures” in this Volume. Most (but not all) creep curves show three distinct stages, as briefly described in the following. 
Creep strength (i.e., the resistance to creep deformation) of a metal is determined by a variety of factors, including 
composition, melting and deoxidation practice, grain size (inherent or actual), heat treatment, and loading magnitude. 
Creep curves are used for life assessment evaluations, and the three stages are shown schematically in Fig. 2. Following 
initial elastic strain resulting from immediate effects of the load, there is a region of increasing plastic flow at decreasing 
strain rate (first-stage, or primary, creep). This first-stage creep represents an adjustment within the metal, which occurs in 
the first few moments after initial loading. The creep rate then decreases as crystallographic imperfections undergo 
realignment, which then leads to secondary creep. 
 



 

Fig. 2  Schematic tension-creep curve showing the three stages of creep 
Next is a region of fairly constant strain rate (second-stage, secondary, or steady-state creep). Secondary, or second-stage, 
creep is an equilibrium condition between the mechanisms of work hardening and recovery. A constant but relatively low 
creep rate characterizes this stage. This constant or steady-state creep rate generally is the minimum creep rate and is 
widely used in engineering studies. Secondary creep is essentially a transition between primary and tertiary creep, even 
though it usually occupies the major portion of the time duration of a creep test. On a strain-time curve, this transition 
zone in creep-resistant materials is sufficiently flat, so that the minimum creep rate is applicable to virtually all of the 
secondary creep. 
Finally there is a region of drastically increased strain rate, which rapidly extends to fracture (third-stage, or tertiary, 
creep). This third and final stage of creep (Fig. 2) refers to the region of increasing rate of extension, which is followed by 
fracture. Tertiary creep occurs when reduction in cross-sectional area resulting from cracking, necking, or both 
accelerates the creep rate. Environmental conditions that decrease the cross-sectional area may also increase the rate. 
Tertiary creep may also result from metallurgical changes, such as recrystallization under load, which promote rapid 
deformation, accompanied by work hardening that is insufficient to retard the increased flow of metal. Microscopic 
discontinuities, such as grain-boundary voids and cracks, develop and grow during tertiary creep. As these voids and 
cracks interact and join, stress rupture may occur (Ref 3), as described in more detail in the article “Creep and Stress 
Rupture Failures” in this Volume. 
Elevated-Temperature Fatigue. In service, the steady loads or stresses to which components are subjected often are 
accompanied by mechanically induced cyclic loads responsible for failure by fatigue. The effect of temperature on fatigue 
strength is important, because fatigue strength and tensile strength decrease with increasing temperature. However, the 
precise relationship between temperature and fatigue strength varies widely. It is often dependent on the alloy, the 
temperature to which it is subject, and the duration of peak load. The variation of the fatigue crack growth as a function of 
temperature is shown in Fig. 3. For a more detailed description of this effect, see Ref 5. 
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Fig. 3  Variation of the fatigue crack growth rate as a function of temperature. (a) 
Temperature effect on fatigue crack threshold and growth rates. (b) Variation of fatigue 
crack growth rates at ΔK of 30 MPa m  (27 ksi in ) 
Fatigue life assessment can be estimated using three different methods. The method selected depends on whether one is 
evaluating the fatigue crack initiation or crack propagation or even total fatigue life. For fatigue crack initiation, the 
alternating stress (S) versus the number of cycles (N) to fail is typically represented by an S-N curve. For fatigue life, 
accounting for the elastic and plastic behavior, strain-life approach may be considered. For fatigue crack propagation, the 
crack growth rate (da/dN) versus the stress-intensity value (ΔK), typically represented by a da/dN versus ΔK plot, is used. 
Later in this article is a discussion on consideration of elevated-temperature crack growth. Greater details on the ways to 
determine fatigue behavior are discussed in the article “Fatigue-Life Assessment” in this Volume and in Ref 6. 



Thermal Fatigue. Mechanical conditions are not the only sources of cyclic loading, which can contribute to fatigue 
failure. Transient thermal gradients within a component can induce plastic strains; if these thermal gradients are applied 
repeatedly, the resulting cyclic strain can induce failure. This process is known as thermal fatigue. Thermal fatigue is 
often considered a low-cycle failure mechanism that occurs due to operating conditions. Thermal fatigue can be defined 
as the gradual deterioration and eventual cracking of a material by alternating heating and cooling, during which free 
thermal expansion is partially or fully constrained. The constraint of a part or material does not allow free expansion to 
occur. 
For example, thermal strains are generated in the airfoils, because the outer surfaces change temperature more rapidly 
than the metal within. The effects of thermal fatigue may develop in airfoils after a relatively short service life (10,000 to 
100,000 cycles). In turbine airfoils, creep strains are superimposed on cyclic thermal strains and thus account for a further 
reduction in life expectancy. 
Thermal-fatigue cracks usually initiate at the surface, then propagate oriented perpendicular to the surface and the plane 
of maximum stress. They may occur singly or in multiples but often occur in multiples. Because the crack initiates 
externally, the amount of corrosion or oxidation along the surface of a thermal-fatigue crack is inversely proportional to 
the depth of the crack. Thermal-fatigue cracks usually progress transgranularly. However, in the presence of intergranular 
oxidation, which may help to initiate the cracks, TMF cracks tend to propagate along the grain boundaries. Examples of 
such cracks in land-based gas turbine blades are shown in Fig. 4. In TMF life prediction methods, the wave form, 
particularly the phasing between strain and temperature, is extremely important in determining life. The wave form is 
established by the temperature or strain versus the time. More information is presented later in this article. 
 

 

Fig. 4  Examples of thermal-mechanical fatigue cracking and oxidation in a first-stage 
turbine blade 
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Metallurgical Instabilities 

Metallurgical instabilities form when superalloy turbine blades and steel tubes or piping are exposed to elevated 
temperatures for long times. Typical metallurgical instabilities for turbine blades include carbide coarsening, gamma-
prime formation, and hot corrosion. For steel alloys used for tubes and piping, carbide spheroidization and coalescence, 
sigma-phase formation, sensitization, and temper embrittlement reduce the life expectancy of a component. 

Steel-Based Alloys 

Steel-based alloys, such as carbon steels, low-alloy steels, and stainless steels, are used at elevated-temperature 
applications for tubing and piping. The steel-based alloys perform well if operated within the limitations of the material. 
If steel is exposed at temperatures and stresses that exceed the normal recommended operating conditions, then 
metallurgical instabilities can occur that reduce the life of a component. A few of the more common instabilities are 
discussed briefly. 
Carbide Changes. The gradual change of the carbide microstructure under prolonged heating may lead to a reduction of 
creep-strength properties of as much as 25% or more of carbon steel, carbon-molybdenum steel, and certain of the low-
alloy chromium-molybdenum steels (Ref 7). The effect of temperature in changing the form of carbide in plain low-
carbon steel is as follows. In low-carbon steel before service, the carbide is present as pearlite, which consists of alternate 
lamellae of iron carbide and ferrite. Following heating, the pearlite starts to spheroidize, sometimes known as divorce of 
pearlite, and continued heating causes complete spheroidization and finally coalescence into large particles of iron 
carbide. Still further heating may cause final reversion of the iron carbide to graphite, which may result in loss of impact 
and ductility and reduction of tensile strength properties. Figure 5 shows spheroidization and graphitization that can occur 
in carbon steel when exposed to heating at 540 °C (1000 °F). The addition of chromium together with other strong 
carbide formers, such as tungsten, vanadium, molybdenum, niobium, and titanium, tends to stabilize the carbide 
constituent so that it does not ultimately revert to graphite, but such carbides undergo progressive spheroidization and 
coalescence under suitable temperature environments. 
 

 

Fig. 5  Representative microstructures of carbon steel tubes. (a) Lamellar pearlite of a 
tube before service. (b) Spheroidization of iron carbide (Fe3C) in steel tube after exposure 
to long heating at 540 °C (1000 °F). (c) Graphitization that occurred in a carbon steel 
component 
The change of the lamellae of iron carbide to altered carbide microstructures goes on quite slowly at temperatures below 
540 °C (1000 °F) but occurs with increasing rapidity as temperatures increase above 540 °C (1000 °F), arriving at a 



maximum just below the Ac1 transformation temperature. At the Ac1 temperature (which is approximately 705°C, or 1300 
°F), carbon or carbide begins to go into solution in the ferrite. 
Examination of the carbide microstructure, the correlation to stress-rupture test results, and hardness data can be useful in 
establishing the reduction of life in properties at the corresponding operating temperatures and stresses. For more details, 
see the section “Life Assessment Methods for Power Plant Piping and Tubing” in this article. 
Sigma-Phase Formation. Sigma phase sometimes is found in austenitic stainless steel weld metal as well as in gas turbine 
nickel-base superalloys. Although sigma phase can occur in the as-welded condition in stainless steels, it is more 
commonly encountered after long exposures at temperatures of 595 to 870 °C (1100 to 1600 °F). Sigma is a brittle, 
intermetallic, chromium-rich phase that forms in austenitic stainless steels after prolonged exposure to temperatures in the 
595 to 930 °C (1100 to 1700 °F) range. Only alloys containing more than approximately 16.5% Cr are affected. The 
effects of sigma are variable, depending in large part on the amount, size, and distribution of the phase present. Materials 
with appreciable sigma exhibit a loss in notch tensile strength, ductility, and impact toughness at room temperature. 
Operation of equipment with sigma at service conditions may not be a problem; however, to avoid failures during 
shutdown, it is imperative that procedures be in place to minimize thermal shock and differential thermal contraction 
stresses. Sigma phase may embrittle austenitic stainless steel at room temperature; however, it ordinarily is not a problem 
at operating temperatures above 650 °C (1200 °F). Figure 6 shows a crack between delta ferrite and sigma phase that 
occurred in type 347 stainless steel component (Ref 3). Gas turbine superalloys exhibit lower impact strength even at high 
temperatures, due to sigma-phase formation, and become highly susceptible to foreign object damage (FOD) and 
domestic object damage (DOD). 
 

 

Fig. 6  Crack propagation through delta ferrite and sigma phases in type 347 stainless 
steel. Source: Ref 3  
Sensitization. Certain austenitic stainless steel and higher-nickel alloys are susceptible to sensitization when held for long 
periods in the 480 to 870 °C (900 to 1600 °F) temperature range. Sensitization refers to the precipitation of a continuous 
grain-boundary network of chromium-rich carbides, rendering adjacent areas depleted of the necessary chromium to resist 
aqueous corrosion and high-temperature oxidation phenomenon. When elevated-temperature service in the sensitizing 
range is anticipated, stabilized or low-carbon grades of stainless steel are specified. The stabilized grades (type 321 or 
347) work by adding strong carbide-forming elements, such as niobium or titanium, to the stainless steel chemistry. These 
stabilizers preferentially form carbides in place of chromium, preventing chromium depletion in service. The other 
approach is to reduce the carbon level of the stainless steel to minimize the degree of sensitization in service. Susceptible 
stainless steel, such as type 304 and type 316 austenitic grades, are exposed to sensitizing conditions in refineries. 
Problems often arise during down periods, when this equipment, containing sulfide scales, is exposed to steam (moisture) 
and air. 
Temper embrittlement occurs predominantly in alloy steels subjected to a temperature range that results in embrittling 
from elements of phosphorus, tin, antimony, and arsenic in the steel. Consequently, the material becomes less ductile, and 
the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature shifts toward the highest temperatures. For example, studies conducted on 
1CrMoV rotors that were exposed in the range of 370 to 425 °C (700 to 800 °F) showed the greatest loss of ductility and 
shift in the fracture transition temperature (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7  Plot showing the effect of temper embrittlement on the fracture toughness of a 
1CrMoV steel. Source: Ref 8  
Hydrogen Attack. Although not a common occurrence in gas turbines, high-temperature exposure of carbon and low-alloy 
steels used for piping and pressure vessels to high-pressure hydrogen leads to a special form of degradation known as 
hydrogen attack. In contrast to hydrogen embrittlement, which degrades toughness at low temperatures and imposes 
restrictions on start-up and shutdown procedures, hydrogen attack leads to a degradation of material properties at the 
operating temperature. 
Some equipment involves the use of, or production of, hydrogen at high pressures and at temperatures of 230 °C (450 °F) 
or above. These service conditions lead to the deterioration of metal components and result in failure, notably of pressure 
vessels and pipes. Under certain conditions of temperature and hydrogen partial pressure, atomic hydrogen permeates the 
steel and reduces iron carbide (Fe3C) to form methane (CH4). The methane does not diffuse from the metal, and its 
pressure may exceed the cohesive strength of the metal and cause fissuring between grains. When fissuring occurs, the 
ductility of the metal is significantly and permanently lowered. The severity of hydrogen attack increases with increasing 
temperature and hydrogen partial pressure. 
Usually, hydrogen attack occurs in three stages: (1) atomic hydrogen diffuses into the metal, (2) decarburization occurs 
(in steel), and (3) intergranular fissuring occurs. A metal that has undergone only the first stage of hydrogen attack suffers 
a loss in ductility that is considered temporary, because ductility can be restored by heating. However, when the internal 
pressure generated by the entrapped methane exceeds the strength of the metal and results in formation of the fissure, 
permanent, irreversible embrittlement results. Consequently, the term hydrogen attack denotes the permanent 
embrittlement that occurs in the second and third stages. 
Hydrogen attack is a decarburization reaction. If the attack is confined to the surface, it is known as surface attack. If the 
attack occurs internally, the resultant product—that is, methane—is unable to escape, forms bubbles, and leads to 
permanent internal damage. The methane bubbles nucleate as carbides grow under methane pressure and link up to form 
fissures and cracks, as shown in Fig. 8 (Ref 4). Such internal hydrogen cracks occurring in large steam turbine forgings 
are known as “hydrogen flakes” due to their cornflakelike appearance. 



 

Fig. 8  Hydrogen-damaged refinery platformer line (carbon steel, 0.5% Mo). (a) 
Undamaged microstructure. (b) Decarburization region caused by hydrogen depleting the 
iron carbides. (c) Microfissuring at inclusions. (d) Hydrogen blister caused by methane 
gas formation. (a) and (b), nital etch. (c) and (d), unetched 

Nickel-Base Superalloys 

To conduct life assessment of turbine blades, it is important to understand gas turbine blade metallurgy (Ref 9). This 
section provides a general overview of nickel-base superalloys used for rotating turbine blades in industrial gas turbines. 
Several detailed reviews of the subject are available (Ref 10, 11, 12) and so the topic is discussed only briefly here, with 
specific reference to those features, that are changed by service exposure. 
During extended service, the high temperatures and stresses and exposure to operating environments result in changes to 
the microstructure and surface composition of the alloy. Because these features influence the material properties, 
corresponding changes in strength and oxidation/corrosion resistance occur. Typical nickel alloy metallurgical 
instabilities include gamma-prime overaging, carbide overaging, creep damage, oxidation/hot corrosion damage, and 
coating degradation. 
Strengthening Mechanisms. Almost all of the alloys used in industrial gas turbine blades belong to the family of 
precipitation-hardened alloys. High creep, tensile, and fatigue strengths are achieved in superalloys by a variety of 
strengthening mechanisms. The most important mechanisms, both in terms of their contribution to alloy strength and in 
terms of changes occurring during service, are the effects of gamma prime and carbide precipitation. Other mechanisms 
include solid-solution strengthening effects in the matrix and grain-boundary strengthening effects. 
Gamma-Prime Precipitation. The principal strengthening mechanism in nickel-base blade alloys is the precipitation of 
gamma prime. The common microstructural feature in these alloys is the presence of coherent precipitates of gamma-
prime phase in austenitic nickel-chromium matrix. The gamma-prime phase is a face-centered cubic compound with a 
composition A3B, where typically A is nickel and, to a lesser extent, cobalt; and B is aluminum and, to a lesser extent, 
titanium, niobium, and tantalum. The precipitated gamma-prime particles act to obstruct dislocation motion and therefore 
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provide resistance to deformation. The strengthening gamma-prime particle size and morphology in nickel-base 
superalloys is not stable over long periods at engine operating temperatures (Ref 13). After heat treatment, the gamma-
prime phase is very nearly at equilibrium with the matrix, and therefore, little additional precipitation or growth of gamma 
prime occurs from supersaturation of the matrix. Gamma-prime overaging, shown in Fig. 9, can occur, which 
compromises the properties and reduces the life of turbine blades. 
 

 

Fig. 9  Gamma-prime overaging in a nickel-base alloy turbine blade material. (a) SEM 
micrograph of the blade material, showing the breakdown of the eutectic gamma prime 
(5) and the spreading of the coarse gamma prime. Smaller particles of fine aging gamma 
prime (4), which would appear between the coarse gamma prime, are completely 
dissolved (indicated by the arrow). (b) SEM micrograph of a known, good blade material 
standard showing the (1) eutectic gamma prime, (2) metal carbide particle, (3) coarse 
gamma prime, and (4) fine aging gamma prime 
Carbide Precipitation and Overaging. In addition to the gamma-prime phase, all turbine blade alloys form carbide 
precipitates of two principal types. Primary carbides, which form when carbon reacts with strong carbide-forming 
elements such as tantalum and titanium during the solidification of the molten alloy, have the formula MC, where M is 
the metallic element. Typically, such carbides have a blocky or scriptlike morphology, as shown in Fig. 10. Secondary 
carbides are formed at lower temperatures from the remaining carbon dissolved in the matrix and from the breakdown of 
MC carbides. 
 



 

Fig. 10  Metal carbide (MC) and grain-boundary film in a Waspaloy forging. The grain-
boundary carbide films substantially reduce stress-rupture life. Transmission electron 
micrograph, 3400× 
The cause of degradation of impact properties of superalloys is microstructural instability at prolonged high-temperature 
exposure. The principal microstructural changes associated with embrittlement are transformation of the metastable MC 
carbides to the stable M23C6 grain-boundary carbides, and their growth leads to a continuous carbide film that embrittles 
the grain boundaries. Taking replicas (Ref 14, 15) from the surface of blades and comparing the aged microstructure with 
microstructures of known impact toughness facilitates assessment of the degree of embrittlement. 
Oxidation and Hot Corrosion Resistance. The operating environment of a gas turbine blade contains significant levels of 
oxygen and smaller amounts of other elements, such as sulfur, that react readily with metals at operating temperatures. 
Hot corrosion is a severely accelerated form of environmental attack, which occurs by a combination of oxidation and 
sulfidation in contaminated operating environments. The most common contaminants, which lead to hot corrosion, are 
sodium and sulfur. However, other metallic impurities, such as potassium, vanadium, lead, and molybdenum, can lead to 
accelerated attack. Two distinct hot corrosion mechanisms have been recognized: Type 1 hot corrosion occurs between 
800 and 925 °C (1470 and 1700 °F), while Type 2 hot corrosion occurs between 600 and 750 °C (1110 and 1380 °F). In 
both cases, the protective oxide layer is melted by a fluxing reaction, allowing greatly accelerated oxidation and 
sulfidation to occur. The mechanisms by which the fluxing occurs vary, depending on the contaminant type and 
concentration. Figure 11 shows hot corrosion attack of nickel-base alloy René 77 (Ref 4). 
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Fig. 11  Hot corrosion attack of René 77 nickel-base alloy turbine blades. (a) Land-based, 
first-stage turbine blade. Notice deposit buildup, flaking, and splitting of leading edge. (b) 
Stationary vanes. (c) A land-based, first-stage gas turbine blade that had type 2 hot 
corrosion attack. (d) A metallurgical cross section showing the layered corrosion attack of 
the blade shown in Type 1 and (c) 
 
The use of protective coatings can greatly increase the lives of turbine blades for operating conditions in which the 
oxidation or hot corrosion resistance of the base material is unacceptable (Ref 16, 17). Two generic coating types are used 
for blade applications: diffusion coatings and overlay coatings. Both types of coatings result in a surface layer enriched in 
oxide-forming elements to promote formation of a protective oxide layer. However, the protective coatings themselves 
are subject to degradation under engine operating conditions and thus have limited lives. Life assessment of coatings is 
discussed later in this article. 
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Gas Turbine Blade Life Assessment 

Gas turbine blades often require a life assessment after the turbine has been in operation because of an overtemperature 
situation or possible end of blade usefulness. Combustion turbine hot section rotating blades are fabricated from nickel-
base superalloys and operate at high temperatures and aggressive environments. Both metallurgical and mechanical 
property degradation of the blading material occurs during service, which can limit the useful service life of blades. It is 
important to assess the condition of blades periodically and to estimate the remaining life to provide guidelines for 
replacement or reconditioning of the blades. A properly managed life assessment and refurbishment program can extend 
the life of present and future turbines by many years, thus avoiding major capital expenditure for the utilities (Ref 9). 
A number of land-based turbines currently in operation have been in service in excess of 50,000 h. Thus, there is a 
growing need in the industry to assess the remaining life of aging components. Operating practices vary widely among 
utilities and can be different from the manufacturer's recommended practice. Both above-design (e.g., rapid cycling) and 
below-design (e.g., degrading) operation are common. 
To accomplish reliability, proper techniques and tools for assessing the expended as well as remaining life of blades are 
required. Another important consideration is the safety of plant and personnel. Failure of blades in gas turbines can lead to 
consequential damage of other components downstream and to catastrophic failure of the turbine. Accurate life 
assessment methods and techniques can help avoid such occurrences. 
Trends in turbine use increase the need for improved life assessment techniques. There is an increasing trend in the use of 
gas turbines in cogeneration and in combined cycle plants, operating in base load or intermediate load configurations. 
These types of duty cycles require high-reliability components with greater longevity than expected of machines 
operating under peak duty. There is also a trend toward increasing turbine inlet temperatures to increase turbine 
efficiency. Time-dependent damage mechanisms such as creep, corrosion, as well as TMF can become more important in 
this context. 
Useful service life of gas turbine blades depends on the time it requires to initiate engineering-size cracks, or irreparable 
loss of metal occurs by FOD or corrosion. Cracks may initiate due to the exhaustion of creep life (which may manifest in 
the form of numerous creep cavities at critical locations of a blade), due to the accumulation of cyclic damage under TMF 
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conditions, or due to the deterioration of the protective coating under hot corrosion or TMF. Once a crack initiates, it may 
propagate rapidly, causing failure of the blade under high-cycle vibratory loading conditions. Thus, for the purpose of 
estimating expended and remaining life of blades, it is assumed that terminal condition is reached when it is determined 
that a crack is initiated. Various methods are available to determine blade life under a specified failure mode, that is, 
creep, high-cycle fatigue, low-cycle fatigue, TMF, and so on. Methods that combine synergistic effects of the various 
damage mechanisms are scarce. 

Gas Turbine Engine Component Operating Conditions 

Because operating temperatures range from ambient to above 1205 °C (2200 °F), gas turbine engine components are 
made of a variety of metals. Steels and titanium alloys are used for the relatively cool components, such as those in the 
fan and low-pressure compressor sections. Nickel-base, iron-nickel, and iron-base heat-resisting alloys are used for 
“warm” parts, such as shafts, turbine disks, high-pressure compressor disks, and cases. Nickel-base and cobalt-base heat-
resisting alloys are used for hot parts, such as burners, turbine blades, and vanes. 
Turbine blades and vanes are designed for high strength at elevated temperatures. First-stage turbine vanes are exposed to 
hot gases from the burner, with or at temperatures in excess of 1205 °C (2200 °F); consequently, airfoil metal 
temperatures may exceed 980 °C (1800 °F). Figure 12 shows some heat-damaged turbine blades. Creep is a problem, in 
that blades and vanes will stretch. Stretch is acceptable, provided that it remains within the limits established by engine 
design. Occasionally, however, components are exposed to excessive temperatures and stretch beyond limits, which may 
lead to premature component failures. 
 

 

Fig. 12  Heat-damaged turbine blades. (a) Heat-damaged first- or second-stage turbine 
blade (A), which remained intact but with a darkened appearance. It is common to have 
blades that appear to be in relatively good condition but with an underlying 
overtemperature condition. (b) Two third-stage blades (B) with significant airfoil damage 
from the overtemperature condition, which had a detrimental effect on their 



microstructures. The fourth-stage blades (C) ruptured as a result of lower fracture 
toughness and creep resistance, which is caused by elevated-temperature operation in gas 
turbine engines. 
Because stress-rupture failures normally initiate at the grain-boundary interfaces, a logical approach is to reduce the grain-
boundary interfaces or completely eliminate grain boundaries. Directional-solidification (DS) and single-crystal (SC) 
alloys were developed to increase high-temperature strength and minimize failures. Directional-solidification alloys for 
gas turbine blades have columnar crystals grown with their long axes parallel to the length of the airfoil, which is the 
direction of principal stress. Directional-solidification alloys were introduced into military and commercial aircraft gas 
turbines in the 1960s and 1970s, respectively. In the 1980s, DS alloys were used in land-based turbines. In the early 
1980s, SC alloys were used for commercial test engines. In the 1990s, SC alloys were used in land-based turbine 
applications. Table 1 shows some of the land-based turbine alloys used for turbine blades (buckets), vanes, and nozzles 
(Ref 3, 4). 

Table 1   Land-based gas turbine alloys used for blades, vanes, and nozzles 
Alloy designation Description 
Alloys for blades and buckets  
Udimet 520 Wrought nickel-base alloy 
Udimet 500 Cast nickel-base alloy 
IN 738 Conventionally cast nickel-base alloy, high carbon 
IN 738LC Conventionally cast nickel-base alloy, low carbon 
DS CM 247 LC Directionally cast nickel-base alloy, low carbon 
GTD 111 Conventionally and directionally cast nickel-base alloy 
SC René N5 Single-crystal nickel-base alloy 
PWA 1483 Single-crystal nickel-base alloy 
Alloys for vanes and nozzles  
IN 939 Conventionally cast nickel-base alloy 
IN 738LC Conventionally cast nickel-base alloy, low carbon 
FSX-414 Conventionally cast cobalt-base alloy 
ECY-768/X-45 Conventionally cast cobalt-base alloy 
DS CM 247 LC Directionally cast nickel-base alloy, low carbon 
PWA 1483 Single-crystal nickel-base alloy 

Gas Turbine Blade Life Assessment Methods 

Properties that control the integrity and useful life of blades deteriorate with time in service, and it is imperative that the 
condition of blades is assessed periodically. The “remaining life” is also estimated to determine what actions, if any, need 
to be taken to ensure continued safe and reliable operation of the turbine. 
Remaining life assessment involves providing guidelines for when to replace or recondition the blades and for selecting 
inspection intervals for reevaluation. Thus, condition/remaining life assessment is a continuous process as the turbine 
ages. Because several blade failure mechanisms may be operative depending on operating conditions, methods are needed 
to predict remaining blade life for each mechanism and combinations thereof. 
Various life prediction methodologies have been developed, and many are still under active development for application 
in jet engines as well as land-based gas turbines. Figure 13 illustrates the general requirements for the in-service 
assessment of land-based gas turbine blades for remaining service life. The steps in the flow diagram of Fig. 13 are 
described in following article sections, “Inspection and Evaluation” and “Remaining Life Assessment.” This guideline is 
intended to provide guidance and steps to assess blade life. This guideline does not replace what the turbine manufacturer 
or turbine operator recommends (Ref 9). 
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Fig. 13  Flow diagram for remaining life assessment of gas turbine blades 

Inspection and Evaluation 

Inspection and evaluation includes the assessment of mechanical damage, surface degradation, microstructural 
deterioration, and creep damage. Mechanical damage is generally detected by nondestructive testing techniques, while the 
balance of the damage is best detected by destructive examination. 
Step 1: Establish Evaluation Intervals. Step 1 involves establishing the evaluation intervals based on the design life and 
service history of the blade. For example, nondestructive evaluation (NDE) for mechanical damage (dents, nicks, rubbing, 
erosion, and cracking) should be performed at the interval recommended by the engine manufacturer, or, in the absence of 
such a guideline, a determined factor of the design life of the blade, such as 20% of the design life. 
Step 2: Conduct NDE. The NDE approach continuously monitors turbine operation, and a rigorous inspection program is 
imposed to periodically check for cracks by NDE and for microstructural damage by microscopic examination of the 
surface material. Various NDE methods for inspection (Ref 18) are discussed in the article “Nondestructive Evaluation 
and Life Assessment” in this Volume. It is paramount that the NDE method identifies the known damage or defect. It is 
likewise necessary that any suspect damage or defect be confirmed as present either by microstructural evaluation or 
destructive testing. The following guidelines and steps for NDE are suggested:  

• Follow manufacturer's inspection procedures, if available. 
• Clean the blade surfaces by an appropriate mechanical or chemical method, ensuring that cooling holes are not 

plugged. 
• Visually and dimensionally inspect the blades for seal wear, tip rub, rubs, FOD or DOD, cracking, surface erosion 

or coating loss, hot corrosion, or oxidation. 
• Inspect the entire surface of the blades using an approved method and type of fluorescent liquid penetrant. 
• Blades with cracks, nicks, or dents are considered not serviceable. They can be returned to a serviceable condition 

by dressing within the engine manufacturer's allowances. If such allowances are not available, limits may be 
calculated based on stress and temperature distributions in the blade. 



• Tip rubs and seal rubs are serviceable, provided they do not affect cooling air flows. However, they can adversely 
affect engine performance. Estimates of the performance penalty associated with worn blades can be made based 
on wear measurements. 

• Blades with damage extending beyond the dressing limits or welding can repair excessive wear, provided the 
extent of welding does not exceed the recommended limits. 

• Blades that are suspect or designated as inspection blades should have the microstructure evaluated by use of 
replication. 

Step 3: Conduct Destructive Evaluation. Destructive evaluation involves mechanical testing, microstructural 
characterization, and coating evaluations of blades in service. Destructive evaluation results of blades in service are 
compared to base-line blades or material data. Destructive evaluation should be performed at the interval recommended 
by the engine manufacturer, or, in the absence of such a guideline, a determined factor of the design life of the blade. For 
example, destructive evaluation may be performed at 50 to 80% of the design life initially. Subsequent evaluations may 
be performed at 20 to 50% of the design life, depending on the results of the previous evaluation. 
Selection of Sample Blade. The blade removed from the set for evaluation should be chosen to be as representative as 
possible of the balance of the set (that is, it should have the same service and manufacturing history). Records should be 
made of replacement blades, so they are not used in subsequent life assessments. 
Surface Evaluation. Following are guidelines for evaluating the surface of the sample blade (Ref 9):  

• Metallographic sections through the blade surface should be examined from the upper, middle, and lower airfoil 
at the leading and trailing edges and any other areas that appear visually to have surface damage (Fig. 14). 
Internal surfaces of cooled parts should be examined in addition to the external surfaces. 

• In uncoated blades, the total depth of environmental attack should be measured, including the depth of any oxide 
layer, the depth of internal oxidation, and the depth of the alloy-depleted zone. 

• The user should establish a criterion of acceptance. For example, uncoated blades may be considered reusable if 
the total depth of environmental attack is less than 0.05 mm (0.002 in.). Blades with attack depths greater than 
0.05 mm (0.002 in.) may also be used, if the damage can be removed by dressing within the manufacturer's 
allowable limits. For improved life, the use of a protective coating should be considered in such instances. 

• On coated blades, the remaining coating thickness, excluding any diffusion layer, should be compared in the best 
and worst sections of the blade. The original thickness of coating should be estimated based on the remaining 
thickness in the best area, and the depth of attack should be judged by the remaining thickness in the worst areas. 

• Coating life should be considered exhausted if less than 1
3

 of the original coating thickness remains unattacked. 

Such blades may be reused by reapplication of the protective coating. If base metal attack has occurred, the 
damaged areas must be removed by dressing within the manufacturer's allowable limits prior to recoating. Blades 
with attack deeper than the manufacturer's allowable dressing limits are unrepairable. 

• Remaining coating life on coatings with more than 1
3

 of the original coating thickness remaining may be 

estimated by assuming a linear rate of attack; for example, a coating with 1
3

 of its thickness attacked has had 1
2

 

of its life exhausted. 
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Fig. 14  Sectioning of turbine blades for metallographic examination. (a) Typical locations 
for cross sectioning of turbine blades. (b) View of Sectioned blade 
Microstructural Evaluation. Following are guidelines for analyzing the microstructure of the sample blade:  

• Metallurgical samples from the upper, middle, and lower airfoil and root section of the blade and from any other 
location that appears visually to have been at higher temperature should be prepared for metallographic 
examination. Sections should be oriented in a direction parallel to the stress axis. 

• All samples (especially the longitudinal samples) should be examined by optical microscopy for the presence of 
intergranular creep voids. Any blades in which creep voids are identified are unserviceable, unless repaired or 
rejuvenated. 

• All samples should be examined by optical microscopy for microstructural instabilities. Changes from the new 
material microstructure can be identified by comparing airfoil samples with those from the root. In particular, the 
presence of brittle phases, grain-boundary carbide aging, and gamma-prime aging, if visible, should be noted. 

• The microstructure of the gamma-prime phase should be examined by a scanning electron microscope technique. 
Samples should be prepared from the areas showing the most severe instability (usually the mid or upper airfoil) 
and from the root. Comparing the structures in these two areas, the degree of service aging can be identified. The 
diameter of the particles should be measured to determine the amount of particle growth that has occurred. In 
alloys with duplex gamma-prime microstructures, the absence of fine, secondary gamma-prime particles and the 
agglomeration of the primary particles should be noted, if present. 

• Microstructural analysis is generally not suitable as a sole method for identifying serviceability. Normally, the 
results are used to clarify the results of mechanical testing. For example, significant microstructural degradation 
combined with low creep properties indicates temperature-driven damage accumulation, while low creep 
properties in the absence of degradation indicate high-stress, lower-temperature damage. 

Remaining Life Assessment 

To predict the remaining life of a blade, one needs to know the operating environment, temperature distribution, and loads 
on the blade; macroscopic response of the component to the applied load and environment (i.e., stress, strain, temperature, 
corrosion, erosion, etc.); and microscopic response of the material to the applied load and environment (i.e., material 



behavior and applicable life-prediction techniques). Thus, any failure prediction model should take into account the 
physical damage mechanism(s) that lead to the final failure of the blade. Continuous damage models that lend themselves 
to analytical procedures do not always describe failure in a physically realistic manner. Furthermore, the material 
performance information is usually derived from simple tests and standard procedures under controlled conditions. 
Determining Remaining Creep Life. Several assessment techniques can be used to evaluate remaining creep life. The 
most suitable technique depends on the availability of appropriate data. Some of the techniques widely used for gas 
turbine blades are:  

• Qualification testing: The blades are tested using the same tests used to qualify lots of new material. This 
technique is widely applicable, because very little background data is necessary; however, it is limited to 
providing a pass/fail indication of serviceability rather than a remaining life estimate. The same parameters used 
to qualify new material should be used. Samples that fail to meet the minimum new material stress-rupture life 
are considered unserviceable and should be retired or refurbished by hot isostatic pressing and/or reheat 
treatment. Blades that are returned to service should be reexamined at a determined percentage of the design life 
of the blade. 

• Life fraction rule: Remaining life is determined by comparing stress-rupture properties of new material with those 
obtained after service exposure. A conservative estimate of service stress and higher-than-service temperature 
should be used. 

• Parameter-based approaches: These methods are based on a creep-property database developed by testing 
several specimens to obtain data from both long- and short-term tests. Two such methods that are widely used are 
the Larson-Miller parameter and the Monkmon-Grant parameter. 

Serviceability and remaining life are assessed differently, depending on the methodology used. 
Life Fraction Rule. The remaining life is calculated according to the equation:  

  
(Eq 1) 

where ts is time in service, tt is time to rupture in accelerated testing, Ts is time to rupture in service conditions, and Tt is 
time to rupture of virgin material in accelerated test conditions. 
Samples should be removed from the blade airfoil in the creep life-limiting section, as determined from the stress and 
temperature profiles in the blade. The orientation of samples should be parallel to the stress axis. Samples should also be 
removed from the much cooler root shank, so that unaged (original state) material can be tested for comparison purposes. 
Samples should be creep or stress-rupture tested as appropriate for the creep life assessment technique to be used. Testing 
should be performed in accordance with ASTM E 139. A minimum of two samples should be tested from the airfoil and 
at least one from the shank. 
It was proposed that for any sequence of stress and temperature combinations, the life fractions could be linearly summed, 
with failure occurring when the sum of the fractions is unity. A similar rule proposed by Lieberman (Ref 19) uses strain 
fraction instead of time. This rule is expressed by the following equation:  

∑iεi/εif = 1  (Eq 2) 
where εi is strain accumulated at stress σi and temperature Ti, and εif is time to failure at σi and Ti. 
An important assumption in applying either of the previous two summation rules is that the material behavior is not 
history-dependent. For many years the life fraction rule was assumed to be true, and procedures were developed to 
continuously monitor remaining lives of components based on it. However it has been found that the damage does not 
generally sum to unity as stated by the equation. Thus in reality the equation should be expressed in the following form 
for general application:  

∑iti/tif = k  (Eq 3) 
where k is a variable. Generally, k is a function of the sequence of loading at constant temperature for an increasing stress 
sequence, k « 1, while for a decreasing stress sequence, k → 1 (Ref 20, 21). Comparison of actual residual life versus 
predicted lives by the accelerated stress tests versus accelerated temperature tests for ferritic 1Cr-0.5Mo steel is shown in 
Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 15  Residual life predictions using the life fraction rule from increased stress and 
temperature tests for 1Cr-0.5Mo steel 
Blades should be retired or refurbished if the ts/Ts ratio exceeds an established value, for example, 0.6. Blades returned to 
service should be reexamined after half of the remaining life or half the design life, whichever interval is shorter. For 
blades that are considered unserviceable due to creep void formation, blades may be rejuvenated by an approved hot 
isostatic pressing method. For blades that are considered unserviceable due to unacceptable size of gamma-prime phase, 
blades may be rejuvenated by an approved reheat treatment. 
The life fraction rule is discussed further in the section “Life Assessment Methods for Power Plant Piping and Tubing” in 
this article. 
Time-Temperature Parameter Approaches. Design of gas turbine blades is based on extrapolation of relatively short-time 
test data to the planned lifetime of the component. The shortcomings and uncertainties associated with the prediction of 
long-time creep behavior using such data is discussed in this section. Numerous time-temperature parametric methods to 
correlate and extrapolate creep data are cited in the literature. The most popular time-temperature parametric methods are 
the Larson-Miller parameter (LMP) (Ref 22), the Orr, Sherby, and Dorn (OSD) parameter (Ref 23), the Manson-Haferd 
parameter (Ref 24), and the minimum commitment parameter (Ref 25). 
The time-temperature parameters are used to correlate the creep-rupture test variables of temperature and time with stress. 
They are also used to correlate stress with temperature and minimum strain rate. Properly developed correlations can be 
used for the following purposes in the gas turbine hot section blade evaluation:  

• To represent creep data obtained from testing in a compact format, which allows analytical treatment and analysis 
and to extrapolate (or interpolate) the data when experimental data are not available 

• To provide a simple way to compare the creep behavior of various superalloys and rate them in a relative manner 
• To extrapolate to time ranges on the order of expected blade lives, because it is impractical to perform such long-

term tests due to time and cost limitations 

A time-temperature parameter, P(t, T), is an analytical expression containing both time (t) and temperature (T) in such a 
way that any combination of these two variables that produces the same numerical value of the parameter causes failure at 
the same stress level, that is:  

P(t, T) = G(σ)  (Eq 4) 
where G is a function of the stress level, σ. 
The temperature dependency is expressed by an Arrhenius factor (e-Q/RT) where Q is activation energy, R is gas constant, 
and T is temperature. Applying this factor to analyses of creep-rupture properties of low-alloy and stainless steels, Larson 
and Miller (Ref 3) obtained the following parameter:  

LMP = T(C + log t)  (Eq 5) 
where C is a material constant (usually assumed to be equal to 20), and T is the absolute temperature (273 + °C, or 460 + 
°F), and t is time in hours. However, the constant C in the LMP changes as a function of time. Figure 16 shows a typical 
Larson-Miller rupture curve. 



 

Fig. 16  Plot of Larson-Miller rupture parameter and stress for annealed 2 1
4

Cr-1Mo steel 
In addition to the LMP, other parameters may be considered. Predictions using the OSD and LMP methods are illustrated 
in Fig. 17 for IN 738. The actual test data is up to 20,000 h. Both parameters are excellent in predictions up to 100,000 h 
at the two lower temperatures. However, at higher temperature, the deviation is large, the LMP being on the 
nonconservative side. A sensitivity analysis using slightly different Q/R values to calculate the OSD parameter was also 
performed and the results plotted, as in Fig. 17(b). Approximately a 10% decrease in the Q/R value resulted in 40% less 
life, and a similar increase in the value of Q/R produced a proportional increase in life. The Larson-Miller master curve 
and isothermal curves are shown in Fig. 17(c) and (d), respectively. These authors concluded from their statistical 
regression analysis that the scatter in the creep-rupture life distribution is inherent to the material properties and/or to the 
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testing procedure. Effective fit of the data was achieved by all three parameters. However, the authors concluded that the 
minimum commitment method is the most reliable extrapolation method (Ref 26). 
 

 

Fig. 17  Long-term creep predictions using the Larson-Miller and Orr-Sherby-Dorn 
(OSD) time-temperature parameters for IN 738 alloy. (a) Correlation of Larson-Miller 
and OSD data. (b) Effect of changing the activation energy on creep predictions. (c) 
Larson-Miller master curve. (d) Larson-Miller isothermal rupture curve 
Impact Testing. In some cases, other mechanical tests, such as stress-rupture or impact tests, are run. For example, blades 
that are prone to serious embrittlement or FOD should be impact and tensile tested. Foreign object damage occurs when 
solid objects (debris and loose hardware) in the flow impact the rotor blades. The cost of replacing a badly impact-
damaged stage of blades and vanes of a large frame engine can exceed $1,000,000. It is therefore important to monitor 
blades to determine when such blades become inordinately vulnerable to impact by even small foreign objects. 
The most accurate way of establishing the condition and remaining life of a service-run blade is by sacrificing one or 
more representative blades from the row and by machining test samples from the airfoil at strategic locations. Because 
aging effects on impact toughness are greatest at high temperatures, the samples should be removed from the hottest 
regions of the blade subject to impact. Impact usually occurs in the upper half of the airfoil on the suction surface of the 
leading-edge side of the blade. Maximum-temperature regions can be identified by examination of microstructural test 
samples. 
Monitoring can be accomplished by tracking impact toughness using a plot of aging parameter (Larson-Miller time-
temperature parameter) versus impact toughness, as shown in Fig. 18, and scheduling a hot parts inspection when it is 
predicted that toughness has decreased to a minimally acceptable value (Ref 27). 



 

Fig. 18  Effect of aging in terms of the Larson-Miller parameter on toughness of U-710 
tested at 900 °C (1650 °F) 
For uncooled airfoils, full-sized Charpy V-notch (CVN) specimens can usually be machined from the maximum-
temperature region of the airfoil. For cooled blades, it is important to remove samples as close to the surface as possible, 
because the surface runs substantially hotter than the interior. This necessitates testing subsize CVN samples. In order to 
calibrate subsize results, control tests must be run on identical samples removed from the root shank, where the 
temperatures are low enough that embrittlement does not occur. This should be done in any case because it establishes the 
initial versus aged condition of that particular lot of blade material. 
Values from high-temperature (830 °C, or 1526 °F) impact toughness measurements using half-sized CVN specimens 
from cooled service-run U-710 and IN 738 blades are given in Table 2 (Ref 10). Obviously, these one-half-sized U-710 
samples were much less embrittled than the full-sized samples from the aforementioned uncooled U-710 blade (Table 2), 
inasmuch as the half-sized specimens absorbed as much energy as the full-sized specimens. This is because they were 
removed from the cool interior of the blade—between cooling holes—where the temperature was probably 85 °C (150 
°F) cooler than the surface of the cooled blade and the bulk of the uncooled blade. 

Table 2   Impact test results at 830 °C (1525 °F) for samples taken from retired blades 
Absorbed energy, J (ft · lbf) Blade history Alloy Specimen 
Individual Average 

Full-sized specimens  
1 2.4 (1.8) 
2 2.8 (2.1) 
3 3.1 (2.3) 

9333 h, uncooled; from row 1 blade U-710 

4 3.0 (2.2) 

2.8 (2.1) 

Half-sized specimens(a)  
1 2.6 (1.9) 
2 2.8 (2.1) 

10,000 h, cooled; from row 1 blade U-710 

3 2.8 (2.1) 

2.7 (2.0) 
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1 2.0 (1.5) 
2 2.3 (1.7) 

8242 h, cooled; from row 1 blade IN 738 

3 2.7 (2.0) 

2.3 (1.7) 

 
(a) The impact strength of a standard full-sized Charpy specimen is estimated to be roughly four times that of a half-sized 
specimen. These specimens were taken from the airfoil between cooling channels located along the chamber line of the 
U-710 blade and between the cooling holes and airfoil surface of the IN 738 blade. 
Thermal-Mechanical Fatigue Life Assessment. The hot gas path components of a gas turbine experience a complex 
thermal and mechanical history during a typical cycle of operation, consisting of start-up, steady-state operation, and 
shutdown. Temperature gradients and mechanical constraints during this cycling give rise to cyclic thermal stresses, 
which can lead to fatigue damage and eventual failure. Among the rotating components, the first-stage blades are 
particularly prone to TMF, because they experience the most severe environment. As far as remaining TMF life 
assessment is concerned, postservice accelerated testing procedures are not as well established as they are for creep. 
Thermal-mechanical fatigue tests are highly accelerated to begin with, and hence, the effects of thermal aging are not 
simulated. 
In TMF life prediction methods, the wave form, particularly the phasing between strain and temperature, is extremely 
important in determining life. The wave form is established by the temperature or strain versus the time. Based on the 
results of an extensive study of many materials, Kuwabara (Ref 28) found that the wave form or shape can affect the 
fatigue life. For example, two phases that affect life are out-of-phase (OP), minimum strain at maximum temperature, and 
in-phase (IP), maximum strain at maximum temperature, cycles. Based on a plot of total or inelastic strain range versus 
cycles to failure, the study showed that in ductile, low-strength materials, IP cycling generally results in longer lives, 
whereas in high-strength, low-ductility materials, OP cycling is generally better. A significant difference in lives was 
found between IP and OP cycling for IN-738-based alloy on a total strain range correlation (Ref 29, 30). For TMF cycles 
applied to test specimens of IN-738 alloy, the total strain range versus cycles to crack initiation is shown in Fig. 19(a). 
The data shows that at lower strain ranges, the life can differ almost by a factor of 100 when compared to isothermal cycle 
results. 
 

 

Fig. 19  Effect of in-phase (IP) and out-of-phase (OP) cycling on the fatigue life of IN-738. 
(a) Strain life data for the various wave forms. (b) Cycles to crack initiation based on the 
maximum tensile stresses 
When the TMF results are plotted in terms of maximum tensile stress, instead of total strain range, a better correlation 
with cycles to crack initiation is obtained, as shown in Fig. 19(b). However, it is more difficult to accurately calculate 
maximum tensile stress in a bucket TMF cycle (because of the time-and-temperature-dependent inelastic behavior of the 
material) than it is to calculate strain range, which can be fairly accurately done even if fully elastic behavior is assumed. 
In addition, TMF cracks initiate on the surface, where TMF properties can be seriously degraded by the environment. 
When diffusion or overlay coatings are used to prevent oxidation and/or hot corrosion, the TMF properties of the coating 
in the service environment govern TMF life. 

Case History 

Example 1: Evaluation of Gas Turbine Hot Section Blade Cracking under Oxidation, TMF, and Creep Conditions. This 
case history illustrates how to evaluate creep, oxidation, and TMF in a first-stage gas turbine blade. Often, it is necessary 



to estimate the temperature and the applied stress to perform a life assessment. This case history demonstrates how that 
was done on a failed blade. Once the operating temperature and stresses are determined, then the life of blades with 
similar operating conditions can be determined. The first-stage blades in a model 501D5 gas turbine had 16 cooling holes. 
After 32,000 h of service, the blades exhibited cracking at the cooling holes. The blade material was wrought Udimet 520 
alloy (Special Metals Corp.), with nominal composition of 57Ni-19Cr-12Co-6Mo-1W-2Al-3Ti-0.05C-0.005B. Figure 20 
shows the blade and the airfoil cross section with the cooling holes. Intergranular cracks ranging from 0.13 to 0.32 mm (5 
to 12.6 mils) were found at the surface of cooling holes 2 through 6. The diameter of these holes was approximately 2.5 
mm (0.1 in.). The cooling holes surface was not coated. Cracks were observed by transverse metallurgical sectioning of 
the airfoil at approximately 60 and 90% heights, where the metal temperature is expected to be maximum. The orientation 
of the cracks was parallel to the blade axis and not perpendicular to the centrifugal stress (transverse) direction. Typical 
oxidation and intergranular cracking are shown in optical micrographs in Fig. 21. 
 

 

Fig. 20  Schematic of first-stage gas turbine blade that experienced cracking after 32,000 h 
in service. (a) Sectioning planes at three locations on the blade airfoil. (b) Cross-sectional 
view of the blade airfoil showing the cooling holes and numbering sequence 
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Fig. 21  Oxidation and cracking at cooling holes in a turbine blade. (a) Trailing edge 
cooling hole surface showing oxidation and nitridation attack on the surface after 32,000 h 
of operation. (b) Crack found on the surface of No. 5 cooling hole. Oxidation on the crack 
surface and hole surface can be noticed. 
To predict the life of the blade, metal-temperature distribution and stress distribution during service are needed. Obtaining 
the temperature and stress distribution of the blade sometimes requires complex three-dimensional finite-element 
aerothermal analysis and stress analysis methods that are not practical in this situation. Thus, other, simpler methods were 
used to obtain this information to predict the life of these blades. 
Analysis of Cooling Hole Oxidation and Temperature Prediction. Internal oxidation and nitridation of the hot section 
components lead to embrittlement and reduction in the life of the parts. However, an indirect method to estimate the metal 
temperature using the oxide measurements was developed in this study. The oxidation depth at the blade cooling hole 
surfaces was measured for each hole. These measurements were used to estimate the metal temperature at the various 
cooling hole locations. The oxidation depth is assumed to be parabolic with time, and using the Arrhenius relationship 
between time and temperature, that is:  

[log K · log (d2/t)][T + 460] = Q/R  (Eq 6) 
where log K is constant, d is depth of the oxidation attack, t is time, T is temperature, Q is activation energy, and R is gas 
constant. 
Using the diffusion data available from the literature, the temperature was estimated at 50 and 90% airfoil heights and 
plotted in Fig. 22 and 23. The details of the calculations can be found in Ref 31. 
 



 

Fig. 22  Predicted temperature using oxide depth measurements at 60% airfoil height 
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Fig. 23  Predicted temperature using oxide depth measurements at 90% airfoil height 
Stress and Strain Analysis. An approximate elastic stress analysis was conducted to determine the nominal elastic stress 
distribution through the thickness of the airfoil. In addition, the local strain at the edge of the hole (crack initiation 
location) was estimated using Neuber's rule and stress-strain-creep properties of the material. The nominal elastic stress 
through the blade airfoil thickness was computed using a flat plat analysis model. Figure 24 shows the temperature and 
stress distribution at a longitudinal plane through hole 5. In addition, the temperature difference from the airfoil outer 
surface to the cooling hole was estimated to be approximately 189 °C (340 °F) to cause thermal stresses. At the surface of 
the cooling holes, high local stresses and strain can occur due to stress concentration from the holes. The stress 
concentration for the holes is estimated to be 2.5. It is computed that this could lead to local peak elastic stress of 1200 
MPa (174 ksi). 

 

Fig. 24  Temperature and elastic stress distribution along line through hole 5 
An inelastic strain analysis was estimated using Neuber's rule. The nominal and local strains are related by (Ref 31):  

  
(Eq 7) 

where, e is nominal strain, Kt is elastic stress-concentration factor, and n is the exponent in the power law creep. 
It was calculated that the total strain at the cooling hole surface could reach 1.3%, which is large enough to initiate the 
cracks. Creep relaxation is predicted to occur at the estimated temperature range of 705 to 730 °C (1300 to 1350 °F). The 
turbine start-stop cycles contribute to TMF stress cycling. Thus, the cracking at the cooling holes was due to:  

• Grain-boundary oxidation and nitridation at the cooling hole surface 
• Embrittlement and loss of local ductility of the base alloy (Udimet 520) 
• Temperature gradient from the airfoil surface to the cooling holes, which led to relatively high thermal stresses at 

the holes located at the thicker sections of the airfoil 
• Stress concentration of 2.5 at the cooling hole and the presence of relatively high total strain (an inelastic strain of 

1.2%) at the cooling hole surface 

Thus, by the application of the methods given in this case study to estimate the metal temperature and stresses, it is 
possible to predict the life of turbine blades under similar operating conditions. This method is cost-effective and less 
time-consuming than a rigorous engineering analysis, which may require sophisticated engineering analysis models, 
software, and engine operating data. 

Life Prediction of Coatings on Gas Turbine Blades 

The principal degradation mechanisms for coatings are the same environmental mechanisms that affect uncoated 
superalloys. Hot corrosion and oxidation attack both occur on coated components and with the same general features as 
on uncoated blades (Fig. 11). Although the resistance of coatings to attack is generally higher than for uncoated 



superalloys, coatings are often employed under very severe conditions of temperature or contamination. The coatings, 
therefore, have a limited life, after which the base metal is exposed, and accelerated attack can occur. 
Land-based gas turbine blades are generally coated with overlay (MCrAlY) or diffusion coatings (plain aluminide or 
platinum aluminide) to improve the oxidation and hot corrosion resistance. The effectiveness of the coating deteriorates 
with time after exposure to high temperature and repeated heat-up during start of the engine and cool-down during the 
engine shutdown cycle. The active element that provides the protection on the outer surface of the coating is aluminum, 
which forms a protective aluminum oxide, that is, alumina, layer. When the aluminum is depleted during service 
exposure, the coating loses its ability to protect the substrate, because it loses its ability to form and maintain a continuous 
alumina layer. This leads to breaching of the coating by the environment. The loss of aluminum occurs by three 
mechanisms: oxidation, oxide fracture and spallation, and inward diffusion. A schematic diagram of these mechanisms is 
shown in Fig. 25 (Ref 32, 33). 

 

Fig. 25  Schematics of the degradation mechanisms of spalling, oxidation, and inward 
diffusion for coatings 
A critical concentration of aluminum is needed to provide a protective oxide layer. The aluminum is stored in the coating 
as beta phase, which is NiAl or CoAl phase (Ref 34). This phase dissociates at the high temperatures in which the turbine 
blades operate—in general, 870 to 925 °C (1600 to 1700 °F)—and the aluminum diffuses to the outer surface to form the 
protective oxide layer. Some of this aluminum also diffuses inward to the substrate, due to the large aluminum 
concentration gradient across the coating/substrate interface. The volume fraction of the beta phase decreases with time 
and number of cycles (Ref 34). The calculated and measured values of the volume fraction of beta phase as a function of 
thermal cycles for platinum-aluminum-coated GTD-111 alloy substrate is shown in Fig. 26. 
 

 

Fig. 26  Calculated and measured values of the volume fraction of beta as a function of 
one-hour thermal cycles from 25 to 1066 °C (75 to 1950 °F) for platinum-aluminum-
coated GTD-111 blade 
For the coating life prediction model development, small coupons coated with various coatings were subjected to 
accelerated thermal cycling in the laboratory between room temperature and a peak temperature of either 955 °C (1750 
°F) or 1065 °C (1950 °F). Weight change was monitored with the number of cycles. Material constants needed for the 
diffusion and oxidation models were thus obtained. Coating life is predicted with and without the diffusion of aluminum 
and compared, as shown in Fig. 27. 
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Fig. 27  Comparison of calculated and observed aluminum content as a function of one-
hour thermal cycles from 25 to 1066 °C (75 to 1950 °F) for aluminide-coated GTD-111 
blade 
It was determined that the critical aluminum content was approximately 19% below that at which the coating becomes 
ineffective in providing protection, and thus, it is considered a failed coating. 
Once a set of model constants has been obtained for a coating, the procedure can be used to calculate the time to failure of 
the coating by varying the cycle time. The calculated values of time to failure are then divided by the cycle time to obtain 
the number of start-up cycles to coating failure. A coating life diagram is obtained by plotting the number of start-up 
cycles as a function of cycle time in a log-log plot. Figure 28 illustrates this plot for a MCrAlY coating on GTD-111 alloy 
substrate. 

 

Fig. 28  Coating life diagram calculated using computer program COATLIFE. The 
diagram shows the protective and failed regimes of MCrAlY-coated GTD-111 blade 
The coating life diagram provides a simple and rigorous means for forecasting the remaining life of a coating after it has 
been in service. The controlling failure mechanism along the coating failure boundary varies with cycle time and 
temperature. In general, oxidation and spallation dominate at short cycle times, while oxidation and inward diffusion 
dominate at long cycle times. At intermediate times, the coating failure is controlled by oxidation, spallation, and inward 
diffusion. 
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Elevated-Temperature Life Assessment for Turbine Components, Piping, and Tubing  
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Life Assessment Methods for Power Plant Piping and Tubing 

Similar to gas turbine blades, piping and tubing in steamlines, heaters, boilers, and superheaters are subjected to elevated 
temperatures that can cause degradation, deformation, bulging, cracking, or bursting. Thus, it is possible for the life 
expectancy to be reduced. Therefore, it is often necessary that piping and tube life assessments be conducted. Some of the 
same methods used for gas turbine high-temperature life assessment can be applied for plant piping and tubing exposed to 
elevated temperatures. The following techniques for high-temperature power plant piping and components are discussed 
in this article (Ref 35, 36):  

• Hardness testing 
• Microstructural evaluations 
• Creep cavitation damage assessment 
• Stress-rupture tests (life fraction) 
• Oxide-scale-based life prediction 
• High-temperature crack growth methods 

Hardness-Based Techniques. Traditionally, microstructure-based and hardness-based techniques have been used to assess 
the condition of piping and tubes. In the past, they have been used mainly to estimate the “equivalent temperatures” of the 
tubes, which are then used in conjunction with standard rupture data to calculate the fractional creep life consumed. 
Relationships have also been established between the degree of creep cavitation, as measured in replicas, and the creep 
life fraction consumed. In those instances, where oxide scale information is simply unavailable (e.g., due to spalling or 
chemical cleaning), the hardness- and microstructure-based technique is viable to assess the tube temperatures, provided 
there are comparative hardness data and microstructural comparisons. Even where oxide scales are intact, equivalent 
temperature estimates from hardness and microstructure can be used as additional verification of the equivalent 
temperature predictions based on scale thickness. 
One area where hardness and microstructure have been used is in boiler tube assessments. The function of the boiler is to 
convert water into superheated steam, which is then delivered to a steam turbine. The types of tubes in a utility boiler 
include waterwall, superheater, economizer, and radiant tubes. Failure of boiler tubes is the foremost cause of forced 
boiler outages in the United States and other countries. It is estimated that more than $five billion per year is spent in 
replacement power and maintenance costs. 
Boiler tube failures attributed to high-temperature environments include stress rupture, fireside corrosion, and thermal 
fatigue (Ref 3). Stress-rupture failures can be attributed to short-term overheating or long-term, high-temperature creep. 
Often, abnormal conditions cause failure such as internal blockage, loss of coolant, overfiring of boiler burners, and 
reduction in heat transfer due to oxide scale formation or deposit accumulation. 
One way to avoid failure and increase the life expectancy of boiler tubes is to select the proper alloy for the intended 
high-temperature application. Boiler tube materials are selected depending on the designed maximum operating 
temperature and stress condition. Some of the key material properties to consider are thermal expansion coefficient, stress 
rupture, fatigue life, oxidation resistance, and environmental effects. A listing of some high-temperature materials and 
some generally accepted maximum metal-temperature limits on the outside surface is given in Table 3. These values are 
not design limits and may be different, depending on the boiler manufacturer, code requirements, and the anticipated 
oxidation resistance. As a general rule, as the chromium and molybdenum percent increases, the maximum allowable tube 
temperature increases. 

Table 3   Maximum metal temperatures for high-temperature boiler tube materials 
Tube type Temperature, °C (°F) 
Carbon steel 510 (950) 

Carbon- 1
2

Mo (T1) 524 (975) 



1 1
4

Cr- 1
2

Mo (T11) 552 (1025) 

2 1
4

Cr-1Mo (T22) 580 (1075) 

9 Cr-1Mo (T9) 650 (1200) 
Stainless steel (type 304H) 704 (1300) 
Stainless steel (type 347H) 704 (1300) 
 
The strength of low-alloy steel changes with service exposure in a time-and-temperature-dependent manner. Thus, any 
measure of change in strength during service (e.g., change in hardness) may be used to estimate a “mean” operating 
temperature for the component. This information, in conjunction with stress-rupture data, can be useful to estimate the 
life. This hardness approach is particularly suitable when strength and hardness changes in service occur primarily as a 
result of carbide precipitation and growth (microstructural coarsening), and strain-induced softening can be neglected. 
The effects of temperature on a material are often characterized using a LMP. For some materials, hardness changes have 
been described using the LMP. The tempering responses of steels at typical service temperatures, as evidenced by 
hardness changes influenced by time (t) and temperature (T) of exposure, often are described by the LMP, discussed in 
the section “Gas Turbine Blade Life Assessment” in this article. For example, typical correlations between hardness and 

the LMP for aging of 1Cr- 1
2

Mo, 2Cr-1Mo, and 9Cr-1Mo steels are given in Fig. 29 (Ref 35). If the service exposure 

duration and the current hardness are known, Fig. 29 can be used to estimate the equivalent temperature of the tube. A 
common problem in using this approach is that the initial hardness of the material is often unknown, and assumptions 
have to be made based on typical values obtained on similar material. 
 

 

Fig. 29  Correlation between hardness and Larson-Miller parameter for alloy steels 1Cr-
1
2

Mo, 2Cr-1Mo, and 9Cr-1Mo 
The hardness method may be used nondestructively for estimation of exterior-surface operating temperature. When 
performed destructively, this method can provide tube-wall operating thermal gradients. This method is relatively 
inexpensive, requiring no sophisticated equipment, but has several limitations. At low loads (e.g., 100 g), the sensitivity 
of hardness to local microstructural variation can result in significant scatter and poor reproducibility. This is less so at 
high loads (e.g., 20 kg). Strain-softening effects, if present, can cause an erroneous increase in the estimated mean service 
temperature. The load used for determining temperature should be equal to that used for deriving the correlation. For 
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nondestructive use of this method, tube access may be limited. For a detailed description of hardness techniques, the 
reader is referred to Ref 3. 
Microstructural Cataloging and Analysis of Carbides. Similar to turbine blades, alloy steel tubes and piping 
microstructures can alter due to elevated-temperature exposure. Consequently, the life can also be decreased. 
Spheroidization, shown in Fig. 5, may be cataloged to understand how the life was influenced. Taft and Mardsen 
demonstrated that there are six stages of spheroidization of carbides in ferritic steels. Using a Sherby-Dorn-type 
parametric equation, they showed that it was possible to get a reasonable correlation of microstructure with a “weighted 
average” service temperature (Ref 37). Similar semiquantitative and qualitative approaches involving microstructural 
“cataloging” as a function of service history have been used by others (Ref 38, 39). This procedure suffers from the 
limitation that the current state of the microstructure depends on the starting microstructure prior to service, which is often 
unknown and may not necessarily correspond to the reference-starting microstructure in the laboratory samples. One way 
to circumvent this problem is to remove samples from the relatively colder regions of the component and assume that they 
represent the typical starting microstructure. If the typical starting structure is reasonably close to the starting structure in 
the laboratory samples, then the temperature estimate is expected to be good. In the absence of such information, a 
catalog of microstructural changes for different starting structures, and a scatterband of behavior, must be established. 
Attempts have been made to use parameters such as matrix-solute compositions, ratios of carbide phases, and matrix-

lattice parameters as quantitative indices of temperature during aging of 1Cr- 1
2

Mo steels (Ref 40). Nakatani and Sugita 

have also outlined a procedure for direct estimation of life fraction consumed based on the percent M6C present in 2 1
4

Cr-

1Mo steels (Ref 41, 42). For more details, see the references. They conducted accelerated laboratory tests on simulated 
heat-affected zone (HAZ) samples, which had also been previously aged to produce different amounts of M6C, and 
established a relation between percent M6C and rupture-life degradation. Correlations are often made of the percent M6C 
compared to the Larson-Miller curve (Fig. 30). Figure 30 shows that the formation of M6C was accelerated by increased 
phosphorus (P) and unaffected by increased stress. 
 

 

Fig. 30  Correlation between evolution of M6C and Larson-Miller parameter for a 2 1
4

Cr-
1Mo steel 
Creep Cavitation Model. Metallographic techniques that track creep cavitation are principally applicable to the tube and 
piping welds and associated HAZs. Base metal failures in tubes and piping often occur due to softening, and creep 
cavitation appears too late in the failure cycle to be a useful monitoring index. 
For example, several categories of pipes carrying high-temperature/pressure steam contain welds that may be of concern. 
Main steam pipes are pipes that carry steam at 540 to 565 °C (1000 to 1050 °F) to the high-pressure turbine. These pipes 
are small in diameter and do not contain seam welds; hence, only girth welds are of concern. The main steam pipes are, 
however, often connected to the steam header using thick-walled seam-welded piping. In addition, hot reheat pipes, which 
carry steam at 540 to 565 °C (1000 to 1050 °F) but at a lower pressure (than the main steam pipe) to the reheat 
intermediate-pressure turbine, are frequently made of seam-welded piping. 



Replication has been widely used to characterize creep cavitation in piping, but quantitative correlations of cavitation with 
remaining life are sometimes lacking. Neubauer and Wedel characterized cavity evolution in steels at four stages—
isolated cavities, oriented cavities, linked cavities (microcracks), and macrocracks—and formulated recommendations 
corresponding to the four stages of cavitation (Ref 43). Figure 31 shows the creep cavitation damage as a function of 
creep life. The damage classifications have therefore been correlated with life fractions, and thus a life fraction range has 
been established for each class. The Wedel-Neubauer classifications of material condition (undamaged, class A, class B, 
class C, and class D) correspond roughly to expended life fraction (ti/tr) values of 0.27, 0.46, 0.65, 0.84, and 1, 
respectively, using the conservative lower-bound curve shown in Fig. 31:  

  
(Eq 8) 

 

Fig. 31  Creep cavitation damage classification as a function of expended life for 1 1
4

 Cr- 1
2

 
Mo steels 
In recent years, catastrophic failures have occurred of seam-welded hot reheat pipes in the United States (Fig. 32). These 
failures have been related to creep cavitation formed at elevated temperatures. The hot reheat pipe failure at the Mojave 
Power Station in 1986 is an example of a catastrophic failure (Ref 44). The failure resulted in the loss of life and millions 
of dollars as the result of downtime costs and litigation. The pipes in question are typically made of chromium-
molybdenum steels and carry high-pressure steam from the boiler to the turbine at or above a temperature of 540 °C 
(1000 °F). Most of the failures have occurred in hot reheat pipes, because these pipes tend to be larger in diameter 
compared to main steam pipes and hence are more likely to be seam welded. Failures have also occurred in a few 
instances where short segments of seam weld pipes have been used to link the header to the main steam line. 
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Fig. 32  Photograph of catastrophic fishmouth rupture of seam-welded high-energy 
piping. These failures are typically brittle and are not predicted using simple life fraction 
rule calculations. 
 
Analysis of the seam-welded pipe failures has created awareness of many issues affecting the life of weldments. Most of 
the field failures have occurred at calculated creep life fractions well below even 50%, sometimes as low as 15%. Some 
of the contributing factors to this type of premature failure have been identified as the presence of aligned nonmetallic 
inclusions at the fusion line, which promote creep cavitation followed by rapid linkup to form large cracks; inherently 
inferior rupture strength of weldments; geometric factors, such as weld bead cusps and ovality of pipe, which, in 
combination with the weld/base metal creep strength mismatch, create local stress concentration and through-wall stress 
gradients. 
While replication is very useful for detecting surface damage, many types of failures, such as long seam weld and damage 
in the fine-grained HAZ in girth welds, originate sub-surface. In these cases, replication alone is not a reliable method to 
detect damage. In long seam welds in hot reheat piping and header link piping, high-sensitivity conventional or automated 
ultrasonic testing, focused beam ultrasonic testing, or time-of-flight diffraction ultrasonic testing methods are needed to 
ensure safety of the piping. In the case of girth welds, however, conventional ultrasonic testing seems to be adequate. 
Life Fraction Testing. In the section “Gas Turbine Blade Life Assessment,” the life fraction rule (LFR) was discussed. 
The LFR is also used for tubing and piping. The LFR states that at failure:  

∑ti/tr = 1  (Eq 9) 
where ti is the same time spent at a given stress and temperature, and tr is the rupture life for the same test conditions. In 
the past, it has been held that the LFR is valid for temperature changes but not for stress changes. This is the basis of the 
use of isostress-rupture test procedures for estimating the remaining creep life of components. 
Accelerated testing is often used to predict the remaining life. However, there may not always be a good match. Figure 33 
shows stress-rupture tests on material in a virgin condition and the predamaged condition. The target value at 575 °C 
(1065 °F) is also shown in the table that accompanies Fig. 33. If the LFR is valid, the temperature versus time-to-rupture 
line should be parallel to the virgin material. This is not the case, however. For example, the 0.82 predamaged samples 
overpredicted the remaining life compared to the calculated value based on LFR. Thus, use of the LFR may need to be 
verified for a particular material. 

Fig. 33  Stress-rupture curves for virgin material and predamaged material showing the 
various life fractions. Virgin material rupture life at 575 °C (1065 °F) is 62,210 h 
 

 
Estimated remaining life at 575 °C (1065 °F) for 
predamaged samples based on: 
Symbol Damage 

fraction 
Life-fraction 
rule, h 

Linear 
extrapolation, h 

 0.27 45,413 49,900 
□ 0.45 34,215 48,300 



• 0.63 23,017 33,000 
◊ 0.82 11,197 45,000 
Some consideration should be given to the ductility of the material. Figure 34(a) shows the expected life based on LFR 
and the observed life for the three heats of material. For the brittle material, the actual life is shorter than the expected life. 
For the ductile material, the expected life agrees closely. 
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Fig. 34  Effect of ductility on life-fraction estimates. CrMoV (ductile) is a ferric 
microstructure with approximately 15% elongation (high ductility) under long-term 
service conditions. CrMoV (brittle) is a bainitic microstructure with 3.5% elongation (low 
ductility). 2 1

4
Cr-1Mo (ductile) is a ductile tubing steel. (a) Correlation between expected 

life based on life fraction rule and the actually observed life in postexposure accelerated 
tests. (b) The expended life fraction under service conditions versus the remaining life 
fraction as determined from postexposure accelerated tests for three heats of steel 
The correlation between prior expended life fraction and the remaining life fraction measured in the accelerated tests 
shown in Fig. 34(b) may be used as a modified basis for LFR. For a ductile material, the ∑ti/tr = 1 line may be used for a 
conservative prediction of remaining life. For a brittle material, a value of <1, as defined by the lower-bound envelope in 
Fig. 34(b), may be used as a conservative failure criterion. The practical implications of these results are:  

• In calculating cumulative damage under changing operating conditions, the ductility of the material should be 
kept in mind. For instance, in superheater tubes, wherein the metal temperature is continuously increasing, ∑ti/tr = 
1 > 1 or < 1 should be used for ductile and brittle conditions, respectively. 

• For brittle materials (e.g., prone to type IV cavitation, fusion line cavitation, etc.), temperature-accelerated tests 
may cause premature failure, and isostress extrapolation of the accelerated test results may lead to pessimistic 
(conservative) prediction of remaining life at the operating temperature. The actual remaining life under operating 
conditions may well exceed the estimates from the accelerated tests. 

There can be limitations to using the life fraction rule. Remaining life estimation of thick-section pipe weldments by 
isostress-rupture testing can be complicated by the inability to choose the correct equivalent stress in unixial tests and to 
reproduce the specimen size and constraint effects. There often is uncertainty in the method of calculating the stress, 
especially for thick-wall components. The appropriate equivalent stress calculation, whether on the basis of Von Mises, 
maximum shear, maximum principal, or other possible governing stress criterion, may depend on the material, 
temperature, stress, and stress state. Temperature gradients in thick-walled components and stress redistribution by creep 
render the stress estimations even more difficult. Stress redistribution in a weldment is more complex, in view of the 
different microstructures present with differing creep properties. Presence of material inhomogenities and inclusions, 
presence of weak zones, and stress concentration factors can localize the damage to specific interfaces or zones, causing 
crack growth rather than bulk creep damage and rupture. The manner in which these influences are felt in a component 
under service conditions is often different from what happens in accelerated tests on uniaxial specimens. This is the 
reason why, in laboratory tests, it may be difficult to simulate the field failures in terms of failure location. Cyclic service 
can further contribute to life reductions due to creep-fatigue interaction in a manner that cannot be simulated in 
accelerated uniaxial, noncyclic stress-rupture tests (Ref 45). 
Failures of most of the seam-welded piping have occurred prematurely and could not be predicted based on simple LFR 
calculations. Life fraction calculations based on metal rupture curves in case of weldments are rendered erroneous due to 
inherently weaker properties of some welds and due to stress-intensification effects arising from weld-strength mismatch 
effects. Figure 35 is a comparison of the available cross-weld specimen rupture data on ex-service piping with the 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME, or ASTM) data for comparable-size specimens of 2 1
4

Cr-1 Mo base 

metal, respectively (Ref 45). The as-measured, cross-weld data are consistently below the ASME average curve and often 
below the minimum curve. To eliminate the degradation effect of service exposure, the data should be “corrected” for 
service exposure by adding to the actual ex-service data an estimate of the equivalent exposure time (for the test 
temperature and stress) representing the life fraction consumed in service. The life fraction consumed was estimated by 
extrapolating the observed stress-LMP rupture data to the service stress (mean diameter hoop stress due to pressure). In 
most instances, this extrapolation had to be made, because isostress data were insufficient for a direct estimate. The 
corrected data are intended to represent an estimate of “new” weld properties extrapolated from the ex-service properties. 
The new cross-weld data inferred from ex-service data were also consistently below the ASME average curve and often at 
or below the minimum curve. While the potential inaccuracy in extrapolating from ex-service to new material rupture 
properties is recognized, the data nevertheless show that the performance of weldments can be inferior to that of base 
metal when compared on the basis of conventional estimations of stress and stress-LMP curves. 



 

Fig. 35  Cross-weld stress-rupture data for 2 1
4

Cr-1Mo ex-service pipe seam weldments 
corrected for service exposure 
Oxide-Scale-Based Life Prediction. Life assessment of boiler tubes using the oxide scale thickness has proven very 
effective. Creep-rupture failure of superheater (SH) and reheater (RH) tubes is a major cause of forced outages of boilers. 
The objectives of life assessment of SH and RH tubes are to avoid forced outages and to enable scheduling of appropriate 
inspection intervals and eventual SH and RH replacement in a cost-effective manner. To achieve these objectives, it is 
important that decisions be based on the overall condition of the SH or RH, including straight sections and bends in the 
furnace tubes, the penthouse tubes, stub tube welds, and dissimilar-metal welds in the system. Failure at any of these 
locations leads to forced outage, regardless of the condition of material at the other locations. 
Figure 36 depicts an overall strategy for assessing SH and RH assemblies (Ref 46). The figure reflects the point that the 
appearance of distress can take different forms at different locations, and hence, a different mix of evaluation tools may 
be applicable in each case. 
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Fig. 36  Strategic approach flow diagram for general tube sampling and life-assessment 
plan for superheater and reheater 
The earlier methods that were employed for making tube replacement decisions were based on calculations involving 
operating history, failure frequency, or destructive testing of tubes. A calculation procedure was developed that involves 
nondestructive measurement of steamside scale thickness and wall thickness. 
The validity of measuring the oxide scale thickness ultrasonically has also been demonstrated by establishing a good 
correlation between ultrasonic measurements and direct measurements on tube samples removed from SH assemblies 
from several fossil boilers. Figure 37 shows the oxide scale buildup thickness versus thermocouple measurements for a 

2 1
4

Cr-1Mo tube compared to predicted values using a code. Comparison of uniaxial test results with tube burst test 

results has also helped identify the correct formulas for computing the reference stress in tubing, replacing a more 
conservative formula used in the past. The kinetics of steamside oxide scale growth in heat-flux and nonheat-flux areas 



are also being measured in boilers. Cumulatively, these results have provided industry with needed confidence in its 
application of a more cost-effective and nondestructive method for assessing the condition of tubing. 
 

 

Fig. 37  Steamside oxide scale buildup thickness versus thermocouple measurements for a 
2 Cr-1Mo tube compared to predicted values using a code 
Based on steamside scale thickness and tube wall thickness, a code reconstructs the thermal and stress history of a tube 
and calculates the creep-damage accumulation for that history. Although it is a calculation technique, the input (i.e., oxide 
scale and wall thickness) to it is provided from ultrasonic measurements at locations, that are selected based on historical 
information. Approximate oxide growth laws are used to predict the estimated thickness. A typical set of oxide curves is 
shown in Fig. 38. 
 

 

Fig. 38  Steamside oxide thickness as a function of time and temperature for 2 1
4

Cr-1Mo 
steel 
In a code, the current steamside scale thickness is used in conjunction with an isothermal oxide growth rate law to 
determine the “equivalent” temperature history of the tube. During service, SH and RH tubes oxidize according to the 
reactions:  
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If thick, steamside scales are present and the tube is exposed to temperatures approaching or above 595 °C (1100 °F), then 
wustite (FeO) may also form. The tube dimensions are used to calculate the current “effective stress.” The temperature 
and stress values are then extrapolated back to the initial conditions, assuming linear growth of steamside scale and 
fireside wastage and the known heat-transfer properties of the steel and the oxide scale. The corresponding equivalent 
temperature is calculated using the isothermal kinetics for oxide growth. By iteration, the average metal temperature and 
stress for each time interval are estimated, and a history of temperature and stress as a function of time is established. The 
life fraction expended at each interval is computed from the temperature increase caused by the steamside scale, the stress 
increase caused by fireside corrosion, and the stress-rupture life at each calculated temperature based on standard data. 
The code uses the LFR for creep-damage summation and for establishing a failure criterion. The LFR states that, at 
failure:  

∑ti/tr = 1  (Eq 10) 
where ti is the time spent at any given stress and temperature, and tr is the rupture life under those conditions. Typically, 
the scale that is formed on the steamside of SH and RH tubes can be described as multilaminated and is normally 
characterized by two separate oxide layers: an iron-rich inner layer (tubeside) and an oxygen-rich outer layer (steamside). 
Magnetite (Fe3O4) and Fe-Cr-Mo spinel, (Fe, CrMo)3O4, are the most abundant steamside oxide scales found on boiler 
tubes. A very thin layer of hematite, Fe2O3, is usually found at the steam/oxide interface. When the temperature exceeds 
approximately 560 °C (1040 °F) (or somewhat higher for chromium-molybdenum steels), and the local partial pressure of 
oxygen at the oxide/metal interface is sufficiently low, then wustite, FeO, forms. 
When the code was initially developed, the steamside scale thickness values needed for input had to be obtained by 
metallographic examination of samples. Selection of sample locations was, therefore, crucial and called for considerable 
judgment and knowledge of prior history. With the improvement of ultrasonic techniques, these problems have been 
somewhat mitigated. 
High-Temperature Crack Growth. Another area where major strides have been made is with respect to methodologies and 
data pertaining to creep and creep-fatigue crack growth (Ref 3, 44, 47). For simple creep, the crack growth rate can be 
expressed as a function of driving force, as:  

  
(Eq 11) 

where b and m are material constants (see following). The transient creep parameter (Ct) is represented as:  
Ct = σ × ε(A, n) × a × H(geometry, n)  (Eq 12) 

where σ is the stress far from the crack tip obtained by stress analysis; ε is the strain rate far from the crack tip, which is a 
function of the constants A and n in the Norton relation for creep-strain rate (dε/dt = Aσn); a is the crack depth obtained 
from NDE measurements; and H is a tabulated function of geometry and the creep exponent, n. The values of A and n are 
either assumed from prior data or generated by creep testing of samples. By assembling all the constants needed, the value 
of Ct can be calculated. 
Once Ct is known, it can be correlated to the crack growth rate through the constants b and m in Eq 10. Combining Eq 10 
and 11 provides a first-order differential equation for crack depth (a) as a function of time (t). Theoretically, this equation 
can be solved by separating variables and integrating. However, the procedure is complicated by the time dependency of 
Ct and the crack-size dependence of the term H. To circumvent this, crack growth calculations are performed with the 
current values of da/dt (or a′) to determine the time increment required for incrementing the crack size by a small amount, 
Δa (i.e., Δt = Δa/a′). This provides new values of a, t, and Ct, and the process is then repeated. When the value of a 
reaches the critical size, ac, as defined by plane-strain fracture toughness (KIc) the J-integral (JIc), wall thickness, 
remaining ligament thickness, or any other appropriate failure parameter, failure is deemed to have occurred. 
For creep-fatigue crack growth, the total crack growth rate is then given by:  

  
(Eq 13) 

  
(Eq 14) 



where the first term denotes the Paris law for the fatigue crack growth component, and the second term combines the 
crack growth due to creep, including that due to stress relaxation. 
The average da/dt and Ct are obtained as follows:  

  
(Eq 15) 

and  

  
(Eq 16) 

The da/dN hold is the crack growth during the hold period and is obtained by subtracting the cycle-dependent crack 
growth rate from the total crack growth rate. Figure 39 shows a plot of (da/dt)avg with (Ct)avg for a 1.25 to 0.5 Mo steel at 
540 °C (1000 °F). The data included test results for a 98 s hold time, 10 min hold time, and also the creep crack growth 
rate data. When plotted as a function of (Ct)avg, the time rates of crack growth for these very different conditions fall on 
the same trend curve. In contrast, when the crack growth per cycle is plotted as a function of ΔK (Fig. 39), different 
curves are obtained. The significance of the previously mentioned trend with regard to predicting the hold-time effect in 
engineering components is obvious, because creep crack growth data can be used to estimate creep-fatigue crack growth 
data, and vice versa. In order to use this approach for predicting crack growth during hold time, it is necessary to estimate 
the magnitude of (Ct)avg for components. 
 

 

Fig. 39  (a) Comparison of creep-fatigue crack growth rates with fatigue crack growth 
plotted as a function of ΔK. (b) The effect of hold time estimated for engineering 
structures when the creep crack growth rate is plotted as a function of (Ct)avg  
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